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CAMPUS 
Powerful pictures: The 
powerful slide show/documentary 
American Pictures" will return U 
the University Tuesday at 6:30 p.ra 
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom. 
Jacob Holdt hitchhiked across 48 
states in the early 1970s taking 
pictures of his experiences. These 
frozen images of racial, social and 
economic separation will reflect th 
continuing dominance of these issu 
in today's society. 
Admission to the presentation is 
free. It is sponsored by the 
Undergraduate Student Governme 
and the Peace Coalition. 
IFC cabinet named: The 
Interfraternity Council installed ifc 
new cabinet members at its meetir 
Monday night. New members inclu 
Bob Brazotsky, Alcohol Awareness 
Eric Blue, Community Service; 
David Peck, Faculty Relations; 
Jonathan Stadler, Greek 
Representative; and Brian Bailey, 
Greek Unity. 
Also taking offices were Bryon 
Speakman, Intermurals Coordinat 
Doug Grace, Leadership 
Development; Phil Hamilton, 
Organizational Representative; Sc 
Plickert, Public Relations; and 
Blaine Wilson, Scholarship 
Chairman. 
Two new cabinet positions were 
created this semester: Chris Adair 
Community Relations and Ben 
Feinstein, Liability Awareness. Th 
Community Relations position was 
created to benefit the community s 
whole. The position will require 
attendance at City Council meetinj 
and responsibility of addressing 
questions to the council. 
The Liability Awareness positior 
educational in nature and was cres 
for chapters to use as a resource. I 
goal of the Liability Awareness 
position is to educate members 
toward more self-regulation. 
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Jetliner down: A Colomb 
Boeing 707 jetliner with more than 
people aboard crashed in fog and r 
Thursday night while on approach 
Kennedy International Airport in t 
York, authorities said. Numerous 
injuries were reported. 
Avianca Flight 52 from Bogota 
crashed at about 9:45 p.m. on Lone 
Island, an Kennedy airport official 
said. Police said numerous 
ambulances and helicopters were i 
the scene, but authorities had no 
immediate report of the number of 
injuries. 
Dead ducks: A 19-year-old 
Miamisburg, 0. man pleaded guil 
Thursday to charges stemming fr 
the slaughter of 17 ducks at a city 
park last December. 
Christopher Wysong entered th« 
plea in Miamisburg Municipal Co 
according to a court spokeswomai 
Wysong was charged with a 
misdemeanor count of cruelty to 
animals. 
The bodies of the ducks were 
discovered Dec. 31 at Sycamore 
Trails Park. Miamisburg Police 
Sergeant Aubrey Baker said the 
animals had been shot with a pelle 
gun and beaten with a baseball bat 
The white ducks had been a popi 
attraction at Sycamore Trails, wit 
parkgoers often stopping by to fee 
the fowls. Two of the park's ducks 
escaped injury during the incident 
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HISTORY 
On this date: Student Coun 
voted unanimously to adopt a new 
constitution and subsequently vote< 
itself out of existence in 1972. 
The Elections Board was charge< 
with organizing elections for a new 
steering committee members and 
student body officers. Student body 
president Art Toalson said that the 
new steering committee would hav 
more power than Student Council 
under the new constitution. 
Compiled from local and wire repot 
1 
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Bill outcome China policy upheld 
concern for 
host students 
by Jim Drinkard 
Associated Press writer 
by Snarl Valeba 
staff writer 
Exchange students the University presently is host- 
ing from mainland China, had mixed reactions con- 
cerning the presidential veto of the bill protecting 
Chinese students from deportation. 
Wang Da Jian, a political science major, and one of 
77 Chinese students on campus, agreed with the pro- 
veto stance, but said the issue is a sensitive one. 
"The Chinese government might not stop sending 
students because it would be expected," he said, and 
added they "may do something else to make things 
difficult for the students." 
Wang said he thinks the Bush veto is a reflection of 
the realistic attitude the president has. 
"I think he has seen through the Chinese govern- 
ment, and is trying to do everything he can to reduce 
the damages to the students," he said. 
Pan Yangdone, a biology major, supported the at- 
tempted override because "it will send a confusing 
message to China, politically," he said. 
Pan said he would not feel safe if he had to return to 
China in the near future. 
"If I'm forced to go back, I would not be happy," he 
said. 
The Chinese government would deal with returning 
students by talking to them, and coercing them to 
change their minds about what they heard happened 
on Tiananmen Square in Beijing, he said. 
Pan also said he thinks the lifting of martial law in 
China is less than what it appears to be. 
"Things are not improved — it is just a political 
show," he said. 
Jeffrey Grilliot, director of the Center for Interna- 
tional Programs, said he agreed with the action. 
"It's critical that the U.S. government protects the 
Chinese students who are here studying in our coun- 
try," he said. 
Grilliot said he believes the president had in mind 
the protection of both Mainland Chinese students cur- 
rently in the country, as well as the futures of students 
who may yet come here. 
"Bush has had a lot of firsthand experience with the 
Chinese culture and dealing with the Chinese politi- 
cians," he said. "I place a lot of confidence in his judgement." 
, The Senate on Thursday upheld Bush's veto of a bill 
protecting Chinese students from deportation, voting 
62 to 37. leaving his China policy intact. 
Just before the vote, Bush had publicly renewed his 
promise that the 40,000 Chinese students in the United 
States would be fully protected even without the legis- 
lation. 
"No student, as long as I'm president, will be sent 
back, "he said. 
Senators who supported the override said it was im- 
portant to maintain U.S. leadership for human rights 
and to demonstrate disapproval of the Chinese 
government's bloody crackdown on pro-democracy 
demonstrators last June 4. 
The immigration bill that was the subject of the 
fight was passed unanimously by the House and on a 
voice vote in the Senate last year. Bush vetoed it Nov. 
30. 
WASHINGTON - The Senate 
on Thursday narrowly upheld 
President Bush's veto of a bill 
protecting Chinese students from 
deportation, leaving his  China 
Slicy intact and giving him a vic- 
ry in the year's first test of 
strength with the Democratic- 
controlled Congress. 
Senators voted 62 to 37 to over- 
ride Bush's veto, four short of the 
two-thirds necessary. 
The action came a day after the 
House had voted overwhelmingly 
to reject Bush's veto, and fol- 
lowed an intense White House 
lobbying blitz that included tele- 
phone calls from Bush and former 
President Richard Nixon. 
Before the Senate roll call, Sen- 
ate Majority Leader George Mit- 
chell, D-Maine, said that while 
Bush has voiced support for de- 
mocratic reform in Eastern 
Europe, "this veto sends a con- 
trary message to the millions of 
students and workers in China 
who are struggling for democracy 
in their country." 
"We will continue to 
urge China to 
respect the human 
rights of its 
citizens." 
-George Bush, U.S. 
President 
But Sen. Bob Dole, R-Kan., the 
Minority Leader, said the con- 
gressional showdown was the 
equivalent of "throwing out the 
first ball" of the 1990 election 
season and was being used by 
Democrats to force GOP senators 
to cast "a tough political vote" to 
support the president. 
It's   not   China   policy,   it's 
American politics," Dole said. 
Just before the vote, Bush had 
publicly renewed his promise that 
the 40,000 Chinese students in the 
United States would be fully 
protected even without the legis- 
lation. "No student, as long as Pm 
president, will be sent back," he 
said. 
And in a televised appearance just after the vote, Bush added, 
We will continue to urge China to 
respect the human rights of its 
citizens." He hailed the vote as 
"reaffirming our commitment to 
Chinese students in this country 
as well as the goal of improving 
relations with China." 
Windtown BG News/Brock Visnich 
Toledo Glass Block employees Dan Hogan (left) and brother Dave Hogan (right) install insulation below the 
wind-damaged siding of (JptownDowntown Thursday afternoon. The brothers were working below the siding 
when it was torn from the facade by the 50-plus mph gusts. "I thought it was going to rip my head off," Don 
Hogan said. 
Advocates debate in abortion dispute 
by Wynne Everett 
city writer 
TOLEDO — The post-Webster furor 
over abortion that has swept the nation 
since last July reached Toledo again 
Thursday night as two prominent com- 
batants in the fight debated the issue at 
the University of Toledo. 
Sarah Weddington, the Texas attor- 
ney who successfully defended Norms 
McCorvey in the 1973 Roe vs. Wade de- 
cision, and Phyllis Schlafly, author, 
lecturer and well-known conservative, 
each gave arguments and answered 
questions from the audience in the 
campus' student union. 
Weddington opened the debate by 
saying   many   pro-choice   advocates 
have remained quiet since the Roe vs. 
Wade decision, but she believes most 
Americans favor abortion rights. 
"Many pro-choice supporters began 
to wake up on July 3 when the future of 
abortion regulation or even perhaps 
Srohibition came very much into ques- 
on," Weddington said. 
The pro-choice movement transcen- 
ded party lines and represented the be- 
liefs of mainstream America, she said. 
"The mainstream groups in this 
country have said "we don't think abor- 
tion should be illegal," Weddington 
said. "Even Barry Goldwater — who 
nobody ever accused of being a liberal 
— said 'the true conservative opinion is 
that it's not the government's busi- 
ness.'" 
Schlafly called abortion "the great 
issue of our time" and said the crucial 
question was not one of choice, but re- 
spect for human life. 
"Choice is a nice idea. We have lots 
of choice in America, but there are lim- 
its to choice," Schlafly said. "Where 
are we going to draw the line? Sure we 
have choice. Sure we have rights, but 
that choice has to stop somewhere. It 
stops at the right to life of an unborn 
baby." 
Schlafly said the government's re- 
sponsibility to protect unborn children 
outweighed a woman's right to an abor- 
tion. 
"The inalienable right to life, as 
stated in our Constitution, comes from 
our creator and our government is here 
to protect those rights," Schlafly said. 
When asked about the debate over 
when life begins, Schlafly said she be- 
lieved life begins at conception and it 
deserves legal personhood at that time. 
"Each fertilized ovum is a unique 
combination that has never been before 
and will never be again," Schlafly said. 
"Doesn't that unborn baby have any 
right to life?" 
Weddington disagreed. 
"The noble scientists who filed briefs 
with the court concerning Webster said 
life began millions years ago and it has 
been a continuum ever since." 
Peepholes to be installed 
by Michelle Banks 
staff writer 
It's late on a Friday night and vou are almost 
ready to go to sleep. Suddenly, there is a ear-s- 
plitting knock on your residence hall door. Not 
knowing who it could be this late at night, you 
are afraid to open the door. If only there was 
some way to know who was at the door without 
opening it. 
University students living in residence halls 
will not have to endure this scenario after July 
31 when peepholes will be installed in all resi- 
dents'doors. 
Robert Hayward, assistant director of the 
physical plant, said the peepholes will be in- 
stalled "as soon after spring semester as we 
can." 
The installation of peepholes had been re- 
quested several years ago by a number of resi- 
dence hall staffs, Director of Residence Man- 
agement William Lanning said. 
No serious incidents have occured, Lanning 
said, but the decision to install peepholes was to 
increase residents' protection. 
"It is a pro-active rather than a reactive 
measure," he said. "This will insure the com- 
fort and safety of the residents." 
In order to keep expenses down, University 
employees will install the peepholes them- 
selves, Hayward said. 
"Instead of contracting someone for the job, 
we will do it ourselves to save the University 
money," he said, explaining money allocated 
for the project totals $30,000. 
Sororities address need 
for an ADPi replacement 
by Sandra Kowalsky 
staff writer 
Attempting to choose a sorority to colonize on campus next 
year, representatives of the 13 University sororities gathered 
Thursday night to discuss the selection process. 
No decisions were made, but committee members will now 
take the options back to their chapters to make a decision by 
next week. 
With the yearly 10 percent increase in Rush registrations 
during the past five years and the disbanding of the Alpha 
Delta Pi sorority last fall, there is a definite need for a new 
sorority, according to JoAnn Amholt, assistant director of 
Greek Life. 
D See Colonize, page 3. 
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Deadly lesson 
learned by all 
Students in health care programs may be able to 
give proper care to those with infectious 
diseases, but they may not be able to protect them- 
selves from the dangers of a careless workplace. 
Veronica Prego is a victim of these circumstan- 
ces. She is dying of AIDS. 
After her arrival from Argentina in 1982, Prego 
started working at the Kings County Hospital as a 
medical "extern." She contracted the disease, in 
1983, while helping her supervisor care for a patient 
suffering from AIDS. 
Was it her fault she punctured her finger with a 
tainted needle hidden in the medical waste she was 
picking up? 
Was it right to reassure her that the chance of be- 
ing infected was unlikely? 
Was it right to be uninformed? Prego knew noth- 
ing about the dancers of AIDS before emigrating 
here and was told nothing after she arrived. 
Doesn't it seem strange that a hospital which saves 
peoples lives doesn't inform employees about pos- 
sible risks to their lives? 
Prego thinks so. To prove it she is suing the hospi- 
tal and her former supervisor for $175 million. This 
may seem extravagant, but it takes a big sum to get 
the attention of those who are looking the other 
way. 
After all, if she wins, she will probably receive 
only a few million dollars for compensation to her 
family and to pay for her health care before she 
dies. 
And we all know that health care is expensive — 
too bad it's going to cost her her life. 
Abused child 
denied justice 
David Rothenberg lived through a nightmare 
seven years ago and now his nightmare is 
out of jail. 
Charles Rothenberg, his father, has just been 
released on parole after spending seven years in jail for setting David on fire, severely burning the 
majority of his body, especially his face. 
Why did he set his son on fire? 
For the same reason any sane man would — his 
wife wouldn't let him see David. 
Do you blame her then or her son now for publicly 
announcing that he never wants to see his father 
again? In fact, he said the only way he will feel safe 
again is "when Charles dies. 
How can the judicial system release a man into 
society who has deformed and ruined another hu- 
man's life — especially if that human was his own 
flesh and blood? And still call itself "just"? 
If Rothenberg would have committed the crime 
today, he woukfbe faced with a life sentence. 
David deserves more out of life than fear and 
pain — he deserves a new life — and his father, a 
life sentence. 
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I THINK I 
I GOTTA 6ITEJ1 
Everything I ever needed... 
One of my co-workers told me 
it was National Book Week this 
week. Whether it is or isn't, I re- 
ally don't know. 
I shall assume it is, and get on 
with life. 
One evening I was sitting in 
my living room marvelling at 
how clean it was. This is a rare 
occurrence because usually a 
small migrating band of socks 
has made its way from my bed- 
room to the living room floor. 
The roving band of socks, both 
black and white, carve out little 
colonies along the bottom of the 
couch to settle and raise genera- 
tions and generations of future 
socks 
They never do, though. Like a 
great natural disaster I mosey 
through the room about once a 
week, disrupt the colonization 
process and cleanse their little 
souls — much like a sock- 
evangelist — at the laundromat. 
Anyway, there I sat, amazed 
at the fact that I could actual- 
lysee the floor. My roommate 
and I had just had a two-hour, 
late-night conversation about 
our attempts at writing, litera- 
ture courses, literature profes- 
sors, literature teaching assist- 
ants, books and homeless trans- 
sexuals. 
He finally gave up on the con- 
versation and went to bed. I, 
however, needed to think some 
more. 
And I thought about books. 
It's hard to believe sometimes 
that so much thought could be 
put into something that on the 
average is two inches thick, five 
inches across and eight and a 
half inches long. 
Market Square 
Hero 
by 
Dennis 
Robaugh 
columnist 
It is also hard to believe that 
so much discussion, so much 
pain, so much happiness and so 
much understanding can be 
drawn out by just reading those 
small packages of printed 
pages. 
So many authors have written 
so many great works, only to 
have them mangled in class by a 
pot-bellied, slow-speaking, sil- 
ver-haired, spectacled and 
scruffy-faced English teaching 
assistant who practically bulges 
with a know-it-all attitude. The 
kind of dimwit who thinks he has 
deeply scrutinized a particular 
work, but really has only scrat- 
ched the surface in the most per- 
functory way. 
And others, who are much like 
the unfortunate twit described 
above, will write horrid tomes 
which manage to get published 
and then sit gathering dust be- 
cause no one has the desire, or 
the stomach, to get past the first 
chapter. 
It boggles my mind to think of 
how many men and women 
make attempts at putting things 
down on paper in the hopes that 
others will find something 
worthwhile in them. And I won- 
der where I fit in this whole 
scheme. 
Being my own worst critic (and, compared to my other 
critics, that'd make me a real 
asshole) I often find many faults 
in the things I've written. Points, 
I could have expressed better, 
phrases I could have turned 
more finely. 
I've searched books for a guid- 
ing philosophy espoused and fol- 
lowed by other writers, great 
writers. My own personal idols 
— Mike Royko and Art Buch- 
tvald — provide somewhat of a 
guide, but it isn't enough. I've 
looked to Dostoyevsky, Ellison, 
Chaucer — and found ideals to 
follow,  but  nothing  really  to 
guide me. 
But what finally came to be 
my guide I did not find in any of 
the works by the supposed great 
or popular writers. 
I realized that "All I Really 
Needed »o Know I Learned In 
Kindergarten." 
My aunt gave me this book, by 
Robert Fulghum, this past 
Christmas. It's probably the 
greatest gift I've ever received 
and it contains something I hope 
never to forget — Fulghum's li- 
cense to write — The Storytel- 
ler's Creed, underlined in pen by 
my aunt's hand. 
I believe that imagination is 
stronger than knowledge. 
That myth is more potent than 
history. 
That dreams are more power- 
ful than facts. 
That hope always triumphs 
over experience. 
That laughter is the only cure for grief. 
And I believe that love is 
stronger than death. 
I only hope, like Fulghum, I do 
not write anything that would 
cause my license to be revoked. 
I've found my book. I hope you 
find yours. 
Robaugh, a news-editorial 
major, is a columnist tor The 
News. 
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Officer should stop 
'perfect' behavior 
To the Editor: 
I am writing in repsonse to 
Diana Swartz's letter on Jan. 10, 
concerning the BGSU security 
officer Mark Reef. I am in total 
agreement that he does act in a 
"rude and brusque manner." 
However, my involvement with 
Mr. Reef was not in response to 
a traffic ticket, it was during a 
hockey game. 
During the Jan. 5 weekend, I 
attended both hockey games as I 
always do because I am a very 
devoted fan of BG hockey. There 
were no problems during Friday 
night's game in which fact as I 
always do — I tend to yell a lot 
when I see a bad call and 
scream a lot when BG scores. 
Basically, I am a typical BGSU 
hockey fan. 
However, the following night 
when I proceeded to act in the 
very same manner, I was war- 
ned by Officer Reef that I should 
stop "hanging'' on the glass. 
Surprised by Mr. Reefs warn- 
ing that I was "hanging" on the 
Green Harvest 
glass, when I was merely lean- 
ing against it as I stood up, I sat 
down and continued to watch the 
game. About a period later, I 
saw a bad call and stood up to 
yell at the referee. I was careful 
not to hang on the glass so I just 
put my fists against it to stop 
from falling face first into the 
glass (other people behind me 
were leaning over me to yell 
too). The next thing I know, 
Officer Reef was asking me for a 
piece of identification and for 
me to follow him. 
Obediently, I followed him out 
of the stands and asked him 
what the problem was. He re- 
sponded that he had warned me 
to stop "hanging" on the glass 
and that he needed a piece of i- 
dentification. I asked him why 
he needed the ID and if I was be- 
ing charged with anything. He 
responded "Right now, you are 
being thrown out of this building 
and if you don't keep you mouth 
shut, you're going to be arrested 
for disorderly conduct." So, I 
shut up for the moment as he 
called in my social security 
number, after which he escorted 
me out the door. 
Along the way, I told him that 
I was just leaning on the glass, 
not hanging all over it. He said 
that two people had told him that 
I was all over the glass (later I 
found out one of these two was a 
photographer and one was an 
usher). I asked Mr. Reef that I 
thought it was his job to watch 
for us after wanting us, and if he 
had seen any of it. Of course, he 
said no he hadn't. 
Well, I continued to argue my 
point that I wasn't hanging on 
the glass at all — all the while I 
was walking with him to the 
door. And he again threatened to 
arrest me for disorderly con- 
duct. I asked him how I was be- 
ing disorderly, and he said that I 
was giving him a hard time. I 
felt so sorry for the poor officer 
because I was giving him such a 
hard time by asking why I was 
being thrown out. 
I agree very much with Ms. 
Swam that Mr. Reef is a very 
poor excuse for a security offi- 
cer. He tends to hide behind his 
badge and of course, is never 
wrong. I know that many other 
people act the exact same way 
as Ido at the hockey games, but 
it always turns out that Section 
E fans are acted upon the most. 
In fact, I don" ever recall seeing 
any other fan L  my other sec- 
tion ever being thrown out. All 
by the same officer and for no 
apparent reason other than get- 
ting into the hockey game. 
So Officer Mark Reef, I think 
it is time to stop being the 
"Mickey Mouse Policeman" 
that Diana Swartz proved you to 
be. Reevaluate how a proper 
BGSU security officer should 
act and remember that you do 
make mistakes and a person is 
innocent until proven guilty. 
Your badge does not make you 
God or a judge and it certainly 
does not make you perfect and 
beyond mistakes. 
MattPohle 
OCMB7073 
p=Respond=^ 
Letters to the editor 
should be a maximum of 
200-300 words in length and 
should be typewritten, 
double-spaced and signed. 
Please Include your ad- 
dress or on-campus mail- 
box number, as well as 
your telephone number for 
verification. 
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Grape boycott 
to help workers 
by Daron McDonald 
reporter 
Organizers of a grape boy- 
cott at the University are hop- 
ing to put the squeeze on 
growers by boycotting their 
products to help migrant 
workers obtain better working 
conditions. 
Sue Plummer, senior educa- 
tion major, is organizing the 
boycott on campus. She was 
first alerted about this problem 
through her involvement with 
the Peace Coalition. 
She has also garnered sup- 
port from the Progressive Stu- 
dent Union, the Latino Student 
Union, the NAACP and the 
Social Justice Committee. 
"The United Farm Workers 
are trying to get better wott- 
ing conditions because they do 
not have a contract," Plum- 
mer said. "They are trying to 
get pesticides off the grapes 
because it threatens the 
workers and the consumers 
are not aware of the pesti- 
cides." 
She explained that these pes- 
ticides do not wash off and they 
are also affecting people who 
eat the grapes. 
"The reason I got involved 
was because I felt that the de- 
mands were simple — either 
support people w profits," 
Plummer said. "What do we 
care about most? The working 
conditions of the workers or the 
money the growers make?" 
The United Farm Workers 
are demanding a ban on the 
five most dangerous pesticides 
used in the growing of grapes, 
which are supposed to cause 
cancer and birth defects. 
These pesticides are captan, 
parathian, phosdrin, dinoseb 
and methyl bromide. 
The workers also want a joint UFW/grower testing 
program for poisonous resi- 
dues on grapes sold in stores, 
with the results made public. 
Their last major demand is for 
free and fair elections for farm 
workers and good faith collec- 
tive bargaining. 
In support of the migrant 
workers grape boycott, vol- 
unteers are collecting names 
for a petition for Food Opera- 
BG News/Mark Deckard 
The Wrath of Grapes 
Food vices from serving table grapes. Looking on are Karen Nightingale (left) of the Peace Coalition, and Latino 
Student Union member Nilfa Baez. The petition is part of a nationwide boycott of table grapes to protest the 
working conditions of the farm workers, who are routinely exposed to dangerous pesticides. The petitions will 
be avallible today in the Math Science: and Education buildings. 
tions to remove grapes from 
the University cafeterias. 
The volunteers have set up 
different information tables 
across campus about the grape 
boycott. A Grape Boycott In- 
formation Line also has been 
set up at the UCF Center to 
provide more information. 
Colonize  
D Continued from page 1. 
Each campus sorority is now 
at the membership limit of 95, 
with some chapters exceeding 
the limit with the addition of the 
new Rush pledges. Without the 
ADPi sorority, there are now 95 
less membership positions for 
women next fall. 
Shelia Leistner, administra- 
tive assistant to the assistant di- 
rector for the Panhellenic Coun- 
cil, presented three options to 
the committee: 
D Option one involves sending 
out questionnaires to the 12 
national sororities not presently 
on campus. All interested soror- 
ities would be invited to brine a 
team of representatives to the 
campus and present slide shows 
to the Panhellenic Council and 
other sorority members. 
The expansion committee 
would then recommend a soror- 
ity to Panhel and a vote would be 
taken. 
Option two is to invite only 
the Sigma Kappa and Sigma Si- 
gma Sigma sororities, which 
had previously expressed an in- 
terest in colonizing at the Uni- 
versity when the Alpha Omicron 
Pi sorority was brought to cam- 
pus in 1988. 
OOption three is to invite only 
Sigma Kappa sorority to the U- 
niversity, without a presentation 
given by the Sigma Kappas or a 
vote by Panhel. 
"The Sigma Kappas have 
already expressed an interest," 
Arnhoft said. 
Enjoy a good living with 
Preferred Properties 
Rental Office 835 High Street.Phone 352-9378 
Office hours - Monday thru Friday 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m. 
NOW LEASING FOR THE SUMMER AND FALL 
FOX RUN - SUMMER ONLY 
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR 
PIEDMONT 
HOUSES FOR SUMMER ONLY 
All residents receive a membership to 
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA 
ask about our other listings 
Tune to 88.1 FM WBGU for Falcon Hockey 
this weekend. The Falcons travel to Lake 
Superior for a crucial CCHA series. 
Q LAKERS 
Join Todd Goldberg and Jeff Mandell for all 
the action on Friday and Saturday nights at 
7:25 on WBGU. 
NORTHWEST OHIO'S LARGEST 
TOYOTA DEALER 
SPECIAL PRICES FOR B.G. 
STUDENTS AND FACULTY 
NEW CARS/ TRUCKS - USED CARS - LEASING 
PGeoree Ballas Toyota 
I ll^- 1377 CONANT STREET ■ MAUMEE ■ 893 5000 
5i«^-     ^^^-      Just 1 Mil* South Of Soulhwych. Whit. Reynolds Turns Into Conini 
SALES: Mon S Tnurs til 9PM • Tues. Wed. Frt. Sat til 6PM 
SERVICE: Mon trim Fri 7AM-6PM »Saturday 7:30AM-5PM 
Time Is Running Out 
Last five days 
for senior portraits!!! 
Monday/Tuesday are almost filled 
and Wed/Thur/Fri are filling up! 
Call 372-8086 now while limited 
appointments still available! 
Don't be left out of The 1990 KEY! 
Walk-ins accepted Wed-Fri. 
10a.m.-3p.m. 
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Fund-raiser replaced 
Senior Challenge succeeded by activities organization 
by J.J. Thompson 
staff writer 
Senior Challenge, a 25-year- 
old University fund-raising or- 
ganization, has been replaced by 
the Senior Programming Board, 
which will organize a number of 
activities for the senior class. 
Kraig Baker, senior liberal 
studies major, said the new 
board has little in common with 
the organization preceding it. 
While active, Senior Chal- 
lange worked each year to raise 
money for a gift the class do- 
nated to the University. 
"It was great in the beginning, 
but in the past few years it had 
problems raising money," 
Baker said. "We decided as a 
Soup, with the backing of the 
umni Center, that it wasn't a 
good idea to ask seniors for 
money." 
Once students graduate, they 
will have the opportunity to stay 
involved with the University 
through the Alumni Center and 
the events should give seniors 
the chance to become more fa- 
miliar with the center before 
leaving, Baker said. 
Over 80 Imported Beers I Campus] 
Pollyeyes        "A Gathering Place" 
1352-9638 or 354-0056        440 
"Jazz Night"     E Court 
With Mike Petrosino. Chris Berger. & Dan Faehnle 
Every Tuesday at 9 p.m.-l a.m. 
Come & listen or bring your instrument & Join in! 
Free Delivery • Salads 
"We're hoping this will give 
people a good first impression of 
the Alumni Center," he said. 
Instead of fundraising, the 
group already has started to or- 
ganize social activities for 
seniors — the first of which is 
scheduled for Feb. 3 — Senior 
Appreciation Day. 
The Senior Programming 
Board is working with the athlet- 
ic department to have a special 
section where the seniors can sit 
during the basketball game. 
After the game, there will be 
food and drink specials at Quar- 
ters Cafe for seniors. 
"After the game, we're going 
to try to relax and get to know 
other seniors," Baker said. 
Senior Send-off, planned for 
April, will give seniors the op- 
portunity to speak with faculty, 
administrators and important 
members from the Bowling 
Green community. 
It also includes a slide show 
that looks back on the past four 
years and a presentation of 
awards to outstanding seniors, 
he said. 
Get involved with the Undergraduate Alumni Association 
Homecoming Senoir Sendoff 
Parents Day Mud Volleyball 
Finals Week Survival Kits Travel 
Extern Experience 'More! 
Our next meeting is Monday, Feb. 5, 7:30 p.m. Ill S. Hall. Officer po- 
sitions are open for next year. Learn valuable communication and lead- 
ership skills with UAA.  New members welcome. 
For more informaiion just fill, clipoul, and mail to UAA, Mileli 
Alumni Center 
Name 
Address, phone 
SSU  GSU  3SU  (3SU  (3 S U  GSU  3SU  13 S U  GSU  85U  3SU 
IN   CELEBRATION   OF 
BLACK HISTORY MONTH 
Monday January 29 
Tuesday January 30 
Wednesday January 31 
Thursday February 1 
Friday February 2 
Saturday February 3 
Unity Rally II, GrandBall room, 7:00 p.m. 
American Pictures (co-sponsorship) 
Soul Food dinner, 4-6:15, Kreisher 
careteria (Darrow line) 
To be announced 
Keynote Speaker and presenter: 
Dr. Charles King 
Kobacker HaH, 7:30 p.m. 
Amani Cultural Center Fundraising Dance 
10:00-2:00, Commons, Cost $1.00 
YOUR SUPPORT IS NEEDED 
DLACK STUDENT UNION 
8SU  RSU  3SU  GSU  3SU  35U  GSU  3SU 35U  3SU 
Flu virus unpredictable 
by Dan Sperling 
USAToday-CIN 
A particularly nasty flu is 
sweeping the country, keeping 
millions of Americans home 
from work and school and threa- 
tening the lives of thousands. 
As of this week, 11.1 percent of 
Stients of 12S doctors in the 
nters for Disease Control's 
nationwide network were com- 
plaining of flu-like illness. That 
is just short of an 11.8 percent 
peak last February. 
"We don't know whether this 
means we're going to peak early 
and then disappear early, or 
whether it's just going to be a 
worse than usual flu season," 
CDC epidemiologist Walter 
Gunn said. 
David Coleman, 28, of Cincin- 
nati, said the dose he got Thurs- 
day left him "disoriented for 
about two days. I had a bad 
cough, a temperature of 103 de- 
grees and the shakes." 
About 10 percent of the popu- 
lation gets the flu during a typi- 
cal flu season — late November 
until March or April. About 
20,000 Americans die of the flu 
and of complications yearly. 
Dr. Arnold Monto, an in- 
fluenza specialist and professor 
of epidemiology at the Universi- 
ty of Michigan, said he is pre- 
pared for the worst this year. 
"I suspect this will be a rather 
large flu year, simply because it 
has started earlier and it hasn't 
involved all parts of the country 
yet," he said. 
In the first week of January, 
the CDC in Atlanta reported flu 
cases were widespread in 10 
states, common in 14 and spora- 
dic in 20. The other six had no 
cases or did not report. 
"If this (outbreak) behaves 
the way flu outbreaks typically 
behave, this will be a major 
year." Monto said. A "major 
year" means cases will build 
through next month before 
dropping. 
However, Monto said. "The 
flu is always unpredictable." 
The disease is most conta- 
gious from two days before 
symptoms until four days after 
they appear. After that, Monto 
said, you are not likely to spread 
the disease, even though you 
may still feel awful. 
"The body feels bad because 
of all the antibodies (immune 
cells that attack the virus) float- 
ing around, but the virus has 
been killed usually in the first 
few days," Gunn said. 
Sufferers "have been pouring 
in these last few weeks," said 
Dr. Vincent Wroblewski, an 
emergency room resident at the 
University of Maryland Hospital 
in Baltimore. "Its leaving pa- 
tients feeling aching, really 
dragged." 
New York psychoanalyst Dr. 
Susan Thompson, 47, got the flu 
two weeks ago. "For three days. 
I had a 103 (degree) fever and just laid around, she said. "I'm 
not over it. What happens to ev- 
erybody in New York is you 
think you're over it and then you 
have a relapse." 
"Everybody I know has either 
had it or is sick right now," said 
RUSH THETA CHI! 
WFAL <&        $£ 
• • • Live Remote • • • 
food, entertainment, 
live music 
THETA CHI 
FRATERNITY 
334 N. MAIN ST. 
Monday, January 29, from 7:30 to 9:00 
CALL FOR A RIDE 
352-9001 
Dan Thompson, manager of a 
Dallas truck-exporting com- 
pany. Thompson figures 20 to 30 
of his 100 employees are out 
sick, most with the flu. 
Influenza is caused by a virus 
that comes in different strains 
named after places where they 
were identified. 
Gunn said the predominant 
one this year is A-Shanghai, 
which belongs to a class of flu 
strains that are linked to a 
higher death rate than most 
strains. That class is called 
H3N2. 
For example, 57,000 flu- 
related deaths occurred in the 
United States in the 1984-85 win- 
ter, when another H3N2 strain 
struck. In 1987-88, when the do- 
minant flu was from a less dead- 
ly strain, only 22,000 deaths oc- 
curred. 
But because the flu is so un- 
predictable, "no year is an 
average year," Monto said. "So 
this year, we might see more 
than 10 percent." 
The flu is not generally life-th- 
reatening, but can killby wea- 
kening a victim enough so that 
bacteria causing pneumonia 
take hold. 
Those at highest risk for such 
complications include people 
over 65 and anyone with serious 
chronic health problems, such 
as heart or lung diseases or 
diabetes, children with asthma, 
and anyone in contact with 
high-risk people. 
Gunn recommends flu vaccine 
shots for such people. While 
vaccines are only 30 percent to 
40 percent effective in prevent- 
ing the disease in older people, 
they are 85 percent effective in 
preventing flu-related death, he 
said. 
BOWLING GREEN 
GREAF 
IAKE 
SPORTING GOODS 
20% off any 
Hockey Purchase 
(special orders 
included) 
Hockey and Baseball 
Specialists 
We Trade Baseball Cards, Tool 
121W. Wooster SI.. B.6. 
Ph. 854-5555 
Open Mon.-Fri. 10-7; Sat. 10-6 
ACT NOW 
R.E. MANAGEMENT 
is currently leasing units for 
the Summer and Fall off 1 990 
Come in today for a complete 
*a°c*o2?ra?£ listin9 of available units 
from Dairy Queen) 352-9302 
^m^    ACQUIRE JOB 
-rv« J     I   ,o       EXPERIENCE ffig&fWPJ |N: 
Communications Sales 
Marketing      Public Relations 
APPLY FOR THE ANNUAL SPRING TELEFUND NOWI 
SIMPLY CLIP OUT, COMPLETE, AND RETURN THIS AD TO: 
MILETI ALUMNI CENTER 
CAMPUS MAIL 
ATTN: PAM 
Name  
Bowling Green Address  
Telephone .  
Nights you would be available to work: SUN MON TUES WED THUR 
A Developmental Representative will contact 
you.  For more info, call Pam at 2-7698. 
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BG hosts struggling Hurons 
by Matt Schroder 
assistant sports editor 
It's like jogging on a treadmill 
— no matternow hard you run, 
you don't seem to be getting 
anywhere. 
That's what Bowling Green, 
Eastern Mich- 
igan and about 
four other 
teams must be 
thinking as 
they wade 
through the 
Mid-American 
Conference, 
trying to stay 
The'Falcons VoTT 
(10-6 overall, 4-3 in the MAC) 
and Hurons (6-11, 3-3) suit up 
Saturday at 5:15 p.m. in the 
friendly confines of Anderson 
Arena, where BG has won five of 
six contests this season. 
Balance has reigned over the 
MAC so far and most teams 
seem to have a good and a bad 
side. 
Evidence: 
D BG defeated Central Michi- 
gan by 10, but lost to Ball State. 
D Eastern downed Ball State 
by three, yet they couldn't han- 
dle 1-5 Ohio. 
Both teams are entering Sat- 
urday's game fresh off tough 
losses. 
The Falcons dropped a 72-61 
decision to Toledo on Wednes- 
day and EMU lost a heart- 
breaker at home to Central, 
58-57 in overtime. 
What's at stake this weekend? 
If Eastern loses and falls to 
3-4, it won't get any easier for 
them against the Rockets at 
Savage Hall — their next as- 
signment. 
For the Falcons, a loss would 
drop them to .500 — a mark that 
Fran Voll hasn't seen since the 
198445 season. 
But the coach of the defending 
champions has no intention of 
slipping any further. 
''Our players want to get right 
back into it," VoU said. "You just don't know how the teams 
are going to play this year, so we 
will surely be ready to play." 
The Hurons are led by senior 
swing-player Kelly Hebler. She 
averages 15.1 points per game 
(5th in the MAC), 5.6 rebounds 
and dished out a team-high 107 
assists last season. 
But concentrate too much on 
her and sophomore guard La- 
Tonya Watson will sneak up on 
you. 
Named to the AU-MAC fresh- 
man team, Watson leads the 
conference this season with a 
.410 percentage from 3-point 
range. 
While BG won't scare anybody 
with their long range shooting, 
they're more successful when 
they work the ball inside to 
Angie Bonner and Lori Albers. 
If the inside game is working 
and their streaky perimeter 
shooting is turned on, the Fal- 
cons can play good enough de- 
fense to win a game. 
The same cannot always be 
said about Eastern. 
Through 16 games, the Hurons 
have surrendered 1,193 points 
overall and 74.6 per game — 
worst in the MAC in both catego- 
ries. 
It is safe to say the Falcons 
want this game. 
"This game becomes very big 
(based on the UT loss)," VoU 
said. 
Netters volly with MAC'S best 
by Jamie Joss 
sports writer 
The Bowling Green men's 
tennis team will try to prove that 
seven is its' lucky number when 
they compete in the seven team 
Mid-American Conference In- 
door Championships this week- 
end at the Toledo Racquet Club. 
The matches start today, Sat- 
urday and Sunday at 12p.m. 
The tournament will include 
six other MAC teams — Ball 
State, Eastern Michigan, 
Miami, Ohio, Toledo and 
Western Michigan. 
BG hopes its play in the tour- 
nament will gain them respect 
from the other teams as they 
head into the outdoor season. 
"This tournament is a 
measuring point for how re- 
cruits have improved and the 
impact that the new recruits will 
have," BG coach Gene Orlando 
said. "If we can do well in this 
tournament, then we can use 
this as a cornerstone for further 
improvement." 
Orlando has high aspirations 
for this season's team, although 
he has experienced some mis- 
fortunes with his players. 
While the Falcons regained 
the services of Justin Overhol- 
ser for the tournament, they lost 
□ See Men, page 6. 
EMU visits BG 
for midseason 
MAC showdown 
One win. 
That's all the men's basketball team needed to get back on 
track after losing four of its last five, head coach Jim Larran- 
aga said earlier this week. 
Wednesday night, the Falcons got it, defeating host Toledo 
64-60. With the victory, BG moved from an eighth-place tie in 
the Mid-American Conference to the fourth spot — just one and 
one-half games behind second place Kent State. 
The Falcons (11-6 overall, 3-4 in the MAC) will try to make it 
two in a row Saturday when they host Eastern Michigan at 7:30 
p.m. at Anderson Arena. 
The Hurons edged visiting Central Michigan 71-70 in over- 
time Wednesday night. Eastern forward Carl Thomas took a 
pass from his brother, guard Charles Thomas, and drained a 
three-pointer at the buzzer for the win. 
Eastern (11-8,2-4) has four players scoring in double figures, 
led by guard Lorenzo Neely at 14.8 ppg. Center Brian Nolan, 
who's averaging 10.1 ppg, scored a team-high 19 points 
Wednesday night. 
The other double digit scorers are forward Kory Hallas (12.7 
ppg) and guard MarkHughes (10.1). 
The Falcons counter with a balanced attack, led by guard 
Clinton Venable at 18 ppg. Forward Steve Watson, who had 
team-highs in points (15) and rebounds (10) Wednesday night, 
scores 12.5 ppg. 
Center Ed Colbert has come along of late, too, scoring a ca- 
reer-high 16 points last weekend at Central. He had 11 points 
and eight rebounds against the Rockets. 
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Chi Omega Date Dash 
Jan. 27th 9-12 p.m. 
PIKE HOUSE 
$5.00 PER COUPLE 
BY NOON SATURDAY 
XO       XO       XO       XQ       XO       XO       XO       XQ 
Listen to 88.1 FM WBGU this weekend 
as the Falcon Hockey team travels to 
l# 
Lake Superior. 
LAKERS 
Join Todd Goldberg and Jeff Mandell on 
Friday and Saturday nights at 7:25 here on 
WBGU. 
GREENBRIAR INC. 
Now leasing New Apartments 
For Fall 1990 
CAMPBELL HILL 
APARTMENTS 
Across From Carter Park 
2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments Featuring Air 
Conditioning, Full Basement, 
Dishwasher, Garbage Disposals, and 
Washer/ Dryer Hookups. 
224 E. WOOSTER ST. 352-0717 Hrs. M-F SAT 9-5 9-1 
START SUPERBOWL SUNDAY OFF 
RIGHT WITH A SUPER BREAKFAST AT 
VOMS 
URANT 
Sun - Thurs    6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 
Fri- Sat 6 a.m. - 11 "p.m. 
Just a few smiles from home 
1726 E. Wooster St. 
For carry out, call 352-2193 
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Swimmers underdogs at MU 
by Steve Easton 
sports writer 
Revenge will be on the Miami 
Redskins' minds when they host 
the Bowling Green men's and 
women's swim teams Saturday. 
The women are scheduled to 
start at 1 p.m., followed by the 
men at 4 p.m. 
MU's men (4-5 overall, 1-1 in 
the MAC) will be looking to 
avenge last season's 134-109 
defeat to BG 14-7,1-2). 
However, the Falcons will be 
looking to pull off the upset as 
they continue to contend with 
depth problems. 
In their 125-91 loss to Ohio U- 
niversity last Friday, they man- 
aged to win seven of the 12 
events, but lost because they 
lacked second, third, fourth and 
fifth-place finishers. 
Saturday they will try to ac- 
complish the same task. 
"Our goal is to win more 
events than Miami, just as we 
did last week against Ohio Uni- 
versity," coach Brian Gordon 
said, Then, when the meet is 
over, we will look at the final 
score." 
Besides trying to win the meet 
as a team, the men will be trying 
to improve individually for the 
Mid-American Conference 
Championships. 
"Our goal is to get better 
every week, which will give us 
preparation for the MAC's in the 
first week of March," Gordon 
said. 
The women's meet will be 
very important for the Redskins 
(2-7, 0-1), who are coming off a 
surprising 140-103 loss to Ball 
State lastSaturday. 
"It was a devastating loss for 
Miami, because they rarely lose 
at home," Gordon said. "I be- 
lieve their home pool advantage 
is worth about 20 points because 
the crowd is right on top of you. 
However, a factor in their loss 
could have been that they were 
looking ahead to us." 
Gordon said the meet will not 
be easy for BG's women (8-4, 
1-1), who defeated MU last 
season 165-135. 
"Miami will be ready for us 
after what happened last year," 
he said. "It's one of the best 
rivalries in the MAC and one of 
these teams usually wins the 
MAC title." 
Briefly 
The men's and women's track 
and field teams compete at the 
All-Ohio Indoor Championships 
at Columbus on Saturday. Start- 
ing times were to be announced. 
Last Saturday, the Falcons 
opened the indoor season at the 
Michigan Relays in a non-scor- 
ing meet. 
Men  
G Continued from page 5. 
Doug Dickinson to an ankle in- jury. 
Despite the injury, Orlando 
believes his team should be 
competitive. 
NEW    NEW    NEW 
University Union Weekend Food Service 
Falcon's Nest open from 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
includes cafeteria and grill line 
Pheasant Room Sunday Buffet 
All You Can Eat 
from 12-2 for $5.75 
food coupons accepted 
(Prout Cafeteria closed on Saturday «t Sunday) 
College Credit 
Scuba Classes 
$99.00 
STARTING SOON 
Call: 257-2486 
or 457-5915 
For Details 
OHIO DIVER'S SUPPLY 
12076 Quarry Rd. 
N. Baltimore, Oh. 
AVAILABLE AT RECORDS 
**„ci "N 
"I feel we have a realistic goal 
of a 3rd-place finish in the MAC 
this year, with our stiffest com- 
petition coming from Ball State 
and Miami," he said. 
Today's opening round mat- 
chups in singles are: 
DJohn Green vs. Sam Sabas- 
tianOU. 
DAndy Stronach vs. Chris 
England UT. 
OSteve Mudre vs. Todd Kafka 
BSU. 
DJustin Overholser vs. Kurt 
Thomas EMU. □Mike Hain vs. Eric Schmid 
WMU. 
DMike Teets vs. Tim KeUer 
MU. 
BG's Green faces a stiff oppo- 
nent in Sabastian who won the 
Ohio Intercollegiate Tourna- 
ment last October. 
Orlando said the men have 
good opportunities to advance in 
singles and an excellent chance 
of winning two out of three dou- 
bles matches. 
The Falcons first doubles 
team faces the No.3 doubles 
team according to the Midwest 
Regional Rankings. In doubles 
action the matchups are : 
Green and Main vs. Kafka 
and Dan Kronauge BSU. 
DTeets and Overholser vs. 
Brian Aungst and Jim Saunders 
TOL. 
Stronach   and   Mudre   vs. 
Craig CappelU and Mike Ridner 
BG seeks to close 
gap on Lakers 
WHO: Bowling Green Falcons 
vs. Lake Superior State Universi- 
ty Lakers. 
WHERE: Both Barnes will be 
played at the Norris Center 
Arena (3,100) in Sault Ste. Marie, 
Mich. 
WHEN: Both games will begin 
at7:30p.m.. 
RECORDS: Bowling Green en- 
ters the series ranked 12th in the 
NCAA poll with a 16-11-1 overall 
record and a 14-9-1 mark in the 
Central Collegiate Hockey Asso- 
ciation. BG's 29 points in the 
league place it in third — three 
points ahead of Michigan and five 
points behind second-place LSSU. 
The Lakers hold the No. 6 spot in 
the nation with a 20-W record, 
16-4-2 CCHA. LSSU is 19-1-1 at 
home this season. 
COACHES: BG's mentor. 
Jerry York, begins the weekend 
needing only three victories to join eight other coaches with 400 
career wins. He holds a 397-247-23 (.616) mark. Frank Anzalone pa- 
trols the Laker bench, compiling 
a 178-103-22 (.633) record in eight 
years. 
LAST TIME: The two squads 
spUt Nov. 17-18 at the Ice Arena. 
LSSU used five unanswered goals 
in Friday's game to win, 5-3. 
while BG's Dan Bylsma scored 
with 1:39 remaining in the third 
period Saturday to give the Fal- 
cons a 4-3 decision and freshman 
goalie Angeio Libertucci his first 
collegiate win. 
THE FALCONS: 
Offense: Nelson Emerson, rid- 
ing a 13-game point streak, enters 
the series fourth in the CCHA in 
scoring with 18 goals and 33 as- 
sists for 51 points. Winger Matt 
Ruchty continues to light the 
lamp and leads BG in goals (24-15-39). Playmaking center 
Brett Harkins (9-29-38) and wings 
Peter Holmes (6-21-27) and Marc 
Potvin (13-13-26) bolster the Fal- 
cons' front line. 
Defense: Rob Blake (15-21-36) 
leads CCHA defensemen In scor- 
ing, while Kevin Dahl (4-16-20) 
and Otis Plageman (4-12-161 add 
strength from the blue line. BG's 
defense allows an average of 4.S 
goals a game. 
Goal tending: Freshman Ang- 
eio Libertucci has started nine of 
the last 10 games. He is 9-5 on the 
season with a 4.03 goals against 
average and .865 save percent- 
age. His back-up, senior Paul 
ConneU (6*1, 5.13, .823), played 
well last weekend against Michi- 
gan State and could see time this 
weekend. 
Special Teams: The Falcons 
boast the CCHA's most success- 
ful power play in league play (41-134 .306), but struggle when 
their opponents have the man ad- 
vantage, allowing 42 goals in 126 
power plays (.667). 
THE LAKERS: 
Offense: Junior center Jim 
Dowd (14-42-56) leads the CCHA 
in overall assists, while first-year 
center Doug Weight (10-19-39) is 
the highest scoring freshman in 
the league. Pete Stauber (18-15-33) and Jeff Napierala (18-14-32) are often the beneficar- 
ies of Dowd's passes. LSSU 
scores Just more than five goals a 
game. 
Defense: As usual, the Lakers 
possess one of the stingiest defen- 
ses in the country, anchored by 
seniors Dan Keczmer and Kord 
Cemich and juniors Karl John- 
ston and David DiVlta. LSSU al- 
lows a mere 3.1 goals a game 
overall, only 2.9 in CCHA games. 
Goal tending: Darrin Madeley (9-2-1. 2.33, .906) and Brandon 
Reed (10-3-2, .866,3.61) have split 
goaltending duties all season. 
Special Teams: In overall play, 
LSSU has the third-best power 
play in the conference (44-156, 
.282), while its penalty killing is 
second (29-156, .814 kill percent- 
age). 
Emerson nears mark 
The Emerson Watch: 
After handing out three assists 
last weekend, Nelson Emerson 
has totalled 263 points in 162 
games and is within seven points 
from   becoming  BG's scoring 
leader. 
Brian Hills (198043) had 270 
points in 156 games to rank first, 
while George McPhee (1979-82) 
had 287 points in 153 games. 
NEWLOVE 
RENTALS 
843 SIXTH ST. 
• Brand new two bedroom apts. 
• Two full baths 
• Private parking 
• Laundry facilities 
Sign up now for the Early Bird Pricel 
Newlove Rentals 
Experienced.  Professional.  Caring. 
We'er here for you. 
328 S. Main 352-5620 
£3 
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Lisa Arcaro 
Tracy Beckett 
Angela Burgmeier 
Andrea Caplan 
Justine Carpenter 
Cristina Crawford 
Maureen Cunningham 
Mary Duddy 
Diane Echard 
Christy Flading 
Lori Franklin 
Amy Franz 
Kristin Froemling 
Laura Gray 
Jennifer Gumpf 
Dana Harenda 
Stephanie Leonard 
Susan Matihaidess 
Susan McCarthy 
Shannon Monter 
Lisa Mueller 
Jennifer Payne 
Stephanie Peterson 
Christina Phillips 
Kristine Powell 
Pam Quail 
Louise Quigley 
Michelle Revelt 
Kelly Revill 
Christine Stecura 
Jaqueline Stoker 
Muguet Warren 
Dania Webb 
Tammy Weeks 
©ur 1990 foecutfue (Pfitcera 
President 
V.P. Moral 
V.P. Social 
V.P. Mental 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Asst. Treasurer 
Lynette LaGatta 
Lee Ann Harkclroad 
Karen Ravas 
Tina Marie Trueblood 
Ann Purvis 
Lisa Millian 
Tonya Cameron 
Sr. Panhel 
Jr. Panhel 
Social Chairman 
Rush Chairman 
Rita Schafer 
Julie Poore 
Kristen Gibbons 
Niki Leonard 
Membership Chairman Wendy Schubert 
House Manager Cathy Holowczak 
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CAMPUS • CITY EVENTS 
-FRBOAV 
Com* lo the beech and partyl 
Dance to you favorite peach mualc at DRY 
DOCK'S Beech Pally It'l ba a genuine •urikV 
safari Dry Dock la located in Harahman Quad 
and la opan from 9PM-1AM. No cover and No 
10 required.   
TW> 20 performs K»e 
at DRV DOCK 
8:30-12:30 
A.M.A. 
Formal Meellno 
Tuee Jen 30th 
Troy Patarman ■ Moore Buslnaaa Forma 
'Making ma change from coeege to the worit- 
rorce" 
Room 220 MSC 7 30pm 
(.MA. ICE MATMQ PARTY 
Friday Jan 26th 
7:00-10:00 PM at lea Arena Lounge 
»1.25 to U.Ia, 1.50 akata rental 
Free food and beverage 
Bring your 10 
Need a ride? Any queeUone? 
 Cell WcheUe J54-o<io  
AD CLUS BOSU 
WH be having an HlormaDon mte 
Wednesday. January 31 
al 7:30 pm 
m McFal Center Assembly Room 
Al Makxa Are WeKomei 
AD Club •* be a wonderful addition 
to your Ha 
 Join the AD Club Advantagel  
Attention ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA members 
thoaa who want to become Involved In our so- 
ciety (and hopatuty that'a al of you) coma to to 
the meeting on Jan 30 at 0:00pm • 2nd floor 
Student Servlcea buedmg  
Attention Graduating Senior ■ 
World Student Aaaoclallon ia waling to support 
any graduating seniors who are interested in 
participating In "The Outstanding Senior 
Award", which Is sponsored by the Alumni As- 
sociation and the Senior Programming Board. 
nisei Contact Peggy Pak at 353-1052 by Fd 
Jan 26 tor information  
Attention OSEA Fundrelelng Committee! 
Meeting Wednesday Jan 31 8:00 
2nd floor Ed 
CarpaDiem 
CerpeDiem 
CarpaDiem 
College of Education > Allied Professions 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
Several scholarship awards tor the 1880-81 
academic year are being offered to students In 
the Coeege of Education a Ailed Professions 
Application forma are available now In the 
Dean's Office. 444 Education BUg Completed 
forms must be returned by March 1  
Community Open Share 
Come show stories, poems, thoughts, music. 
srt. etc. or fuel come for the enrichment A en- 
tertainment 
Monday Jan 28 
B: 30 PM Free to everyone 
UCF Center(comer of Thureon) 
Every other Monday thru April 9th 
EVERY FRDAY AT NOON 
All graduate students, soup and sandwich 
lunch (donation). UCF Center, comer of Thurs- 
Un and rodge Thla Friday. lAchele Qauthier wtl 
discuss "The Artlat and the Native American 
Experience" 
Everyone Welcome 
World Student Aesoclatlon 
mve.ee you to the Welcome Beck Party 
entitled "60s and 70s" 
Come tor us, meet friends, and dress for the 
theme Music and Refreshment provided Set . 
Jen 27.80 8:00pm- 1:00am 
Honors Center. KroHchor Cafeteria Basement 
Get the Scoop on 
Student Teaching Abroad 
Monday Jan 28 8PM 116 ED 
Speaker le Dr Peggy Wear 
Sponsored by EESAB 
INTERESTED IN DANCtNO? 
Anyone who la interested In learning kteh 
Dance, you're welcome to the Irish Dance Les- 
son which wil be held on Tues Jan 30. 6 30pm 
si 211 South Hal. For more info, please con- 
tact Bob at 352-8S82(dayr or 353-8o80(even- 
"81 
MARRIOTT 
ITS TIME TO KNOW THE FACTSI 
MARRIOTT DAY 
2ND FLOOR LOUNOE, BA BUILDINO 
FEB11.10-2 
FOR MORE INFO. CALL MARK 354-5134 
MARRIOTT 
IS COMINO TO CAMPUS! 
INTERVIEW SKIN-UPS BEGIN JAN 24 
THE TIME IS RIGHT FOR 
MARRIOTT! 
MARRIOTT DAY 
2ND FLOOR LOUNGE. BA BUILDING 
FEB13. 10-2 
INTERVIEW. SIGNUPS ARE IN THE 
PLACEMENT « CO-OP OFFICES 
PSYCHIC FAIR. B.G. Holiday Inn 
January 2Bth 11 am. • B p.m. 
Payohlc readings, merchandise 
$1 00 admission or bring 2 tnends 
and al enter for II 00 
RACOUETBALLCLUB 
TOURNAMENT 
BGVS OSU 
Al members are eligible to play 
Set Jan 27 Rec Center 
For more Info eel 354-2898 
REGGAE TRIBUTE TO BOB MARLEV 
Sat Fab 10. 8pm, NE Commons 
Music by Major Coup Band I Cleveland) 
A Caribbean Aesoclatlon Event 
• • ONE LOVE • • 
SAFE BOATING CLASSES 
BytheUSCG Auxiliary 
Tuesday Jan 30. 8:30pm 
Conneeut Elem. School 
For further Info eel 
287 4888  
Special Open Share Cceoculum 
featuring Native American Artlat Michaae Oeuth- 
ktr. Come check II our' Watch or share. It's fun 
a It's Ireel 
Friday. Jan 28 7:00 PM 
 UCF Centetlcomer of Thuratmi  
••DtSPELLING THE MYTHS" 
A programming series on Homophobia 
Jan M-Fab 1 
In Ihe'DtSPELLING THE MYTHS" seriee 
"What's my line?" Sunday al 7 00pm 
Offenheuer's Main Lounge 
In the "DISPELLING THE MYTHS" seriee 
"Homophobia and AIDS": Gat the tacts 
Monday at 8:00pm 
Offenhauer s Mam Lounge 
Surprise your sweetie or a friend 
Valentines Day Mylar Balloon Sale 
Inckidee free detvery and card on Valentine s 
Day 
Order 1 '29-2/2 «i the Union Foyer 
Sponsored by Honors Student Aesodaoon 
WHENISAQRAPEA 
LETHAL WEAPON? 
Grape Boycott Awareness Weak 
Jan. 22-21 
Info tables In Union Foyer. 
Education and Matrv Science BUga 
or cat our Into Una: 352-7538. 
LOST ft FOUND 
Lost 2 rings, sapphire and garnet Both "very 
meaningful" If found cal 372-6150 Loet at 
SRC, Jan 10  
LOST Men's gold rope bracelet on 1 -20-90 
REWARDI Sentimental value Cal 353 8958 
SERVICES OFFERED 
A TO Z DATA CENTER * 362-6042 
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal 
Express. Typing, rtssumos. FAX. copies 
Babysitter Avaleble: 6 yra experience Avaaa- 
okt any evening except Wed. also Monday and 
Friday afternoons and weekends Please cal 
Sharon at 372-3931  
Need a caring response 
lo your pregnancy concerns? 
Cal BG PREGNANCY CENTER 
at 354-HOPE 
For info on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS 
and supporting services 
WORD PROCESSING 
*1.25Vpage 
Karen 874-1573 Perryeburg 
PERSONALS 
• PHI MU PLEDGES • 
Tonight is the night 
you have been 
waiting tori 
We love you ALII 
Love, Your Slaters 
• • ALPHA OMICRON PI • • ALPHA OMrCRON 
PI" 
BEST OF LUCK ON THE ALPHA OMICRON Pl- 
CLASStCI 
WE'RE PSYCHED TO PUTT-PUTT! 
•• ALPHA PHI " ALPHA PHI • • 
• ■ SCOTT MANN • • 
Don't be surprised If you hear from me soon I 
won't bother you now, but I can't hold out much 
longer I took the other personal out tor now. 
but you wfl see It In a future issue Walt and 
seel- Anne 
p s I wanted to do thle 
• • * ALPHA PHI • • • ALPHA PHI • • • 
CcngnmUletlons Kely Dishoff on your KAPPA 
SK3 Uvalermg to Doug Heck ''' ALPHA PHI 
•" ALPHA PHJ •• • 
•••SJGMA MO"' 
Get psyched tor Saturday's gotf tournement! 
Lore, your AOTT coaches 
**&to*o*o*t feVOk 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE   j 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF 
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS 
(TOO MANY TO LIST) 
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE 
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER 
354-2260 
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL) 
at 
■■-. ■■■■ ■■■■ llsl!.      L 
mm ii<|aiHiiiiiij||,inf 
10000 t0$0H 
Chi Omega Proudly Presents 
Their 1990 Administrative Board 
Activities - Traci Jenkins Jr. Panhel - Heather Pitzen 
Alumnae - Amy Slatt Miss Manners - Wendy Blank 
Assistant Personnel - Carla Marshack Philanthropy - Jessica Bickley 
Assistant Pledge Educator - Ellen McGurer Pictures/Sportswear - Anne Williams 
Assistant Rush - Shannon Griffin Pledge Board - Emily Bohardt 
Brigitte Palm Allie Frasch 
Assistant Social - Maureen Ryan Cindy Gabel 
Assistant Treasurer - Nancy Marquardt Nicky Pohlmann 
Career Development - Lisa Haberstock Missy Szabo 
Chapter Correspondent - Laura Singman Dawn Tallman 
Chi Chi Spirit - ????? Ritual - Joy Taylor 
Community Service - Jennifer Griffin Scholarship - Jill Davis 
Greek Representative - Elena Peters Senior Appreciation - Jen Berry 
Historian - Lorie Keller Sign/Song and Sunshine - Lynn Rozzo 
Homecoming - Lori Spencer Special Events - Mary Elum 
Intramurals - Kelly Brock 
• • AXO • • USA nOOLE • • AXO • • 
To my awaaoms Mia: Thanx for being e special 
friend and e truety caring person Keep etrivtng 
tor your goals and hang m there with everything 
ease Know I'm always hare tor yo and have fun 
Ms weakandllUTB - Kim 
•CYNOIAENQERT- 
CongrarulahOna on your much anticipated EN- 
GAGEMENT to Max Myers! We're al ao happy 
for you. 
Love. Your Chi Omega Slaters 
•FHfOAV 
Come to the beech and partyl 
Dance to your tavonte beach music st DAY 
DOCK'S Beach Party It'l ba a genuine aurftn' 
aafsn Dry Dock Is located In Harahman Quad 
and a open from 8PM-1AM. No cover and no 
fO required.        ,  
'SATURDAY' 
TRIP 20 performs live 
at DRY DOCK 
9 30-12 30 
18 a over Dance Party 
AttheAINewSlemmera 
Every Night! 
ADOPTION ■ happily married couple of 14 
years VVe promlss your chad e loving home a 
finances security Devoted, stay at home Mom. 
caring Dad A one big sister Al medical S legal 
expenses peld Cal collect 418-882-8288. 
ALPHA    OMICRON    PI'    WENDY    RUSSELL 
■ALPHA OMICRON PI 
Congretulattoria on being elected House Man- 
ager! I'm aura youl do an aweaome JoblLove. 
Your Ul Kate 
ALPHA OMICRON PI ' ALPHA OMICRON PI 
ALPHA OMICRON PI - LAMBDA CHI - ALPHA 
OMICRON PI 
Gat   excited   tor   the   Alpha   Omlcron   cias- 
elclllLove your coaches 
•HeatheraAnn 
ALPHA   OMICRON PI'   DANA   SOLICH   *AL- 
■■HA OMICRON PI 
Good kick with your AMA election on Sunday. 
Youl do greatlLove. 
Yourerjuse 
ALPHA OMICRON PI' ALPHA OMICRON PI 
ALPHA OMICRON PI ' ALPHA OMICRON PI 
Gat psyched tor Initiation JoytenelYour  Big 
krveeyoui 
ALPHA OMCRON p| • 0H.TA UPSILON 
Hey Guys. 
Alpha Omlcron PI Classic is going to be red 
and we can't wait to see our 4 hot men decked 
ou! in plaid 
Get psyched for Alpha Omlcron PI Classic'Love 
your coaches. 
MarthatJamie 
And the winged warrior rose from the ashes 
and soared to magnificent heights. 
Nothing stood m the way as the PHOENIX 
uttered It* battle cry   Striving tor Excel- 
lence 
 RUSH ALPHA SIGMA PHI  
ARE YOU ADOPTED? DO YOU HAVE A 
BROTHER OR SISTER THAT IS ADOPTED? IF 
SO, AND YOU WOULD UKE TO SHARE YOUR 
STORY WITH MISCELLANY MAGAZINE. 
PLEASE CALL 2-8887 ASK FOR DEB  
Attention Spring Rushes! 
Ba prepared to feel 
the Bring of the Phi Taua 
RUSH PHI KAPPA TAU 
ATO ' ATO * ATO ■ ATO 
Hey you wed and crazy goofy golfers, gat psy- 
ched for Alpha Omlcron PI Claasic'Love you Al- 
pha Onvcron Pi Coaches 
Kate and Wendy 
ATO • ATO • ATO ■ ATO 
ATTENTIN PVPHI STARGAZER 
CraJgC ataf tor mall 
Be aura to aak him about hie girlfriend at the lea1 
It's obvious you don't know about me' 
Take thai clue   He's net tor youlSincersly. 
Moty 
ATTENTION SOSU STUDENTS 
UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS 
ARE ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 
FOR THE 1880-81 SCHOOL 
YEAR COME JOIN THE FUN 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE 
IN THE MILETI ALUMNI CENTER 
AND 405 STUDENT SERVICES 
DUE FEBRUARY 8. 1880 AT 
5:00PM IN THE MILETI ALUMNI CENTER! 
ATTENTION    LAUGH    OLYMPICS    PARTICI- 
PANTS 
Kappaa ' 2BTS ' Alpha Sigs • Phi Pels 
The Alpha ChTa are psyched for the 
Five-Way tonight' May the games begav 
AXO ' AXO ' Hlllll Mortice ' AXO ' AXo" 
CongrMuartona on being selected tor Panhel 
Expansion Committee Love, your A"Chi'OSa- 
tera 
AXO ' AXO ' reVmdaFeltrnan • AXO • Axo" 
Ccngretiaa«ona on your Panhel Cabinet Posi- 
tion of Organizational Rsproesntaovs   Good 
UiCTILove. your Alpha CNSalera 
AXO'S LOVE the« V I P. 'S 
AXO'SLOVEthes-VIPS 
AXO Suzanne Dager AXO 
Hey Little' Congrats on going actrve' 
I'm so proud of youl Get excited 
lor Initiation - you've earned your 
Me of "Moat Outstanding Pledge' 
Tons of Love, 
Big Chris  
AXO'S, KAPPA'S. PHI RSI'S, ZBT'S 
We can't welt lor the Lafl Otympica Tee tonight 
ItwUbegreetiTheMenolAJphaSlgmaPh, 
AXO'AXO'JermyMahon 'AXO'AXO 
The Saters of Atone CN Omega wouk) fee to 
congratukaa Jenny  Marlon and PHI DELTA 
THETA Kykt Waoox on their recant levsaering 
Beetwvjheei 
AXO'AXO ' NEOPHYTES ' AXO ' AXO 
Get psyched lor inrtteeon We're ao excited and 
love you ellL I T B. Your A'CHI'O SISTERS 
BOB MARLEY TRIBUTE 
Reggee by Major Coup Bend (Cleveland) 
SalFeb 10. 9pm. NECommone 
A Caribbean Aeiocleson Event 
" PEACE AND LOVE •• 
BRATHAUS 
Superbowl Sunday 
Bar opan at 4:00pm 
11» over welcome 
Mo cover 
CATS AND DOGS 
Drinking eke FISH 
to ceiebrats P AM SWYTS 
21atBIRTH0AY" 
CHI O • SKI EP ' CHI O 
HeySKjEpe- 
The Chi Os are looking forward to our pizza get 
together tonight 
Get excited' 
The 
BG News 
is recyclable! 
continued on p. 8 
Saturday 
January 27    A 
1990         ^ 
Tee-off 
at the 
1st Ever 
AOn Classic 
12:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
Eppler South 
i 
(Putt-Putt Philanthropy 
for Arthritis Research) 
*° 
T: IN II l< I AINMI M 
"A Gathering Place" Campus Pollyeyes 
352-9638     LATE NIGHT DINING     440 E. Court 
ORDER IN OR DINE OUT! 
Specials Honored After 12:00 Midnight 
• SI .99 Small Cheese Pizza (Inside only) 
• .25* Off Breadsticks (inside only) 
• Delivery Hours Extended Sun-Wed until 2:30 am 
• Live Entertainment with This Years Fad at 10:00pm 
•  OVER 80 IMPORTED BEERS •  GARLIC BREAD •  SALADS 
Pizza Sub $2.50 
Polleyes Pizza 
Expires 1/31/90 
Honored after Midnight 
Medium-Traditional One Item 
Thin Pizza 12* 
$4.00 
Pollyeyes Pizza 
Expire* 1/31/90 
Honored after midnight 
JOIN THE JET SET 
If you've always wanted to join the jet set. 
Navy aviation is the way to go. Today's Navy 
offers college students an unbeatable 
opportunity—officer training before 
graduation with guaranteed follow-on flight 
training. Three exciting programs lead to a 
career as a Navy pilot or flight officer 
• Naval Aviation Cadet (NAVCAD) 
Program 
• Aviation Reserve Officer Candidate 
(AVROC) Program 
• Baccalaureate Degree Completion 
Program 
All three lead to a commission as a Navy 
officer and pilot/flight officer training. 
Navy officers are well paid, with special 
allowances and exceptional benefits that can 
mean a lot to people on their way up. 
To qualify, you must be 19-24, pass an 
aptitude test and physical examination, and 
be a VS citizen. 
Join the jet set in today's Navy. For more 
information, call:   1-800-338-0275. 
Navy Representative will be inter- 
viewing on campus 30 Jan. 1990 
in the Placement Office. 
NAVY OFFICER 
\5>u areTbmorrow. 
You are the Navy. 
January 26,1990 
THE BG NEWS 
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CWOCHIOCHIOCHIO 
CongratuMaons Shsrt Brown on your peering to 
Greg Stumbaugh 
Love. Your Satere ol CM Omsgs 
DAVIO 
YOU REALLY ARE MV HERO! THANKS FOR 
BEING SO SPECIAL   HAPPY FIRSTII LOVE 
YOUl 
 WENDY  
OAYTONA'UAO-DAYTONA'UAO 
Go lo Daytone Beech (or Spring BrMk March 
$232 for transportation 8 hotel 
S143 not* only 
Sign-up m Union Foyer Jan 22-28 9 am- 4 pm 
CM UAO office for more Info 
Discover Europe 8 Earn 6 credit hours 
Summer Study Program m France 
Classes are mEngetn 
Or Cnenee China wa la* about program 
Tuesday. January 30. 0:00 pm 
Room 1000 BABUg 
For more information 
Dr. Chime 372-8180 or 352-8012 
Earn money 8 obtain work eip. In: 
Communications " Pubftc Retatlone 
Marketmg"' Sales 
Apply now for the BOSU Spring Taietund 
Appecatlons aveileole from Bam- 5pm at 
MH.ETI ALUMNI CENTER 
or can Pam at 372-7698 
Tetefund dates FEB 18  APRIL 19 
FUI • ALPHA OMICRON PI ■ FUI 
GOOD LUCK AT THE ALPHA OMICRON PI 
CLASStCILove.  your Alpha Omlcron PI coe- 
cnee 
FLOOR HOCKEY OFFICIALS NEEDED MAN- 
DATORY CLINIC JAN 29 ■ 5-8:00 P.M AP- 
PLY IN 108 STUOJNTRECCENTER.  
FLORIDA. WHO NEEDS IT? 
QO JAMMIN' IN JAMAICA 
MARCH 18   2STH 
Camping: »309-lu.ury VI"..: IUt 
Special Rates for Groups (4 or more) 
DISCOUNTS/DISC OUNTS/DISCOUNTS/ 
CALL: JSJ-TOUR-353-8887 
For a change of scenery, fry 
BGSU IN FRANCE 
Open to an majors 
having fmahed French 202 
Info meeting Thur Feb 1 
7 • 30 pm. French House 
Fraternity Rush 
Monday and Wednesday 
7 30-9:30 
Join the BG Greek System 
GAMER'S 
ART SCHOOL playing Ffl 8 Sat 
January 28th 127th 
GAMMA PHI BETA 
Prepare to wml 
Alpha Omlcron Pi Classic 
Love 
Your Alpha Omlcron PI coaches 
GAMMA PHI BETA 
Congratulations Wendy MiddkMown on going 
. active this weekend  Your Big is so proud of 
you'Love. Rhonda 
OOOSE 
' Today is the day The one you've Impatiently 
walled so long tor' Now Its here and you're 21 
Tonne you probably wont even remember your 
name and tomorrow you won't remember all 
that you did but you'l have a great rang over 
and party to remember you 21st Birthday by! 
HAPPY 21 ST BIRTHDAY TPJSH OOSE-Jacko 
' HAPPY 21 ST BIRTHDAY 
to the tannest "SWYTW" m B G ! 
She's finely legal Saturday at Midnight 
WATCHOUTB-G.il I 
Happy Birthday Julie Peter 
ol Eryra. Oh 
To my besleet tnendl Never forget, road trips, 
■ SO T.B hockey. GO BLUEi Sam Auk, man 
hunt. I feel the need., lor speed, he snoots ..he 
scores' Sunoco man, Oh. Canada!. GDIs. 
Keystone. Mic Dry. Hie Dice Man. Mrvgntere. 
excellent dude1. Here's to the men « uhh. get 
outllLoveya. Kabe 
Happy Hours at Stammers 
Friday Saturday 6-9 PM 
CHEAP prices  
Joanna, welcome to BG111 am so gad you are 
here' Beat triends lorever'Love 
Erin 
HOMECOMING COMMITTEE   1990 REPRE 
SENTATtVES 
AT LARGE APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE 
406 STUDENT SERVICES 
DEADLINE MONOAY JANUARY 29 5:00PM 
e? YOU THOUGHT MARRIOTT WAS JUST 
A HOTEL COMPANY, THEN ITS TIME TO 
LEARN THE FACTS. MARRIOTTS' PANEL 
DISCUSSION IS FEB 11, 7-«:30. ICE ARENA 
LOUNGE 
INTRAMURALS ENTRIES DUE M. C FLOOR 
HOCKEY JAN 29: M, W. C CURUNG • JAN 
30. MOBLSRACOUETBALLJAN   31  
JAMMIN' IN JAMAICA 
1 2 THE $ a 2» THE FUN 
CALL 35 J-TOUIV35 J-MI7 
JAMMIN'IN JAMAICA 
We don't see you a ticket and forget you. 
WE 00 WITH YOU 
HALF THE MONEY/TWICE THE FUN 
CALL: Ut-TOUR-SUreSST 
Join the BG Greek System 
Cstch the Wave 
Rush 7.30-9.30 
Monday 8 Wednesday 
JONURSO, 
Roses are red 
violets are blue 
Sunday a the day. 
Eight months lust with you! 
Lots of love from your ItHe poet! 
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA 
5-way tonight 8pm at 
the Phi Psi house! Be there! 
Have fun! Get psyched' 
KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG 
Hey Kappa's! Get psyched lor the 5-way on 
Friday'KKG KKG KKG KKG KKG 
KKG AMY VANWINDLE KKQ 
Congratulations on your PINNING to Sigma Al- 
pha EpeVon David Dryden.Love • your Kappa 
Solera 
KKG KKG KKG KKG KKQ KKG KKG 
Kappa's 500 a our magic 
number. Go for it' 
KKG KKG KKG KKG KKQ KKG KKQ 
PHI MU PHI MU PHI MU 
LaV MICHELLE SPRANG, 
"Get Excited" 
tonight a the big Mghtll! 
I'm so proud of you! 
LOVE JEN 
PM MU PM MU PHI MU 
PHI SIGMA KAPPA! 
RUSH AT THE ALPHA XI DELTA 
SORORITY HOUSE ■ 7 30-8 00PM 
JAN 29 MONOAY - ALL YOU CAN STOMACH 
THE FRATERNITY OF THE NINETIES WANTS 
YOU TO BE A FOUNDING FATHER' FIND 
OUT ABOUT THE PHI SKIS  DON'T LET THIS 
OPPORTUNITY SLIP BY"  
PI KAPPA PHI • ALPHA OMICRON PI 
Dan, Chrte. Brett, and Pat 
ft's the first Alpha Omlcron Pi Claaalcl 
Get your putters reedy- you're 
gonna win! 
Your coaches 
Bethany » Carrie 
Pi Phi Chrlety Crawford 
Congrats on your activation! 
your Big Love Ye! (Cam) 
PI PM Tracey Stnexer 
I'm so happy for you 
I knew you'd find Mr Right! 
Love. L« Cam 
ROBHRADfCK 
ALONE 
ROBHRADtCK 
ALONE 
ON HIS BIRTHOAY 
BUT WE STILL LIKE YOUR 
NEW HAH CUT 
JAN. BARB S THE SALES STAFF 
ROB 
CONGRATULATIONS! 11 
YOU FINALLY MADE IT! 
I'M SO PROUD OF YOU! 
LOVE. AMY 
LET'S DO FRANCE 
Summer cluster 
completes language requirement 
while you experience If e 
m a drfferent culture 
information meeting 
Thursday. Feb 1, 7 30pm 
French House. Sorority Row 
LIL' MARY HASLINGER 
Gamma Phi Beta *l be even more special with 
you as an active' Get excited tor Inflation on 
SundaylLove and TTKE, Big Kknberty 
MISS BOSU SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM 
• 30th ANNIVERSARY • 
LENHART GRAND BALLROOM 
FEBRUARY 3, 1990 
MY HONEY, 
ft's been a GREAT year A you're doing your fob 
very wel Keep up the good work in the years 
tocome ILOVEYOUMLove, 
YSL 
NASSAU PARADISE ISLAND. CANCUN. MEX- 
ICO 
From $299 00 
R.T air. R.T transfers. 7 nights hotel, cruise 
beech parties, tree lunch, free admissions, ho- 
tel taxes A more Organize small group earn 
FREE TMP. For more information eel tot free 
I80OI 344-8360 or m Cl 18001622-8286 
NEED A D.J.? 
Sable  Enterpraes/Profeeeionel  disc  jockey 
Date parties, tees, weddings, etc. Available tor 
emergency caSa   Competitive prIces.Call for 
relerences John or Dallas 353-7880. 
PAT COSQROVE snd SUSIE FRANKS 
PLEASE CONTACT 
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS 
AND ASK FOR A 
STUDENT TOUR COORDINATOR 
AT 372-8161 
BETWEEN 
10:30-12.30 .nd 1:30-3:30 
Phi Kappa Tau 
Get psyched lor 
the Alpra C-rucron Pi Cassic 
Love, your coaches 
Christy and Stacy 
Phi Mu Little Jen Phi Mu 
inflation a finely here. I am so proud ol you!! 
Get reedy to celebrate • I love you. Big Carolyn 
PRICE&VALI ^GUARANTEE 
assures you "I receiving tbvren besl twines injewein 
t fin KM MM Pftvn bit Put i Gutvrni > AKmTAiMnFwW YunOilmatm 
» Tm AVcri«ro«;nvn /jw7i«/OujrOVBuV*«v7ir» TmlbouioPnnMi Outa Oa 
I 7>// Itm w/oV>/vr;Aw£i ^ TtaK/aw/DPuKXY WO flu AVnKHPOUCY 
HERE'S ONE CREDIT YOU WONT 
HAVE TO STUDY FOR- 
A $200 INSTANT CREDIT being offered exclusively to 
Bowling Green State University student* and (acuity by 
Richard Potasky Jewelers. 
And it couldn't be easier to get. In fact, it's already in 
your hands. Our gift to you is a 20% discount when you 
bring this ad into our Woodland Mall Shopping center 
location, 1234 Main Street in Bowling Green, and fill out 
a Richard Potasy charge account application. With it 
you're entitled to $200 instant credit. 
Instant credit approval is subject to the 
conditions stated in the credit agreement, 
credibility and sufficient income. ______ 
' Jeweters 
Woodlanfl Mail. Bowling Gretn 
«£., A 
RUSH 
PHI DELTA THETA 
HUSH 
II DELTA THETA 
RUSH 
» DELTA THETA 
BUSH RUSH RUSH 
BUSH HUSH HUSH 
RUSH RUSH RUSH 
RUSH BUSH RUSH 
RUSH RUSH RUSH 
RUSH RUSH RUSH 
RUSH RUSH RUSH 
RUSH RUSH RUSH 
RUSH RUSH RUSH 
RUSH SIO EP 
HUSHSIOEP 
RUSH SKI EP 
THE BALANCED MAN 
RUSH ZBT RUSH ZBT RUSH ZBT 
Kil the cM with ZBT 
Rush Zsta Bete Tau Fraternity. 
Monday. January 29 from 
7.30-9:30pm 
RUSH ZBT RUSH ZBT RUSH ZBT 
ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT 
WE WANT YOU TO RUSH ZBT 
FRATERNITY Monday Jen 29 from 
7:30-9:30pm 
ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT 
You hneay made «' 
Happy21elB-dayi! 
IWvays 
TheMoe 
SIOMA NU SIGMA NU 
The brothers ol Sigma Nu would Bus to con- 
gratulate Men Gray on ha recent pinning to 
Jody from Xavtor 
SIOMA NU SIGMA NU 
Congratulations to Jeff Utmen on becoming 
Traffic Court Justice  Way to go Peeler!- Your 
Brothers 
SIOMA NU SIGMA NU 
The Brothers of Sigma Nu would Bus lo con- 
gratuate Chris EBs on ha recent lavaiiertng to 
Lara Lee. 
Spending too much lime tna.rgarttavfMe 
dreaming ol Cheeseburgers In P.r.dlse? Stop 
by the WELL: 220 Student Health Center 
11-4pm Mon-Thurs (2-8303) Or 1st Boor Rec 
Center 4-8pm Mon-Thur tor some free alcohol 
and nutrition tips' ■ Rec phone (2-8888) 
SSS. 
rtsbeena 
stinking long 
lime Thanks! 
Love, Mike 
SueDeLucs 
Happy 8th month Anniversary! 
Surprize. Surprize, Surprize 
who ever thought??" 
Love. Jon 
Summer Sublease Cheep. 2 bedrm. apt. aval. 
May 90 Large, ctoee to campus, ak oond Cat 
364-8421. 
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would Ike to 
congratuateJenne Vogt on her avaaettng to 
TKE Marc Sheridan from Hasdste We are 
happy for the two of you' 
The eaters ol Gemma Ph. Beta are happy lo an 
nounce the peering of Use Woodruff to Kevin 
Ryan. We are happy tor the two of you! 
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta proudly an- 
nounce the peering of Shelly Deri to Chris 
Lalnlnger. We are happy lor the two of you' 
THETA CHI THETA CHI THETA CHI 
Good luck this Saturday 
to Dave Seera. Mike McCeutey. 
John Holmes, a Bel Noonen' 
You guys are the Besl! 
love-your coaches 
KMsyAKane 
THETA CHI'S 
GET PSYCHED FOR 
THE ALPHA OMICRON PI CLASSIC 
LOVE, 
YOUR ALPHA OMICRON COACHES 
Wendy Jo. 
On August 25,  1988. I met the girl I had 
dreamed about. One year ago today, all my 
dreama came true I kyve you. baby.David 
Working out at the Rec a lot? 
Stop by the WELL on the is! floor M-TH. 
4 8pm tor soms encouregement or a breather 
or van our other office m the Student HeeUti 
Center M-Th: 11-4pm Hsslth Cantor 
phons«2-8303 Rec Center phone I 2-8688 
Would you like to be e female dander at 
GAMERST Come to a meeting lues Jan 30th 
9pm for detail Must be at least 19 8 bring ID. 
893 S Mem. 364-01 IB. 
HELP WANTED 
'St RED SERETTAI 8 cyl. auto. AC. fm/a 
cruise Only 6,7001 CM 363-7179 
YC^WJIIFELEA&ERSHIP 
Youngbts a a nondenominstlonal 
Christian outreach organization that 
works with high school kids Are 
you interested In becoming a Young 
Ufa Leader? If so. please eel 
Todd at 372-3061 Paige at 
372-3140 or the Area Director 
Jim Hudson at (419) 886-8524 
lor more information 
WANTED 
1 Female Sublessor Wanted 
S110amonth 
own room • very close lo campue 
CM372-5451 or 353 9869  
3 people needed lo sublease ssml-fumiehed 
apt. from May to Aug - cheap rent, great apart- 
ment m house with porch, dose lo campus. Cal 
3533090  
Energetic, highly motivated individuals needed 
to fW all positions st the newest live rock -n- roll 
dub in the Toledo ares It's a great way to make 
extra money. Flexible hours snd car pooling a- 
vaeabie Apply in person at the Powerhouse 
Thurs-Sun after 8pm Just north of BG on Rt. 
26.  
IN SEARCH OF AN APARTMENT 
Up to 2-3 vecandee svasabte. Depending on ly- 
ing arrangements-monthly rent payments rang 
S120 i 180 plus unities Potential roommates 
must be responsible, should hsvs no problems 
wrmorithly paymsnta. CeH Greg at 353-7981 
Male sub-lease wanted 
160 mo  Very race house, dose lo campus. 
Cal 353-5444  
Roommate needed to share house, male or fe- 
male. S160 mo . 1/2 hall blocks from cam- 
pus   353 2265  
SENIOR IN EDUCATION NEEDS 3 ROOM- 
MATES FOR FALL 8 SPRING NEXT YEAR 
SUMMER 1990 ROOMMATE WOULD ALSO 
BE GOOD CALL ANDY 363-5835 
TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR 
90-91 SCHOOL YEAR CALL 354-4273 ASK 
FOR TERRI OR RHONDA 
Warned 
Enthusiastic students to Promote Oaytona 
Beech Spring Break 90 Earn free trips 8 
commissions Cal: Student Travel Service. #1 
in Student Travel 1-800 265-1799 Ask for 
Bred 
Wanted 1 F roommate for Spring 1990. 
Deposit and first mo. rent paid. 
2b0rm. 2 bath Cal 354-3477 
WANTED one female roommate If IllHtaaeKl 
can 354-6435 Mornings & evenings bsst 
Cheap rent 
Prestigious northesst summer camps 
seek epecleksts in 
Theatre. Dance. Music 
Sports, Art, Magic 
Circus, Science A Horsemanship 
Cat (800) 634-1703 
or write to 
French Woods 
P O Box 2800 
Pomons, NY 10970 
AVON 
Representatrvee needed. Ful-tlme earnings. 
perl bms hour. Cal Judy 352-4295  
Horse Farm 20-30 hra/week Flexible hours. 
must bs single. Over 18 & experienced Prefer 
lemele Grand Rapids arse 8320219  
KrNKO'S a seeking a marketing representative 
to handle campus sales. Must be available to 
work a minimum of 26 hours M-F. arlth the flexl- 
baty to work 40 hours s week during August, 
September, December and January. Hourly 8 
commission. Thle a an excellent opportunity to 
gem valuable experience m eslee Interested 
mdrvkJusa please send resume lo lOnko's Co- 
pies 113 Railroad Street. Bowing Green, Ohio 
43402 Attenton Esen Ids. 
Nannies Summerhme Itvs-m positions avsiable 
in Michigan suburbs Babysitting experience s 
must Mother's Lrroe Helper (313) 861-0680. 
No Fee 
sons! employment a aba aa a Whitewater 
raft guide In W.VA. Experience not required 
Musi be 18 yrs. old, have current CPR/Flrst 
Aid. North American River Runners Inc., P.O. 
Box81.WV25854  1 800 950 2585 EOE 
We're moving next week & I need help with the 
final cleaning of my house ft you have time next 
Wed or Thurs. cat Carle 363-1682  
Work 15 hours per weekend Our company a 
seeking employeee to perform unskilled light 
production work. Current openings lor a new 
weekend shift. 7 1 /2 hrs on Saturday & 7 1/2 
hrs on Sunday. Plant location a only 2 blocks 
from BGSU campus. Ths rats ol wage a S3 36 
per hour. If interested in this weekend shift or if 
you can work at least 16 hours Monday thru 
Friday, oat the office at 3542844 or pick up 
an application at Advanced Specialty Products. 
mc 426 Clough Street, Bowing Green, Ohio 
You can bued extra Income through a part time 
business For appointment, call Tim si 
353-8698 
FOR SALE 
•68 RAMBLER FOR SALEIIGOOD CONDI- 
TION. NEW BATTERY ASKING S500 OR 
BEST OFFER CALL 372-3016 
82 BUCK SKYHAWK auto air. cruise. veUur 
interior. 2-tone grey, sharp car Must see 
$1800 372-1306 
88 Cannondele SR300 12 speed. 48 cm. 
$350. 353-2265 ask lor Jason  
1984PtymTurlsmo 
White,   2 dr    hatchback.   AM/FM   cassette. 
auto.    55,000    mess     Excellent    condition 
$3000/besl offer Can 353-5208 
1986 Pontlec Grand Am 
2 dr., 6 spaed. Mr, AM/FM stereo  38.000 
miss $5450 ph 352-8582 
1988 Ford Escort GL 
2 Dr. Auto, AM/FM Stereo 
30.000 miles. »4925 Ph 352 8582  
ATTENTION GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehlclee 
from $100 Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes, Che- 
vys Surplus Buyers Guide (1)518-459-8996 
ExtJ   10J5A  
Audiophile quality speakers: 
Pok Audio RTA12B $ 1100 new. sell lor $460 
Boston Acoustic A100s $450 new. sea for 
$276 Rich 372-8080 
Auto 1980 Datsun 210 72.000 miles Runs 
great $395 00 or best otter 354-6416 
Choose from any one from my 2 cars: 
1. Dodge. Omni,   1981   78.000 miles. 4sp 
$800 
2   Mazda. OK.   1985. 89000 mlee. 5 spd 
82700 
Cal 353-4033 (Best sfter 4 00 or weekendsl 
Complete bedroom sat. Queen size bed. hutch 
& bedroom furniture Cal 352-6216 
Dorm-sizs rstrigerstor capacity 2.7 cubic feel 
Practically brand new (6 mo dd) Must Sen 
$96 00 Csl Carol after 8pm.354 7242 
DYNASTAR COURSE CttRAMIC SL SKIS 203 
cm with marker MRR46 Bindings Never moun- 
ted Price nogonable Call John 353 7880 
Microwave Hotpomt by Q.E. 14 cubic ft, 
625 waits excellent cond $50. Call 
364-6014. Leave message. 
Tired of WsMng? 1988 HYUNDAI. Take over 
payments. CH 363-9166. 
64    HONDA    CIVIC.    4-door    sllvsr, 
AM/FM/Cau   76000 mess/m an excesant 
oorvj   must  sal  soon  because   of  moving 
$2500 Please cal 353-7034 
FOR RENT 
• •S8VRENTALS" 
18 2 bdrm apts A houses aval 
9 4 12 mo. lease. Cal 352-7464 
1   Bedroom.  $210 e month avsiable knme- 
ry. downtown Csl 363-1676. 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS ONE HALF 
BLOCK TO CAMPUUS. BUMMER OH FALL. 
CALL TOM 352-4173 DAYS OR JIM800 EVE 
A WKENOS. 
3 bedrm dose to campus, summer rental only. 
CM 363-1682  
443 N Enterprise Apt 3 Very nice efficiency 
$280'mo includes water 6 sewer 12 month 
leessavan August CM Carts 353-1882 
Apartment tor Rent Free heel, water, own 
room Avenebie immedatsly $175/month Cal 
Wendy at 36^6998 
Apl 148 1/2 S Summit 3 bedrm A etudy den 
lor 90   91 352-1286  
Apt.  148 S   Summit 2 bdrm  Study den tor 
90 91  352-126B  
ARE YOU PULLING YOUR HAIR OUT? 
Trying to find the right apartmentl 
Before you gobeW. checkout 
R.E. Management's Apartments 
RLE. MANAGEMENT 
352-1302 
506 CLOUGH ST. 18-15 
AVAILABLE NOW 
One 8 two bedroom apartments - furnished 8 
unfurnished starting at $360 00  Gas 8 heat 
included Free campus shuttle 
Wlnthrop Terrace Apartments 352-9136 
CHEAP HOUSBMI 
Son looking for s pace to sve? We have an 
opening lor one mate roommate lor the spring 
semester Brand new apartment dose to cam- 
pus lor only $130 per month phis utsWes Cal 
tor info 353-7888 or 372-4341 HURRY' It 
won't Met long! 
D « G RENTALS 
NICEST APARTMENTS IN BO 
3 units lett 660 Scott HamMon. 2 blocks from 
campus' Modern, furnished. 2 bdrm units 
New carpeting, laundry lacatas. ak condi- 
tioned, reeerved perking. Mex. 4 persons per 
unit 12 mo lease. $696.00. 9 mo. SSH, 
$850 00. Aval May 8 August 1990 Cal 
287 4255'287 4685  
Deeporetety seeking one male, non-smoking 
roommate to suMssea halt an apt lor spring '90 
•now- Close to campue. Free utitkeel Rent ne- 
QotablelCelMike 354-4962  
For Rent 
Summer 4-bedroom house doss to campus 
snd downtown Csl 352-2932  
For rent Summer only. 2-4 people. 304 E. 
Court St Cal 352 2932 
xgeto iMai r Apt. 
•00-Third Street 
1 barm 8 2 bdrm unit.: 
fully lurnl.hed: AC. 
Now leasing lor 1890 -1911, 
and summer 1990. 
Convenient • 8 reasonable. 
Call 362-4988. 
House tor rent, 3 bedroom, 2 beth, 362-9681 
Houses and Apartments ' Close to Campue 
For summer 1990 4 1990-91 school year 
Cal 1-267-3341 
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS 
2   bdrm.    turn./unfum     AC,   ss   low   as 
$440.mo Heat included retee available   Ph. 
3546036  
Need lemele roommate to share apt until snd 
of spring sem $156 mth fuay furnished Cal 
363 8968 
One and two bedroom apartments for rent. A- 
variable Summer snd Fsl '90   Cal anytime 
354-3533 VILLAGE GREEN APARTMENTS 
Prelerred Propertiee a now leasing for summer 
snd lal Piedmont spsrtments and many of our 
other Bstmge ars avaaabisl Al residents receive 
s membership to Cherrywood Health Spa CM 
352-9378  
STAY CLOSEI 
Campus Mannor Apts 
Frse heal, tree AC. come m TODAY 
to sign up 'or summer or tM. 
R.E. MANAGEMENT 352-9302 
STILL LOOKING FOR AN APARTMENT? 
CM Jason or Kim at 353-9458  Looking for 
aubaaae for rest ol semester   1 or 2 people. 
Own room 
Two bdrm efficiency and some houses avM. for 
90-91 school year SteveSmlth352-8917 
WANTED Nnmed to sublease 2 bedroom apt, 
very does to campus. Rent $375 pkje electric 
(S15monthty) CMOumbn353-5176. 
Welcome to the Real World by Fred Wright 
WftLl DON'T CM* E 
iF v,«rXKy AfOvwrtliV 
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UMWTTO IvyrHE 
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BUTT 
NBEP To 
SEE 
THEN. 
I 
I'M BEING- 
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-JOHN PENVER 
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SOKAYj BvT 
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X PIOH'T THINK X'P NEB!) 
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VOP ArJP 
lUwiRt) l-eX-IO 
LOOKING ON THE Btl&HT 
SIDE, SOMETHING LIKE 
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ToHU'S CAKEBhX 
HBEPSI 
\ 
Fatman • by John Bolssy 
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Programming to span four months 
January 26,1990 
Black History Month isn't 
A theatrical performance about Har- 
lem in the 1 920s will be one ot the 
highlights of four month's worth of fes- 
tivities celebrating black history and 
hispanic awareness. 
In announcing the schedule of 
events, Vice President for Student Af- 
fairs Mary Edmonds said events are 
being planned through April because, 
"We're trytng to get away from the 
thinking that there Is just one month for 
a black history celebration." 
In celebration of the African- 
American theater, the Office of Minor- 
ity Affairs will present a dinner theater 
production of "Harlem Renaissance" 
Feb. 17 in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
of the University Union. Dinner will be 
served at 6 p.m. with the performance 
starting at 8 p.m. The cost of dinner 
and the program is $ 10 for students 
and $15 for all others. Entire tables 
can be reserved by calling 372-2978. 
The program offers a combination of 
poetry, songs and short stories which 
includes the music of Duke Ellington, 
Fats Waller and traditional spirituals. 
Events that will take place in January 
include: 
A Unity Rally at7:30 p.m. Monday 
(Jan. 29) in the Lenhart Grand Ball- 
room of the University Union. Spon- 
sored by the Black Student Union, the 
rally's purpose is to promote unity on 
campus. 
Also in Janurary will be a Soul Food 
Dinner sponsored by the Black Stu- 
dent Union. It will be held from 4-6 
p.m. Wednesday (Jan. 31) in the Kre- 
ischer Dining Hall Call 372-2692 for 
more information 
In addition to the dinner theater, 
other highlights in February include a 
lecture by Dr. Charles King at 7:30 
p.m. Friday (Feb. 2) in Kobacker Hall 
of the Moore Musical Arts Center. 
King is the founder and president of 
the Urban Crisis Center in Atlanta. He 
has become nationally known for his 
unique form of confrontation therapy 
designed to help both blacks and 
whites understand racism. 
On Feb. 16, Dr. Asa HUNard, a 
professor of education at Georgia 
State University, will discuss "Free 
Your Mind, Return to the Source: Afri- 
can Origins" at 7 p.m. in 1007 Busi- 
ness Administration Building. 
Hilliard specializes in the study of 
psychological test validity in cross- 
cultural usage, child development, Im- 
proved teaching methods and ancient 
African history, especially ancient E- 
gyptian history 
Also in February, an Amani Fundrais- 
ing Dance will be held from 10 p.m. to 
2 ami Saturday (Feb. 3) in the North- 
*i. a-aa~^a.** nntff.-rr ?r .-■- -■ -■ -r- 
east Commons. Admission is $1. 
Sponsored by the Black Student 
Union, money from the dance will go 
toward the cost of renovating the 
Amani into a cultural center. 
A Kick-off Breakfast, sponsored by 
Greek Life, will be held from noon to 2 
p.m. at the Holiday Inn, 1550 E. 
Wooster. Admission is $8. Its purpose 
is to promote unity among the Greek 
organizations on campus. 
A jazz arts group wiH perform at 8 
p.m. Tuesday (Feb. 6) in Kobacker 
Hall. Tickets are available through the 
College of Musical Arts. 
A minority art exhibit will begin Friday 
(Feb. 9) in McFaH Center. 
The Caribbean Student Association 
will hold it's sixth annual "Tribute to 
Bob Marley" from 8 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
Saturday (Feb. 10) in the Northeast 
Commons. Raggae music will be pro- 
'American Pictures' show 
focuses on American life 
"American Pictures," a multi-media presentation which covers the entire 
range of American economic classes from the wealthiest to the poorest, win be 
shown at 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday (Jan. 30) In the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the 
Union. Admission is free. 
The presentation highlights the social, exonomic and racial separation that 
exists in the United States. The 3-1/2 hour program features more than 
15,000 slides taken during the five-year travels of its producer, Jacob Holdt. 
Holdt made a vagabond journey across the country In the early 1970s to see 
what life in America was like. During his travels, he covered more than 120,000 
miles, visiting 48 states and discovering an enormous contrast between this 
country's affluent and Its poverty stricken. 
"American Pictures" has been described as shocking and Holdt admits that 
his goal is to promote awareness of culture and to teach people that "they 
should not blame the victims of oppression for their situation, but should look 
deeper into what causes ghettos, poverty and destitution." 
"American Pictures" is sponsored by the Undergraduate Student Govern- 
ment in cooperation with numerous other student groups and administrative of- 
fices, u  * 
 *>  ■■ftiaaiHftftaftjiMM 
vided by the Cleveland band, Major 
Coup. The band features Jimmy Brown 
on drums, Mike Ammato on guitar; lead 
singers are WaH Razzaq and KeHey Po- 
lian 
On Feb. 12, the Omowate Cultural 
Society will perform at 8 p.m. in the 
Bryan Recital Hall of the Moore Musi- 
cal Arts Center. It is being sponsored 
by Oftenhauer Towers. 
Black Greek Council will hold an In- 
formation Night at 7 p.m. Feb. 15 in 
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom. Repre- 
sentatives of Black Greek sororities 
and fraternities will be present to ex- 
plain their group's goals and contribu- 
tions. 
"A Black Musical Arts Celebration" 
will be held at 8 p.m. Feb. 18 in the 
Bryan Recital Hall in the Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
Finer Womanhood Week will be ob- 
served Feb. 19-23 and will feature 
several clinics for women. For more in- 
formation, contact Tina Hadden at 
353-6626. 
On Feb. 22, a candlelight walk will 
be held starting at 8 p.m. from Jerome 
Library to McFall Center to the Univer- 
sity Union. 
Several dances are being planned 
for March, including the Dance Against 
Racism which will be held from 9 p.m. 
to 1 a.m. March 10 in the Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom. 
The Black and Gold Ball will be held 
at 8 p.m. March 31 in the Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom. 
Hispanic Awareness Week will kick 
off the month of April. Events including 
lectures, dances and a festival are cur- 
rently being planned. For more infor- 
mation, contact Carmen Castro at 
372-1048. 
Other activities that month are the 
invitational Graduate Student Awards 
Banquet at 6:30 p.m. April 19 at the 
Holley Lodge, 1630 E. Wooster St. 
The Minority Recognition Banquet will 
be at 7 p.m. April 20 in the Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom Both events are 
sponsored by the Office of Minority Af- 
fairs. 
The Ms. Bronze Pageant, sponsored 
by Phi Beta Sigma fraternity, will be at 
7:30 p.m. April 21 in the Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom. 
Also on April 21, a Gospel Choir 
Reunion Picnic will be held at the Stu- 
dent Services Building. 
The Gospel Choir will hold a spring 
concert at 5:30 p.m. AprH 22 at the 
First United Methodist Church, 1506 
E. Wooster St. 
For more information on any of the 
activities, contact Minority Student Ac- 
tivities at 372-2978. 
  
Monday 
January 29 
7:304:30 p.m. - Contemporary Theology 
"Introduction to Old Testament" wll be dis- 
cussed St. Thomas More, 425 Thurstm 
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"Now Movement* In Art " Free end open to el. 
Galery. Fine Arts. 
S p.m. - Homecoming 1 MO Application Dead- 
line 
Applications lor Representatives- At-Large most 
be turned In. 405 Student Services 
7 p.m. - Black History Month 
Unity raly Free end open to el Sponsored by 
the Beck Student Union 1007 Business Admin- 
7 p.m. - "Dispelling the Myths" 
"Homophobia and AIDS: Get the Facts!" Free 
and open to all Sponsored by LAG A Mam 
Lobby, Otfenhauer. 
6 p.m. - Oboe Concert 
Theresa Delaplain will pertrom Free and open to 
al. Bryan Recital Ha*, Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
8:30 p.m. - Open Shire 
Participants win be able to share their work, 
thinking, or pleasures in various mooes of pre- 
sentation. Free and open to a). United Christian 
Fellowship Center, 313 Thuretm. 
9 p.m. - Prayer Group 
Open to al. St. Thomas More. 425 Thurstm. 
Tuesday 
January 30 
• a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"New Movements in Art." Free and open to al. 
Gallery, Fine Arts 
irch 3:30 p.m. - Distinguished Re 
Lecture 
Or. Gary Hess wil discuss "From Lost Crusade' 
to Noble Cause:' The Rewriting ol the Vietnam 
War." Free end open to al. Alumni Room, Union. 
4 p.m. - Intramural Deadline 
Entries due for men's and coed curing. Play be- 
gins Feb. 6. 108 Student Recreation Center. 
8:30 p.m. - American Pictures 
Sponsored by USG and Peace Coelroon. Free 
end open to al. Lenhart Grand Balroom. Union. 
7-8:30 p.m. - Bible Study 
Open to al. Antloch Library, St. Thomas More, 
425 Thuretm. 
7:30 p.m. - American Marketing AAssoclstlon 
Formal meeting. Troy Peterman wH discuss 
"More Business Forms and Systems Division." 
Free and open to al 220 Math Sciences. 
8 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Star Tracks." $ 1 donation, open to el. Planetar- 
ium. Physical Sciences 
8:30 p.m. - Women's Spirituality 
Meeting. Open to al United Christian Fefowship 
Center, 313 Thuretm 
9 p.m. - Peace Coalition 
Meeting Open to al United Christian Feeowship 
Center, 313 Thurstm. 
9 p.m. - Summer Study Program In France 
Dr. Charles Chmte, International business ad- 
visor, wW speak at this informational meeting. 
Free and open to al. 1000 Busmes Administra- 
tion. 
9:30 p.m. - Progressive Student Organization 
Meeting Open to al United Chrleban Feeowship 
Center, 313 Thuretm 
Wednesday 
January 31 
9 s m-430 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"New Movements m Art." Free and open to al. 
Galery. Fine Arts 
10-11:30 p.m. -Hearing Impaired Education 
Noon-1:15 p.m. - Open Forum 
President decamp wH meet with students. Free 
and open to al. Chart Room. McFal Center. 
12:30p.m.- Reflection Time 
Informal worship Open to al United Chrleban 
Feeowship Center. 313 Thunrtn. 
1-3 p.m. - Hearing Impaired Education 
Advising for majors. For appointments cal 
372-7293. 366 Education. 
3:30-4:20 p.m. - Study Skills Workshop 
John Queener wM discuss "How to Control Test 
Anxiety Before It Controls You." Free and open 
to al who pre-reglster Registration and work- 
shop m 213 Moseley. 
4 p.m. - Intramural Deadline 
Entries due for men's doubles raquetbal. Play 
begins Feb. 5  108 Student Recreation Center. 
4-« p.m. - Black History Month 
Soul food dinner. Sponsored by Black Student 
Union  Open to all Kreischer Dining Hoi 
8:30 p.m.-Bible Study 
Open to el. Foursquare Gospel Church. 205 
Sandridge. 
7:30 p.m. - BGSU Ski Club 
Meeting. Open to all 070 Overmen. 
7:10 p.m. - American Statistical Association 
James P. Usage, of University of Toledo and 
formerly of BGSU, wH discuss "Forecasting 
Turning Points m Economic Time-Series Using 
Bayesian Dynamic Generalized Linear Models." 
Free and open to al. 459 Math Sciences. 
8 p.m. -B.sk el ball 
Men's teem vs. University of Akron. Anderson 
Arena. 
8 p.m. - Honors Student Association 
Tom Husskback, Darrow Hal Director, and Joey 
Tae. graduate Militant, wH discuss the "Impos- 
tor Phenomenon. "Free and open toal. Honors 
Center, Krelscher. 
Thursday 
7:45 end 10 p.m., 12:15 s.m.-UAO Mori. 
"Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade." $1 50 
with valid BGSU student ID. 210 Math Selene- 
11 a.m. - Church Service 
Maumee Valley Unitarian Universalist Congrega- 
tion  Schaller Hall. 1 30 W Indiana. Perrysburg 
(Rekgious education at 10 am ) 
February 1 
4-4:60 p.m. - Study Skills Workshop 
See 3:30 p.m. Wednesday. Jan. 31. listing 
7 p.m.-  "Dispelling the Myths" 
"Heterosexism " Free end open to si Spon- 
sored by LAGA. Mem Looby. Offenheuer 
7:30 p.m. - Thursday Nits Live 
Free end open to al. Sponsored by BGSU Bible 
Studkss. Alumni Room. Union. 
7:30 p.m. - Fellowship of Christian Athletu 
Meeting. Open to al. State Room, Union. 
9 p.m. - UAO Movie 
"Some Like It Hot " Free and open to al 210 
Math Sciences 
Friday 
February 2 
6:30 a.m.-Art Opening 
Opening reception for the exhibition ol the work 
of alumnus Tom Martm. Free and open to el. Gal- 
lery, Fine Arts. 
9 a.m.-4 p.m. - Black History Month 
Minority art exhibit. Galery. McFal Center 
Noon - Graduate Student Luncheon 
$ 1 donation requested for lunch. Open to al. 
United Christian Fellowship Center. 313 Thure- 
an. 
2:30 p.m. - Heater Class 
Liu Zhuang wB give a master class. Free and 
open to a*. 2101 Moore Musical Arts Center. 
6 p.m. - BO Gaming Society 
Various role-playing games played. Free and 
open to al. 222 Education. 
7 pun. - Gymnastics 
BGSU vs Bat State University  118Eppier 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU vs. Miami University. Ice Arena. 
7:30 p.m. - Black History Month 
Dr Charles King wH lecture. Free end open to 
8 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Star Tracks." $1 donation, open toal. Plenetar 
km, Physical Sciences 
Saturday 
February 3 
7 a.m.-8 p.m. - UAO Ski Trip 
Trip to Pine Knob. Mich. Cost Is $24 with own 
skis, $35 with ski rental Signups m UAO office, 
third floor, Union. Meet at the Union Oval. 
12:45 p.m.-Basketball 
Women's teem vs Bel State University. Ander- 
son Arena. 
2 p.m. - Swimming 
BGSU vs. Michigan State University Cooper 
Pool. 
3 p.m.-Basketball 
Men's team vs Bal State University Anderson 
Arena. 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU vs. Miemi University Ice Arena. 
7:45 end 10 p.m.. 12:15 a.m.-UAO Movls 
"Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade." $1.50 
with vald BGSU student ID. 210 Math Scienc- 
es. 
10 p.m.-2 a.m. - Black History Month 
Amanifundraising dance. $1 and open toal. 
Sponsored by Black Student Union Northeast 
Commons. 
Sunday 
February 4 
6.10 ajn. - Church Services 
St. John's Episcopal Church, 1509 E. Wooster. 
8, 10 a.m., Noon- Church Services 
St. Atoyslus Church, 150 S. Enterprise. 
8:30,11 em- Church Service. 
St Mark's Lutheran Church, 316 S Colege 
(Sunday school at 8:45 am). 
9.11 am. - Church Services 
First United Methodist Church. 1506 E. Woos- 
ter. 
9:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S. Enterprise. 
9:30 a.m.. 6 p.m. - Church Service. 
First Baptist Church. 749 S. Wmtergarden. 
10 a.m. - Church Service 
University Christian Church. 1040 Choral 
Reheereal Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center. 
10 e.m. - Church Service 
First Presbyterian Church. 126 S. Church. 
10 a.m. - Church Service 
Christ Community Church. Women's Club. 134 
N. Prospect. 
10,11:30 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Service. 
St. Thomas More Parish. 426 Thursim 
10 a.m.. 8 p.m. -Church Service. 
Dayspring Assembly of God. 1 7360 N Dixie 
Highway. 
tO:SO e.m. - Church Service 
Agape Church of Prayer United Christian Fel- 
lowship, 313 Thuretm (Bible study at 9:30a.m.). 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Trinity United Methodist Church. 200 N. Summit 
(Sunday school at 9:15 am ). 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Peace Lutheran Church. 1028 West Peart 
(Sunday school at 9:15 a.m.). 
10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
Flat Christian Church. 875 Heel ana. 
11 a.m. - Church i 
Foursquare Gospel Church. 205 Sandridge. 
11 s.m., 12:30 end 6 p.m. - Service Commltl- 
mformebon w« be on display regarding extended 
service committments. Open to al Fireside 
Lounge. St Thomas* More, 425 Thuretm. 
11 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Services 
New Horizon Pentecostal Church of God, 820 
Second St. (Sunday school at 10 a.m.) 
Noon - Tennis 
Women's team at University of Michigan Ann 
Arbor. 
Noon-2 p.m. - Black History Month 
Kick-off breakfast. Tickets are $8 and can be 
purchased through Greek Life, 425 Student 
Services. Open toal. Holiday km, 15S0E. 
Wooeter. 
2-5 p.m.-Art Exhibit 
Tom Martin's work wH be on display Free and 
open to el. Galery, Fine Arts. 
3 p.m. - Concert 
Bowling Green Phlharmonia w« perform Free 
and open to M. Kobacker Hal, Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
I p.m. - Church Service 
Pentecostal Young People's Association. 620 
Second St. 
7 p.m. - Church Service 
New Horizon Pentecostal Church of God, 620 
Second St. 
7 p.m. - Church Service 
Active Christiana Today, 612 E. Wooster. 
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Star Track* '$1 donation, open to all Planetar- 
ium. Physical Sciences. 
Monday 
February 5 
7 a.m. - Student Recreation Center Employ- 
ment Applications 
Applications available for many employment po- 
sitions. 106 Student Recreation Center. 
9 «.m.-4 p.m - UAO Sign-Up. for Dayton. 
Beech 
Trip runs March 16-26. $ 125 deposit needed. 
Signups continue through Feb. 9 Union Foyer. 
9 ..m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
Tom Martin's work wM be on display Free and 
open to el. Galery. Fine Arts 
10 a-m.-4 p.m. - American Red Croea Bkwd- 
mooile 
Lenhart Grand Balroom, Union. 
7 p.m. - Open Audition. 
Auditions held for "Quiltere " Open to al. 400 
and 402 University Hal. 
7:30-9:30 p.m. - Marketing Week 
Gary Tipton will discuss "Discovering Marketing 
Innovationa." Free and open toal. Sponsored 
by American Marketing Association 110 Busi- 
ness Administration. 
7-8:30 p.m. - University Placement Service. 
"From Backpack to Briefcase." Free and open 
to al. Lenhart Grand Balroom. Union. 
7:30-9:30 p.m. - Contemporary Theology 
"Introduction to New Testament" w* be dls 
cussed. St. Thomas More. 425 Thuretm. 
10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
Tuesday 
February 6 
7 a.m. - Student Recreation Center Employ- 
ment Applications 
Applications available for many employment po- 
sitions 108 Student Recreation Center. 
9 e.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
Tom Martm's work-will be on display. Freer and   . 
^opeiitual aeHeiyrfme-Artsr  
10 a.m.-4 p.m. - American Red Crou Blood- 
mobile 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union. 
S p.m. - Elementary Education Methods Ap- 
plication Deadline 
Final day to apply tor summer or (all 1990 Ele- 
mentary Education Methoda. Application forme 
are available In 529 Education. 
7 p.m. - Open Auditions 
Auditions held (or "Quitters " Open to el. 400 
and 402 University Hall 
7*30 p.m. - Bible Study 
Open to el. Antloch Library, St. Thomaa More, 
425Thuratln. 
8 p.m. - FeatIval Serial 
Jazz Arts Group of Columbus wit perform a sa- 
lute to Count Beetle and Duke Elngton. featur- 
ing drummer and 10-year Bassie orchestra vet- 
eran Harold Jones Tickets are $14. $9. and $4 
for students and $ 17, $ 12, andS 7 for others 
and are avaaable al the Kobacker Hat Box Of- 
fice. Kobecker Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center. 
» p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Star Tracks "SI donation, open to an Planetar- 
ium. Physical Sciences 
8:30 p.m. - Women's Spirituality 
Meeting Open to al. United Christian Fellowship 
Center. 313 Thurotln 
( p.m. - Peace Coalition 
Meeting. Open to al. United Chriatlan Fellowship 
Center, 313 Thurabri. 
9:30 p.m. - Progressive Student Organization 
Meeting Open to al United Chriatlan Fellowship 
Center, 313 ThursBn. 
Wednesday 
February 7 
9 i.m.-4:30 p.m. - Alt Exhibit 
Tom Martin's work wW be on display. Free and 
open to al Gallery, Fine Arts. 
10-11:30 p.m. - Hearing Impaired Education 
Advising for majors. For appointments cal 
372-7293. 366 Education. 
10 a.m.-4 p.m. -American Red Croas Blood- 
mobile 
Lenhart Grand Balroom. Union. 
Noon-1:15 p.m.-Open Forum 
President Otscamp will meet with students. Free 
and open to al. Chart Room. McFal Center. 
12:30 p.m.- Reflection Time 
Informal worship. Open to al. United Christian 
Fellowship Center, 313 Thurstin. 
1-3 p.m. - Hearing Impaired Education 
Advising for majors For appointments cat 
372-7293. 366 Education. 
3:30-4:20 p.m. - Study Skills Workshop 
Workshop on lecture nolelaking wil be held. 
Free and open to those who pre-register. Regis- 
tration and workshop held in 213 Moseley 
4:304:30 p.m. - University Placement Ser- 
vices 
MBA Forum. Free and open to al. Galery, 
McFal. 
S p.m. - Basketball 
Women's team at Miami University. Oxford. 
Ohio. 
6:30 p.m. - Bible Study 
Open to al Foursquare Gospel Church. 205 
Sandrtdge 
7 p.m. - Open Auditions 
Auditions held for "Quitters." Open to i 
and 402 University Hal. 
.400 
7:30 p.m. - Basketball 
Men's team at Miami University. Oxford. Ohio. 
7:30 p.m. - BOSU Ski Club 
Meeting Open to al. 070 Overman 
8 p.m. - Theatre Production 
"The Nerd" by Larry Shue w* be performed 
Tickets are $3 and are available at the Joe E 
Brown Box Office, University Hal. Open to all 
Joe E. Brown Theatre, University Hal. 
S p.m. - Black History Month Film Festival 
"Ida B Wees: A Paaalon for Justice " Free and 
open to al. Sponsored by the African American 
Graduate Student Association  1007 Business 
Administration. 
Thursday 
Februarys 
9 a.m.-4:30 p,m. - Art Exhibit 
Tom Martin's work wil be on display Free and 
open to al. Galery. Fine Arts. 
10 a.m.-4 p.m. - American Red Croas Blood- 
mobile 
Lenhart Grand Balroom, Union. 
1:30 p.m. - Master Cla•• 
Vlokst Marcus Thompson wil grve a master 
class Free and open to al Kobecker Hal. 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
4-4:50 p.m. - Study Skills Workshop 
See 3:30 p.m. Wednesday. Feb. 7, listing 
7:30 p.m. - Alaskan National Wildlife Refuge 
Slide Presentation 
"The Last Greet Wikfemese" will be shown. Free 
and open to al. Sponsored by the Center for En- 
vironmental Programs and the Northwest Ohio 
Chapter of the Sierra Club  1007 Business Ad- 
ministration. 
7:30 p.m. - Thuraday Nile Live 
Free and open to all Sponsored by BGSU Bible 
Studies Presidential Lounge. Ice Arena 
7:30 p.m. - Fellowship of Chriatlan Athletes 
Meeting. Open to al. State Room, Union. 
7:30 p.m. - Marketing Week 
"Market Warfare" wW be shown Free and open 
to al. 116 Business Administration. 
7:30-9:30 p.m. - Marketing Weak 
Peggy Black, of the Andersons, wil share her 
experiences In the world of marketing. Free and 
open to al. Alumni Room. Union. 
8 p.m. - Theatre Production 
See 8 p.m. Wednesday. Feb. 7. listing. 
8 p.m. - Jazz Trombone Concert 
Jiggs Whlgham wil perfprm Tickets are $3 for 
Students and $5 for others and are available at 
the Kobecker Hal Box Office Bryan Recital Hal. 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
9 p.m. - UAO Movie 
"Double Indemnity." Free and open to al. 210 
Math Science. 
Friday 
February 9 
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
Tom Martin's work wil be on display. Free and 
open to al Gallery. Fine Arts. 
10 a.m.-4 p.m. - American Red Cross Blood- 
mobile 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union. 
Noon - Graduate Student Luncheon 
$ 1 donation requested for lunch. Open to el. 
United Chrtatian FeHowahip Center, 313 Thurs- 
sn. 
2:30 p.m.-Master Cla sa 
George B. Wilson. University of Michigan 
professor, wtl grve s master class. Free and 
open to al 2102 Moore Musical Arts Center. 
4 p.m.-Tennis 
Men's team at Michigan State University. East 
Lansing. 
8 pjn. - Faculty Artist Series 
Faculty composers wtl perform Free and open 
to al. Kobaacker Hal. Moore Musical Arts 
Center 
6:45 p.m. - Honors Student Association 
Al Interested are Invited to "Dead Poet's Soci- 
ety " Cost is S1  50  210 Math Sciences 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU at Ferris State College. Big Rapids. Mich 
7:30 and 10 p.m., 12:30 a.m. - UAO Movie 
"Dead Poet's Society." $1 50 with veld BGSU 
Student ID. 210 Math Sciences 
6 p.m. - Theetre Production 
See 8 p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 7. listing 
8 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Star Tracks." $1 donation, open to •» Planetar- 
ium. Physical Sciences. 
I p.m. - Concert 
Pianists Vatne Kantorski and Ann Pope wtl per- 
form. Free and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal. 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
6 p.m. - BO. Gaming Society 
Various role-playing games pleyed Free and 
open foal 222 Education. 
Saturday 
February lO 
7 ajn. - UAO Downhill Ski Trip 
Cost Is $24 with own ski equipment and $35 kv 
cluding ski rental. Open to those who pre- 
register In the UAO office, third floor. Union. 
Pine Knob Ski Resort, Mich. 
6:15 a.m. - Honors Student Association Trip 
to Columbus 
Plans to visit COS. Ohio Historical Museum, end 
the French Market. Coat la $2 for membera of 
HSA and $7 for non-members. Meet at the 
Union OveJ. 
7:30 p.m. - HSA Presents... 5 p.m. - Unhrereity Ambassadors Appllcstlon 
A panel ol exchange students wU share the* ex-      Deadline 
es Free and open to al Sponsored by Applcattons available at 405 Student Services 
9 a.m. - Tennis 
Men's team at University of Notre Dame South 
Bend, Ind 
12:30 p.m.-Basketball 
Men's team vs. Western Michigan University. 
Anderson Arena 
1 p.m. - Gymnastics 
BOSU vs. mnois State University 116 Eppier. 
1 p.m. - Swimming 
Women's teem vs. Bal State University. Cooper 
Pool. 
1 p.m.-Tennli 
Women's team at Michigan State University 
East Lansing 
3 p.m.-Basketball 
Women's team va Western Michigan University 
Anderson Arene. 
4 p.m. - Swimming 
Men's teem vs. Bal State University Cooper 
Pool. 
7:30 p.m. - Miss BOSU Scholarship Program 
Twelve women wtl compete for the Miss BGSU 
title Master of Ceremonies wil be Jerry Ander- 
son. Toledo 13 news anchor, and Sarah Ann 
Evans, s BGSU alumnus and Miss Ohio I 989 
w* perform Tickets are $7 50 reserved 
and$4 50 general and are available both In ad- 
vance Feb. 5-9. 9 am -4 pm . at a table in Uni- 
versity Hal. or at the Union on the night ot the 
show Lenhart Grand Balroom. Union 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU at Ferris State College Big Rapids. Mich. 
7:30 and 10 p.m., 12:30 a.m. - UAO Movie 
"Deed Poet's Society    $1 50 with valid BGSU 
Student ID. 210 Math Sciences 
8 p.m. - Theatre Production 
See8p.m. Wednesday. Feb. 7, Dating. 
9 p.m. - Tribute to Bob Meriey 
Reggae party with music by Major Coup Free 
WWeWITa^iWmiaiaamBsvTassM 
Sunday 
February 11 
6,10 a.m. - Church Services 
St. John's Episcopal Church, 1509 E. Wooster. 
8.10 a.m., Noon -Church Services 
St. Aloyaiua Church, 150 S. Enterpriee. 
8:30,11 a.m. - Church Services 
St. Mark's Lutheran Church, 315 S. College 
(Sunday school at 9:45 am). 
8.11 a.m. - Church Servkea 
First United Methodist Church. 1506 E Woos- 
ter. 
8:30a.m.-ChurchService 
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S Enterprise 
6:30 ajn., 6 p.m. - Church Services 
First Baptist Church. 749 S. WWergerden. 
10 a.m. - Church Service 
Unhreralty Christian Church. 1040 Choral 
Rehearsal Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center 
10 a.m.-Church Service 
First Presbyterian Church. 126 S Church. 
10 a.m. - Church Service 
Christ Community Church, Women's Club. 134 
N. Prospect. 
10,11:30 a.m.,7p.m.- Church 
St. Thomaa More Pariah. 425 Thurstin. 
10 a.m., 6 p.m. - Church Services 
Dayspring Assembly of God, 17360 N. Dude 
Highway. 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Agape Church ol Prayer United Christian Fel- 
lowship. 313 Thurstin (Bible study st 9:30 sm | 
10:30 a.m.- Church Service 
Trinity United Methodist Church, 200 N. Summit 
(Sunday school at 9:15 a.m.). 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Peace Lutheran Church, 1028 West Peer! 
(Sunday school at 9:15 a.m.|. 
10:45a.m.-Church Service 
First Christian Church, 875 HaakOs 
10:45 ajn. - Church Service 
Deliverance Tabernacle Church ol God, 17202 
N. Mercer (Sunday school at 9:30 a.m.). 
11 a.m. - Church Service 
Meumee Valley Unitarian Unrveraakat Congrega- 
tion. Senator Hal. 130 W. Indiana, Perryaburg 
(Religious education at 10 a.m.). 
11 a.m. - Church Service 
Foursquare Gospel Church. 205 Sandridge. 
11 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Services 
New Horizon Pentecostal Church of God. 820 
Second St (Sunday school at 10 a m ) 
2 p-m. - Theetre Production 
See 8 p.m. Wednesday. Feb. 7, Hating. 
I p.m. - Church Service 
Pentecostal Young People's Association 620 
Second St. 
8 p.m. - Bryen Chamber■ Series 
Resident faculty woodwind quintet. Ventl da 
Camera, wi perform. Free and open to al. Bryan 
Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
soceitlon. Northeast Commons 
Green Sheet Is published by the 
Bowling Green State University Of- 
fice of Public Relations for students, 
faculty and staff. 
The next issue of Groan Sheet will 
be published Feb. 9. It will cover 
events occuring Feb. 12 through 
Feb. 25. The deadline to submit in- 
formation for that issue is noon 
Wednesday. Feb. 7. 
All events must be submitted in 
writing to the Green Sheet editor, 
806 Administration Building. There is 
no charge to have an item listed. 
Editor Jeff Schober 
Calendar Editor: Melissa Henry 
Produ^lon; Laura Hofrneyer.  
1990 Festival Series 
offers jazz and pizazz 
The Columbus-based Jazz Arts Group will present a musical salute to Count 
Basie and Duke Ellington Tuesday (Feb. 6) at Bowling Green State University. 
The 8 p.m. concert in Kobacker Had of the Moore Musical Arts Center will 
feature Basie drummer Harold Jones. 
Jones, a native of Indiana, has played with numerous award-winning jazz 
groups. He was playing with Eddie Harris when that group had the first jazz re- 
cording to sell a million copies. He was a member of the first jazz group to play 
in the White House for President John F. Kennedy and while with the Count Ba- 
sie Orchestra, Jones won the 1972 "Down Beat Magazine" International Jazz 
Critics Pol 
The Jazz Arts Group, under the artistic direction of Ray Eubanks, has been 
playing American classics as well as new works by today's jazz composers for 
the past 15 years. The group has 30 musicians and affiliate musicians, many of 
whom have played with such artists as Woody Herman, Buddy Rich, Ray Char- 
les, Don Ellis, James Moody and Sonny Stltt. 
Tickets for the Jazz Arts Group concert range from $4 to $ 14 for students 
and from $7 to $ 17 for adults. Tickets can be purchased at the Center's box of- 
fice or reserved by calling (419) 372-8171. 
A free, pre-concert discussion of the evening's performance by Vincent Cor- 
rigan of the music faculty and Eubanks will be presented at 7:30 p.m. in Bryan 
Recital HaU of the Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Leadership workshops set 
for student leaders, groups 
The Office of Student Activities and Orientation is offering several workshops 
designed to provide leadership and learning development to the members of 
student organizations. 
Titled Student Organizations Leadership Development (SOLDI, the work- 
shops begin Tuesday (Feb. 13) and continue through March 13. 
S.O.L.D's spring semester workshop series offers a variety of sessions to the 
officers and members of student clubs, groups and organizations who desire to 
acquire or enhance current leadership skills. 
Duplicate sessions are held on Tuesday and Wednesday evenings from 7-8 
p.m. in the Main Conference Room on the first floor of the Jerome Library. 
The only exception is on Wednesday (Feb. 21) at 6:30 p.m., when Dr. Scott 
Shepard will present "The Power Inside: How to Keep the Spirit Burning." She- 
pard is the director of the Institute for Training and Human Development at 
Flower Memorial Hospital. He has written two books, "Cancer and Hope," and 
"The Survival Handbook for the Newly Recovered," which deals with sub- 
stance abuse recovery. A series of his taped lectures Is currently being shown 
on PBS. 
Other workshops offered include "Coloring our Campus wtth Diversity," by 
Paula Wright, interim director of Off-Campus Housing, to be offered Tuesday 
(Feb. 13) and Wednesday (Feb. 28). 
Julie Lengfelder, chairwoman of trie recreation and dance division of the 
School of HPER, will present "For the Time of Your Life: Personal and Profes- 
sional Time Management" on Wednesday (Feb. 14) and Tuesday (Feb. 27). 
Dave VaiHancourt, complex coordinator for Residental Services, will offer "In 
With the New: Coping With Transition and How Your Group Can Survive" on 
Tuesday (March 6) and Wednesday (March 15). "Vision Quest: Entering the 
90s as Women" will be presented by Lane Aldridge, assistant director of the 
Women's Studies Center, on Wednesday (March 7) and Tuesday (March 13). 
Reservations are needed to attend a workshop, and spaces will be filled on a 
first-come-first-served basis. To make a reservation or for more information, 
contact the Office of Student Activities and Orientation, 405 Student Services. 
And the new Miss BGSU is... 
Twelve women will compete in the 
1990 Miss BGSU Scholarship Pro- 
gram at 7:30 p.m. Saturday (Feb. 3) in 
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the Uni- 
versity Union. 
Admission is $7.50 for reserved 
seating: $4 for general admission. 
Tickets will be on sale from 9 a.m. to 4 
p.m. Monday through Friday (Jan. 
29-Feb 2) at a table on the first floor 
of University Hall 
The masters of ceremonies wiH be 
Jerry Anderson, a newsanchor for 
Toledo television station WTVG, and 
Sarah Ann Evans, a University gradu- 
ate and Miss Ohio 1989. 
Judging wiU be based on interviews 
and evening gown, swimsuit and talent 
competitions. The winner of the pa- 
gent wj| r^ca^e|s^o^rs|ip^^^ 
University Theatre presents: 
Revenge of 'The Nerd' 
When a bumbling oaf overstays his 
welcome, the result is laughter in the 
University Theatre production of Larry 
Shue's "The Nerd." 
A joint presentation of the University 
Theatre and Theta Alpha Phi theatre 
honor society, the comedy will be 
presented at 8 p.m. Wednesday 
through Saturday (Feb. 7-10) and at 2 
p.m. Sunday (Feb. 11) in the Joe E. 
Brown Theatre, University HaH. 
Willum Cubbert, an aspiring young 
architect, has often told his friends 
about the debt he owes to Rick 
Stead man. a man he has never met 
but who saved his life in Vietnam. 
Cubbert is delighted with Steadman 
shows up at his apartment on the night 
of his 34th birthday. But it soon be- 
comes apparent that Steadman Is a 
hopeless nerd: a bumblin oaf with no 
social sense and less tack. And 
Steadman stays on and on and on, 
destroying his host's life bit by bit until 
the normally placid architect finds him- 
self contemplating violence. 
Steven Young, a sophomore visual 
communications technology major 
from Huntfngton, N.Y., appears In the 
title role. 
Others in the cast include Michelle 
K. Goodman, a junior radio-television- 
film major from Euclid; Scott Bruns, a 
senior history education major from 
Toledo: Dan Wetmore, a graduate phi- 
losophy student from Bowling Green; 
and Lisa Borer, a junior theatre from 
Bowling Green. 
"The Nerd" is being directed by 
senior theatre major Jim Azetvandre of 
Columbus. 
Reserved seat tickets, priced at $3, 
go on sale Monday (Feb. 5). Tickets 
are available one hour before curtain 
time or can be reserved by calling the 
box office at (419) 372-2719. The 
box office is located on the second 
floor of University Hall. 
Wanted: actors 
Open auditions for the University's spring musical theater production will be 
held Monday through Wednesday (Feb. 5-7). 
Tryouts for "Quitters" by MoUy Newman and Barbara Damashek will be held at 
7 p.m. all three days In 400 and 402 University Had. 
A drama about an American pioneer and her daughters, "Quitters" captures 
the harsh challenges as well as rewards of frontier life. Directed by doctoral 
theatre student Mary Cutler, the musical will be presented April 18-22 In the 
Eva Marie Saint Theatre. 
Auditions are open to all Interested persons from the campus and community. 
For more information, caU the theatre department at 372-2222. 
♦ <»»♦♦■»♦♦ 
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From the Street 
What changes would you like to see occur at the University in the 1990s? 
Friday /Rcctaa Ptaacy 
Ed Long, freshman design technol- 
ogy major from Cleve- 
land: "Enhance the curriculum for 
ethnic studies so that everyone can 
understand each others point of view 
to eliminate streotypes and miscon- 
ceptions." 
Heidi Skrzat, sophomore art thera- 
py major from Allenlown, 
Pt: "Increase the faculty and staff so 
people don't get closed out of 
courses they need." 
Jim Biehl, freshman elementary ed- 
ucation major from Parma: "Some 
of the resident halls need improve- 
ments like new carpeting, a paint 
Job, and filling in all the holes in the 
walls." 
Sally Huffman, senior hospitality 
management major from Pembervi- 
Ue: "More parking for off-campus 
students because you can never find 
a space when you need one." 
Taut thriller offers constant suspense 
by Brenda Young 
The intrinsic ingredient of a good 
thriller is suspense — the kind so in- 
tense that you end up laughing in an at- 
tempt to strangle the cry which is build- 
vkleo Review 
ing at the back of your throat. 
That happens more than once in 
"Criminal Law," a 1988 HBO release. 
It happens as serial killer Martin 
Thiel (Kevin Bacon) wrestles his latest 
victim (Karen Young) to the floor. She 
squirms away and leaps forward, but 
he catches her leg and drags her back. 
The laugh escapes even though this 
woman appears to be moments away 
from mutilation. 
"Criminal Law" puts a slightly 
different twist on the old story of the 
cynical lawyer and the maybe/maybe 
not guilty client. Thiel isguilty. The 
question is not "whodunit," but why! 
The film opens with Thiel, a wealthy 
gynecologist's son, on trial for the rape 
and multilation of a young woman. 
The prosecuting attorney has a strong 
eyewitness, but Thiel hat a sharp de- 
fense lawyer named Ben Chase (Gary 
Oldman) in his corner. 
With a few below-the-belt stunts, 
Chase is able to undermine the jury's 
confidence and get his client off the 
hook. 
The only problem is another young 
woman is slaughtered — and another. 
Chase soon comes to realize that not 
only has he helped to free a murderer, 
but he has also become so caught up in 
the "game" of turning trials into a cir- 
cus that he no longer bothers to ques- 
tion whether or not justice is being ser- 
ved. 
Once blame has been established, it 
is only a matter of counting the trail of 
rain-drenched bodies to the conclu- 
sion. 
From this point the film splits off 
into two directions. One spins through 
nights immersed in murky torrents of 
rain; the other glides across days of 
piercing brightness. 
As the body count rises. Chase finds 
himself being drawn into the strange 
world Thiel has constructed for him- 
self. The lawyer is risking disbarment 
in his attempts to convict his client, but 
the idea of taking the whole plan one 
step further soon begins to loom in his 
mind. 
As he steps closer to the edge. Chase 
begins to mirror the murderer. Has the 
lawyer passed beyond the bounds of 
sanity? It is not even possible to really 
conclude that question when applied to 
Thiel. 
There is no clear answer behind the 
murderer's cold blue eyes. It may be a 
shadow on the inner recesses of a mind 
mired in psychotic delusions, or a case 
of calculated hatred hidden within a 
clever facade. 
Whatever the case, "Criminal Law" 
keeps the pressure on until the end. 
And when the end does come, the 
overdue relief is not so relaxing. 
"Criminal Law" was provided by 
Barney's Video 
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Retelling the Holocaust through art 
by Donna Sharper  
A sixth grade class walks into a dar- 
kly lit room. 
In the room, a huge brownish object 
that looks like the front of an old, 
burned and rusted furnace, sits on the 
floor. The other object that looks like a 
door, lies on its side. It has a metallic, 
burned and peeled texture, and woo- 
den boards make up the floor. 
The group leader told the students, 
"First, the Nazis would tell them (the 
Jews) they were going to take a 
shower." 
"They (Nazis) would tell them to 
hang their clothing on each one's hook 
with his or her number, so they could 
reclaim their clothes when they got fin- 
ished," he added. 
Some of the students walked out of 
the room and into the Gallery. They sat 
on the floor and listened attentively. 
The presenter told the students how 
the Nazi workers would gather all the 
men, women and children into the 
chamber. He said all of the prisoners 
would be nude and embarrassed by the 
invasion of their privacy. 
"Then gas from the vents in the top 
of the chamber would pour out and 
everyone died within minutes," he 
said. 
The teacher asked the class what it 
thought the soldiers did with the dead 
bodies. "They burned them," several 
students said. 
" That's right," said the presenter. 
"No," the students said unani- 
mously. 
Bross said genocide took place in 
Germany and Cambodia. 
"I don 1 want that to happen again. I have a Jewish friend but 
I don't want that to happen to her." 
— Lindsey McRoberts 
"and they used huge crematoriums to 
do it." Todd Bross, graduate student 
in art drawing, described his piece of 
art, entitled "Endoslung" — the Ger- 
man word for holocaust — while in the 
University's School of Art Gallery. 
He told the students how the soldiers 
had filled a room knee-high with eye 
glasses. 
"Just think, one pair of glasses re- 
presents one person," he said. "Ima- 
gine what a room full of glasses repre- 
sents." 
Bross told the students he calls him- 
self a social commentator. He said he 
prefers to create an atmosphere for his 
art. 
He said he also focuses on the past to 
warn us of the future, and to bring at- 
tention to the atrocities that occur to- 
day. 
"Do you know what genocide 
is?"he said. 
UniGraohics 
Serving uovr total graphic design and typesetting needs. 
• Resumes 
• Graphic Design Consultation 
• Posters, Fliers, Newsletters, Brochures 
• Block & White PMTs, Halftones, Reversals, Film Positives 
► Word Processing Disks Converted for Typeset-quality Output 
• LaserWriter Output from Macintosh1" Disks 
• PC / Macintosh™ File Conversion 
• Full Laser Imagesefting Services 
• Full Typesetting Services 
CaM us for 
further Information 
211 West Hoi 372-7418 
However, he said genocide is also 
occurring in South Africa, where a 
white minority is controlling a black 
majority. The teacher said she also 
heard of genocide taking place in 
Afghanistan. 
Bross also said he props his art on 
the floor, short enough for children to 
be face to face with it. 
"Children are the future," he said. 
"You will be the rulers, and you will 
make the decisions." Lindsey 
McRoberts, 6th grade student of Con- 
neaut Elementary School said Brass's 
presentation "helps the younger kids 
realize what happened." 
"I don't want that to happen again 
— it's so sad," she said. "I have a Je- 
wish friend but I don't want that to 
happen to her." McRoberts takes part 
of an enrichment program that the 
Bowling Green City Schools provides 
for gifted 6th grade students. 
The students who represent all six el- 
ementary schools in Bowling Green, 
meet once a week, said Anne Nails, the 
enrichment class instructor. 
Nails said she confronts issues that 
affect the future, such as the effect of 
the rain forest, the arms race and pov- 
erty. 
She uses the University's Gallery 
every year to bring different issues to 
the class, she said. 
"It (the presentation) made a strong 
impact on the kids," she said. Bross 
displayed his artwork in the Fine Art 
Department's Graduate Exhibition, 
which began in the School of Art Gal- 
lery on Jan. 12. The exhibition, which 
includes oils, colored pencils, sculpture 
and jewelry, will end on Wednesday, 
said Jacqueline Nathan, Gallery Direc- 
tor. 
Patricia Williams, head of the art 
department of Eastern Michigan Uni- 
versity judged the art work and gave 
six awards, Nathan said. 
On Feb.2, University alumnus Tom 
Martin, the vice president of Print Ad- 
vertising for Universal Pictures, 
Hollywood, will give an exhibition in 
the Gallery, Nathan said. 
The reception will begin at 8:30 
p.m., and the exhibition will last until 
Feb.6. 
What is it? 
Last week's winner was Kate 
Fox, who correctly identified 
the object as Santa Claus 
ringing a bell. 
For great food and drinks, it's 
perfectly clear thai Quarters Cafe 
is the right choice. 
II you can Identify this 
object, you could win a SI5 
gift certificate from Quarters 
Cafe. 1414 E Woosier (Does 
not include tax. gratuity, or 
alcoholic beverages/. 
Drop your answers in the 
entry box locaied in the BG 
News editorial office. 214 
West Hall 
Entries are due each 
Thursday. 5 p.m. The 
winning entry will be named at 
lhai lime. If more than one 
correct entry Is received, a 
drawing will be held to 
determine the winner. 
Employees of BGSU Student 
Publications are not eligible   . 
MME.Woosfer  Bowling Green. OH 
353-8735 
ENTRY FORM 
Name  
Address  
Phone Number. 
What is it?  
Hetum to HG News Editorial Otlice. 214 west Hall. BGSU. 
Fmployees of BGSU student Publications are not eligible 
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Fair to showcase 'psychic matters9 
by Brim Lee 
Curious about Runes, Wicca, rein- 
carnation, or clairvoyance? This Sun- 
day from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. there will 
be a psychic fair at the Bowling Green 
Holiday Inn. 
This event is being organized by 
Mary Lee LeBay, owner of The Uni- 
verse and Other Toys, a New Age busi- 
ness in the Sandusky area. 
CAMPUS 
POLLYEYES 
"A Gathering Place" 
• JANUARY SPECIAL * $4.50 
SMORGASBORD 
All you can eat 
Pizta, Salad 
and Soup 
Tues.,Fri.,& Sun. 11-9 
Live entertainment 
with 
Tom Gorman 
Fri. at 10 pm-1 am 
The fair is an event where people can 
learn more about what psychic practi- 
tioners do, as well as browsing through 
the wares of various New Age mer- 
chants. There will be ample opportuni- 
ty to ask questions, observe, shop, and 
chat over a free cup of coffee or tea 
with other attendees, LeBay said. 
Psychic readers use various media 
.such as Tarot cards, the Runes, and 
palmistry, as well as direct clair- 
voyance for obtaining intuitive knowl- 
edge, to help clients see their problems 
in new ways and learn more about 
themselves. Sessions with individual 
psychics cost SS for IS minutes. 
Merchants will be selling a variety of 
New Age goods including books, crys- 
tals, jewelry, and leather goods. There 
will be an astrologer with a computer 
who will produce astrological charts 
for a small fee. 
LeBay said she and her associates 
stress "rational and moral" approa- 
ches in the exploration of psychic mat- 
ters because people often confuse "oc- 
cult," meaning "hidden," with 
"cult," which usually refers to fol- 
lowers of a particular — usually Sa- 
tanic — religion. 
LeBay said she wants to help people 
Howard's club H 
210 N. Main No Cover 
The Groove 
Masters 
Thurs. - Sot. 
Jon 25th - 27th 
•Mini Pitchers ore bock every Mon. Si Hied.* 
in her endeavors to live in harmony 
with the universe. 
"We promote positive selfishness." 
she said. "We should want to save the 
world because it's good for each of us 
as well." 
LeBay said those interested should 
come early because readers' appoint- 
ment books fill up quickly. The admis- 
sion is $1 for up to three people. 
Coffee house 
begins schedule 
by Brian Lee 
Community Open Share will 
resume this semester, every other 
Monday at 8;30 p.m. at United 
Christian Fellowship Center on 
Ridge at Thurstin. The next Open 
Share event will be on Monday, 
January 29. 
Community Open Share was 
established last semester by facili- 
tator Wayne Berman as a per- 
formance space open to anyone 
who would like to participate, 
either as performer or audience, 
in an intimate coffee house-like 
setting. 
During last semester, presen- 
tations included music, videos, 
and poetry. No advance notice is 
necessary to participate; just 
show up and let it happen!      - 
NOW AVAILABLE! 
Sample 16 Imports 
from around the World la 12 
countries. Completion ol 
PASSPORT II win entitle you 
lo an authentic. Imported 
Warstelaer German Mug. 
To begin, order a pan pizza 
and reeieve your own perso- 
nal passport book. 
PASSPORT II 
The Been of the World 
Pollyeyes Pizza 
440 East Court 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
352-9638 
'your import capital o/'SQ' 
Please Tip 
Your Delivery Person 
WIN
   A   SOUNDTRACK! 
Name  
Address  
1. Who created the comic book version of 
Batman''  
2. Name five people who starred in the -1989 
Batman  
Friday, January 26th 
and 
Saturday, January 27th 
7:30 pm, 10:00 pm, 12:30 am 
Eva Marie Saint Theater 
University Hall 
$1.50 Admission 
Bring the above entry form to the movie for a 
chance to win the BATMAN Motion Picture 
soundtrack.  A drawing of all qualified entry's 
will be held Monday morning. The winner will 
be notified that week. 
Questions? Call the UAO office 372-2343 
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Dispelling the darkness on campus 
by Bob Sadowski 
The people demanded, "Let there be 
light!" And there was light. 
However, instead of light in a bibli- 
cal sense, it was light in a security 
sense. It took about a year and a half, 
but nonetheless, the people's pleas 
were answered, referring to the new 
light poles that have been installed 
throughout different areas of the cam- 
pus to aid in deterring the rising num- 
ber of assaults and make the campus 
safer at night. 
Barbara Waddell, public informa- 
tion officer, said the lights will hope- 
fully deter crime. But, she added they 
will not prevent it. She said she believes 
that extra safety precautions, such as 
the Escort Service and the "buddy 
system" should still be practiced. 
Robert Martin, vice president of 
operations, said the new lights are 
beneficial to the improvement of cam- 
pus and will enhance its physical secur- 
ity greatly. 
Martin said he believes the time and 
money put into this project were both 
well spent. The new lights and poles 
were installed .in December, at a cost of 
about $125,000. 
According to Waddell, the replace- 
ment of the older and inefficient lights 
and adding lighting to areas that have 
long needed it was brought to sights 
well before the increase in assaults. She 
said time took its toll on the old light- 
ing system and the need for new light- 
ing was unavoidable. 
Jim McArthur, assistant architect 
with the University, said the new high 
pressure sodium lights are much more 
cost efficient than their predecessors. 
In addition, the yellowish light emitted 
from the new lamps is much greater 
than the light that the older lamps 
emitted. 
The areas in which these new systems 
of lighting were put in include the per- 
imeter of Harshman Quadrangle, the 
area between the Administration Build- 
ing and University Hall including 
South Hall, the east side of the Union, 
and the Union parking lot. 
Illlllllll 
CINEMARK THtAlHtS 
Woocll.nul M.ill 
Cinema 
I 
1234 N. M.IIII SI        3S4-0SS8 
(All tticji't".. Doihv Stereo) 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 
LATE SHOWS (Reg. Price) 
Jan 26 J.27 Pink Floyd'* 
"Th» Wall" 12:30 am 
All Soots S2.50 
Caning Fab. 213 
Prince's "PURPII ftWT 
Tom Cruise 
"BORN ON THE 4th OF JULY" 
M-F  6:50/9:40 R 
S & S 12:40/4:00/6:50/9:40 
Paul Newman 
"BLAZE" 
M-F 7:30/9:50 
S 4 S 7:30/9:50 
FISLill 
11:20 Kevin Bacon 
"TREMORS" 
M-F 7:20/9:20 PO-13 
S » S 12:10/2:10/4:10/7:20/9:20 
FISLate 
Michael J. Fox ii:jo 
"BACK TO THE FUTURE II" 
M-F 7:10/9:20 PQ 
S & S 12:00/2:15/4:30/7:10/9:20 
Stallone and Russell n:io 
"TANGO AND CASH" 
M-F 7:00/9:05 R 
S 4 S 12:20/2:30/4:35/7:00/9:05 
Walt Disney's 
"THE LITTLE MERMAID" 
M-F 5:30 only Q 
S&S 12:00/1:50/3:40/5:30 
nimmi DDCKJ 
The new light poles light up the night sky as part of a $125.000 
project to make the University safer at nighl. 
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THE GREATEST LITE 
BEER CONTEST EUER 
• MAKE YOUR OWN MILLER LITE BEER* 
• COMMERCIAL* 
At SHOOTERS U.S.A. 
Gigantic 
"Super Bowl Sunday" 
PARTY 
January 28,1990 at 1:00 p.m. 
•Super prizes for the best 30 second spot* 
All spots will be shown and judged by local T.V. 
celebrities on our GIANT wide screen T.V. 
$7.99 All you can eat Roast Beef Buffet 
ENTRY FORM AND RULES 
1. Commercial limited to 4 Individuals. 
2. No longer than 30 seconds In length. 
3. Entrants must have written script and rehearsed 30 second spot before 
1:00 p.m. Sunday. 
4. Commercials will be filmed at Shooters Front Bar or at a table. 
5. ALL commercials MUST be in GOOD taste. 
6. Teams must be ready to film when their rum comes. 
7. Judging based on presentation, creativity, and humor. 
8. Entries must be received by Sunday, January 28 at 1:00 p.m. 
Shooter's Entry Form For Lite Commercial Contest 
TEAM NAME: 
2.. 
3_ 
4.. 
Religious groups aid in 
fulfilling student needs 
by Janice Hgrdman 
' 'Money can't buy happiness.'' 
Religion fulfills many needs for 
many people. For (he needs of Univer- 
sity students, there are many organiza- 
tions in the area designed to meet their 
many and diverse needs. 
Mark Crull, a staff member with 
Campus Crusade for Christ, said more 
people are "realizing their inherent 
spiritual needs are not being met" by 
the simple means of society. 
"They try to fulfill (their needs) in 
other ways besides God. In a sense, 
only God can meet the inner needs we 
have," Crull said. 
Dewey Thackston, Campus Minister 
for Active Christians Today, said he 
believes more people are realizing there 
is more to life than making money. 
According to Thackston, the need 
for spirituality has gone through cycles 
over the past few decades. These cycles 
are based on the church's concern with 
social issues, he said. 
The '60s steered away from religion, 
the '70s placed more emphasis on the 
need, and the '80s began a gentle swing 
back toward health, and family in- 
volvement, Thackston said. 
With the materialism and self- 
centered ness of the past few decades, 
many are looking for the truth or 
meaning to life and, in turn, looking 
toward religion to find them, Crull 
said. 
College Life, a University ministry 
sponsored by Campus Crusade for 
Christ, has seen a rise in numbers since 
last year, Crull said. 
"Last year. College Life averaged 
110 student per meeting. The first 
average for this school year shows 
about 210 students," Crull said. 
Students are starting to realize that a 
personal relationship with God can 
fulfill their emotional needs and are 
beginning to attend College Life to see 
what its all about, Crull added. 
Although the numbers are not neces- 
sarily increasing, Thackson said he has 
seen an increase in personal interest of 
faith and solidifying this interest. 
Thackston also said more people are 
dropping in out of curiosity for the 
cause, or a simple interest to talk. 
Campus Crusade for Christ offers 
weekly Bible Studies in the dormitories 
and Greek systems on campus. Some 
students who do not attend the College 
Life meetings attend these, and the op- 
posite is also true, Crull said. 
Different levels of subjects are dis- 
cussed during these weekly Bible Stud- 
ies which range from an investigative 
level to a more mature group being 
taught to teach others, Crull added. 
College Life also has various socials 
throughout the year on weekends to 
pull the group closer together, Crull 
said. 
Campus Crusade for Christ and Col- 
lege Life members particpate in a week 
long 'Christmas Conference' each year 
which includes groups from colleges 
and universities in Illinois, Indiana, 
Michigan, and Ohio, Crull said. 
Each year, members attend "Opera- 
tion 'Son'shine" in Daytona Beach 
during Spring Break. This allows the 
group to learn more about faith, shar- 
ing, and unification, Crull explained. 
Active Christians Today, 612 E. 
Wooster, offers a variety of communi- 
ty gatherings, Thackston said. Sunday 
and Tuesday nights are the general 
meeting nights with family groups in 
dormitories, and apartments on Mon- 
days, Wednesdays, and Thursays. 
Some people come only to the family 
gatherings, and others only the general 
meetings while many are involved in 
both activities, Thackston said. 
Active Christians Today also goes on 
a Spring Break Mission each year. 
Working with the international organi- 
zation, Habitat for Humanity, they 
work on projects to help needy of the 
country, Thackston said. 
Last year, a group of about 31 peo- 
ple, including members from Active 
Chrisitans Today sister organization at 
the University of Toledo, traveled to 
Coahoma, Miss, to help build housing 
for the homeless, Thackston explained. 
This year the mission is planning to 
do a similar project in Savannah, 
Georgia, Thackston said. 
1 
Send in mail to:   Shooters Waterfront Cafe U.S.A 
Portside Marketplace 
Toledo, Ohio 43604 
or 
Present at SHOOTERS by Sunday, January 28 at 1:00 p.m. 
• ------..---..-■-_---..---_--■-_--_    - 
Congratulations 
Maria 
Blendea 
BG News 
Salesperson of the Week 
January 23 - 26,1990 
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Juggling more than a busy schedule 
by Kristen Kwlatkowksl 
David Cain was bored between sev- 
enth and eighth grade, so he taught 
himself how to juggle. 
His twin brother Scott, a sophomore 
at the University, picked up his broth- 
er's skill and has made a hobby of it. 
While Scott admits his brother, who 
attends the University of Cincinnati, 
"got all the talent," Scott's juggling 
prowess has won him numerous 
awards and provided him with a 
unique way to earn money. 
Now the president of the University 
Juggling Club, Cain can juggle six 
balls, five rings or clubs at a time, and 
is working on more. "You can never 
stop learning," he said. 
With the clubs, his favorite prop, he 
has developed what is known as the 
"Cain flourish," a way of twirling the 
club before it is tossed. "If you de- 
velop a trick and other people like it, 
they name it after you," he said. 
In addition to the three main props, 
he also juggles items such as torches 
and knives. While he said they are bas- 
ically the same as clubs, he admits 
these props can be dangerous. 
' 'One time David and I were warm- 
ing up for a show, and there was a girl 
there he was trying to impress, so he 
got out three machetes. He ended up 
cutting himself and going to the hospi- 
tal," he said. 
Because Cain had only planned to do 
one and one-half minutes of the eight- 
minute act solo, he had to improvise 
for the remainder of the time. 
They now use only dulled knives. 
Cain has won a number of competi- 
tions at the local level, and he has 
competed twice at the International 
Jugglers' Association's Convention, 
placing ninth in the Junior's Cham- 
pionship in 1987. With his brother Da- 
vid, he has won six team champion- 
ships in Akron, Cincinnati and Ann 
Arbor, and competed at the 1987IJA 
convention. 
He said competing at the IJA con- 
vention was "awe-inspiring. You go 
into a room and all you see is juggling. 
It's so different from just being with 
two or three people." 
Cain began performing professiona- 
lly during his sophomore year in high 
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school. He and his brother perform as 
"Mirrored Images" and have agents in 
Dayton and Cincinnati. 
Although they perform mainly at 
festivals, hospitals, day care centers, 
schools and parties, they once opened 
for the Beach Boys at Riverfront Sta- 
dium. 
He has also entertained at Renais- 
sance fairs, in which the performers 
wear 18!h-cenlury costumes and use 
homemade wooden props. 
For the past three summers, Cain 
has worked at Kings Island Amuse- 
ment Park, performing six 20-minute 
shows six days a week. It was there he 
met Jon Stadler and Bill Davidson, 
who co-founded the University Jug- 
gling Club with him last year. 
"I always wanted to learn (to 
juggle), but never had anyone to teach 
me. We wanted to give people an op- 
portunity to learn to juggle and have 
fun with it," Cain said. 
The club has 57 registered members, 
although Cain said only about half 
come to any given meeting. The club 
meets monthly in the combat room of 
the Student Recreation Center. The 
members have traveled to juggling fes- 
tivals and have performed on campus 
at Dry Dock, Fallfest, the Little Sibs 
picnic and Honors Student Association 
coffee houses. 
While some members of the club 
have their own props, many do not, 
Cain said. Many of the club's members 
did not know how to juggle before 
joining. 
"The better jugglers help those who 
can't," he said. After learning the ba- 
sics, the members work on their own. 
Cain said almost anyone can learn 
the basics of juggling in about 10 
minutes. 
He suggested athletes may have a lot 
to gain by learning to juggle, saying 
that he noticed an improvement in his 
tennis game after he picked up jug- 
gling. 
"Juggling helps eye-hand coordina- 
tion in sports," he said. "Any sport 
where eye-hand coordination is impor- 
tant — basketball, throwing a football, 
hitting a baseball — juggling will 
help." 
Although he said there are many job 
opportunities for professional jugglers, 
such as performing on cruise ships or 
in Las Vegas-style nightclubs, Cain, a 
business major, said he does not plan 
to make a career of it. 
"Most people think it's a srange way 
to make a living," he said, but added, 
"anytime you find someone with a 
unique skill or talent it's kind of inter- 
esting." 
FREE CATALOG 
of Government Books 
Smd for your copy today' 
Prte Catalog 
Box iJOOO 
Washnfm DC 20013-7000 
BGSU BAND CONCERTS 
Friday January 26 
3:30 - Bath & Berea H.S. Bands 
8 pm - Symphonic FJand & Faculty Brass Quintet 
Mark Kelly, conductor 
(Complimentary tickets required. Available 
al Kobacher Box Office) 
Saturday January 27 
ll:00 am Concert Band Jay C. Jackson, conductor 
l:O0 pm Parkway & Minerva H.S. Bands 
All concerts are held in Kobacher Hall 
and are FREE! 
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The Friday music picks of the week 
Harry Connick, Jr.:"When Harry Met 
Sally" soundtrack, and "20" Columbia 
Records. 
What can you say when a fresh new 
talent arrives on the music scene with 
the intensity of a tornado? With Harry 
Connick. it would be "the best is yet to 
come." An easy assumption, since this 
jazzman with the voice of a young Frank 
Sinatra and the piano-playing of a jazz 
master is only 21 years old! 
Coming from New Orleans, Connick 
has been playing in jazz clubs for most of 
his young life. Originally noticed for his 
piano-playing, his voice is also getting at- 
tention for the work he did on the 
soundtrack of the motion picture 'When 
Harry Met Sally"(his third album). Songs 
like "It Had To Be You." and "Don't Get 
Around Much Anymore" show that age 
does not impart jazz ability, but that it 
comes from the heart 
In his second album "20," (also his age 
at the time), he sings an excellent duet 
with Carmen McRae, and does a tribute 
to his hometown with the infamous Dr. 
John called "Do You Know What it 
Means to Miss New Orleans." He does a 
slower, more romantic version of the 
song "If I Only Had A Brain," and fini- 
shes up the album with a classic ren- 
dition of Duke Ellington's "Do Nothing 
till You Hear From Me." What can't this 
kid do? Hopefully one of the things he 
CAN do is get more albums out This is 
an artist who is only going to get better. 
ByCJ. Dawson 
Richard Stoltzman, clarinet with Judy 
Collins, vocals: "Inner Voices" RCA 
Victor. 
Clarinettist Richard Stoltzman has es- 
tablished himself as one of the most suc- 
cessful classical-jazz crossover artists 
around. This excellent compact disk is 
an eclectic sampling of his talents in mu- 
sic that ranges from transcriptions of 
Bach and Mozart to Joni Mitchell and 
Stevie Wonder, with some great original 
compositions by his own band members, 
most notably keyboardist Bill Douglas. 
Although Judy Collins is prominently 
billed on the package, she sings on only 
two of the 13 selections; the opener 
"Deep Peace," based on a traditional 
Gaelic blessing, and Joni Mitchell's "For 
Free." She is at her plaintive best on this 
disc, imparting a haunting mood to Mit- 
chell's ballad about a street musician. 
Bill Douglas' four compositions are a 
satisfying mix of acoustic, electrical, and 
totally synthesized sounds. The tra- 
ditional jazz rhythm section and synthe- 
sized background harmonies on several 
cuts enhance each other well. Careful 
listeners will not get a vague feeling of 
not knowing what is acoustic and what is 
not (Unemployed acoustic musicians are 
quite sensitive about that these days.) 
Classical superharpist Nancy Allen 
plays on several tunes, most notably on 
Stevie Wonder's "If It's Magic" where 
clarinet and harp are the only instru- 
ments used. The musical effect is pleas- 
ing and tres romantique, if a bit less 
funky than the listener may expect from 
Stevie. 
Stoltzman plays the clarinet in a way 
that is uniquely his, blending elements of 
traditional classical and jazz technique 
in his tone and use of vibrato. This sets 
some purists' teeth on edge, but it works. 
His first concern is for making the clar- 
inet speak in a meaningful way. and it 
would be hard to find fault with that phi- 
losophy. This disc is excellent musically, 
with a range from the classics to be-bop, 
although it is being marketed as "New 
Age." 
By Brian Lee 
Various Artists "These People Are 
Nuts!" I.R.S. Records 
This wide-ranging compilation is a ju- 
bilant celebration of the first 10 years of 
the International Recording Syndicate, 
better known as I.R.S. Records. Since 
the time of its inception in 1979,1.R.S. 
has had a wonderful habit of releasing in- 
fluential albums by artists who otherwise 
would have suffered the stillborn deaths 
that countless independent bands suffer 
through. I.R.S. has represented the little 
engine that could for scores of indepen- 
dent labels that have sprung up in its 
wake. 
"These People Are Nuts!" touches all 
the bases. It combines such cult hits as 
Wall of Voodoo's "Mexican Radio" and 
R.E.M.'s "Superman" with bona fide 
Top 40 smashes by the GoGos ("We Got 
The Beat"), Doctor & The Medics 
("Spirit In The Sky"), and Timbuk 3 
("The Future's So Bright I Gotta Wear 
Shades"). It also features older cuts by 
such currently-blossoming bands as the 
Alarm and Fine Young Cannibals and 
entries by such critically-acclaimed out- 
fits as Oingo Boingo, Concrete Blonde, 
the English Beat, and the Cramps. 
PLUS it's got The Buzzcocks in prime 
form raging away at "Ever Fallen In 
Love." It's a classic snapshot of Kinks- 
bred punk tryin'to hang on as the 70s 
slumped to a close. And hey, 'fess up ya 
glue-sniffin' goons, where else are ya 
gonna find a track by ex-Velvet Under- 
ground rocker John Cale ("Jack The 
Ripper") alongside a rare unreleased 
track by the Police (the slash-n-bum 
rockout "Nothin' Achievin")? Nowhere 
else, daddy-o. Buy this comp or give up. 
By Frank Esposito 
Glory shows ignored side of history 
by Brian Lumley 
"Glory" is a new depiction of the 
Civil War that has long been ignored 
by both history books and the general 
public. The story of black soldiers, it is 
both a compelling and informative 
look at a neglected side of American 
history. 
The story takes the guise of the Mas- 
sachusets Volunteer Unit comprised of 
black men that are either free men or 
escaped slaves. They are under the 
leadership of Robert Gould Shaw, the 
son of Massachusetts abolitionists. 
Shaw, played by ex-Bratpacker Mat- 
thew Broderick, gives a stern yet feel- 
ing touch for the men that he is com- 
manding. 
He takes command because of his 
ideology, yet he is just as hard on these 
men as he would be on a white regi- 
ment. The men are uneasy at their 
treatment at first, but come to respect 
Shaw through his valiant efforts to get 
them "luxuries" such as socks and 
shoes. 
When it comes clear to Shaw that 
these men |gtf| fcW«I.V.*W4«W. 
more than "show ponies" — an effort 
by the Union to show that they are 
ideologically sound by recruiting"in- 
ferior" people — he cements their re- 
spect by tearing up his wage check. 
The film both begins and ends on a 
powerful note. As the story starts, a 
clash between Union and Confederate 
troops becomes obvious. Both sides 
heroically march into battle to the tune 
of a fife. 
As the opposing sides get closer, the 
romanticism of the situation is rapidly 
cast aside and the true horror comes to 
light. A man's head is blown clean off 
his shoulders. This alone sets up the 
rest of the film, preparing the audience 
for a grisly depiction of war, and not a 
romantic "Gone With the Wind" type 
of tale. 
At full length, reality is present. The 
end battle is intense and we realize the 
full futility that the blacks have in gain- 
ing a foothold in this army. 
Shaw, attempting to get respect for 
his men, volunteers them for a frontal 
assault on a Carolina fort. All know 
that the attempt is futile, yet they all 
storm the fort with a fervor that results 
in casualties for more than half the 
men. 
These men gained respect by the 
white regiments, yet remained segre- 
gated soldiers until Viet Nam. 
The recruits are played well, most 
notably by Morgan Freeman and Den- 
zel Washington. These two actors add 
dimension to their characters and hint 
at facets not present within the script. 
In one scene, Washington's escaped 
slave is reprimanded through the usual 
way, flogging. "No, not this way," an 
officer tells Shaw, who ignores the 
officer's pleading. As the soldier is 
whipped on an already-scarred back, a 
lone tear runs down his cheek. 
This scene alone is so well-acted that 
Washington should walk away with a 
Best Supporting Actor Oscar. It also 
stands as a testament to the plight of 
these men — they enlist in an institu- 
tion that treats them the same as their 
old masters. 
Freeman's character is full of dignity 
and honest emotion. He is a former 
gravedigger that becomes the regi- 
ment's only black officer. He proudly 
displays the rank and commands the 
men with the dignity they deserve. 
Throughout, the film lapses into 
melodrama. Many of the scenes are es- 
sentially TV "movie-of-the-week," 
drawing out the ideology of these men 
to an unbearable maximum. Many of 
the reasons that they are fighting are 
overdone, pounded into the viewer's 
head. 
One recruit, a stuttering escaped 
slave, becomes annoying. His verbal 
faltering is an obvious ploy to draw 
pity for this character, but after a while 
, you wish that he'll be onp.qf the casu- 
alties at the film's inevitable climactic 
battle. 
Another such error is the casting of 
English actor Cary Elwes in the role of 
an American officer. His accent is very 
pronounced at times, under control at 
others. 
Despite these few small blunders, 
"Glory" is very good. Broderick ac- 
cepted the role as Shaw only if the pro- 
ducers would hire a historian and 
check every little fact. Therefore, a 
cinematic rarity is presented, a 
truly historical film. 
The film also brings these facts to 
light. For instance, over 200,000 blacks 
served for the Union in the war. Ap- 
proximately 38,000 of them died 
preserving what they believed. 
This film is, perhaps, a living history 
book, changing what is reality and 
what is taught as reality. 
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Living with the Market Square Hero 
byJ.ZacharyPott  
One of the most controversial fig- 
ures in the Bowling Green area is a man 
by the name of Dennis Robaugh, who 
writes "A Market Square Hero." 
There has not been a week gone by, in 
my time here at the University, when at 
least one person hasn't spoken about 
Dennis in a negative sense. 
They "don't understand him" or say 
"he writes in a very conceited man- 
ner." Others see him as their cult hero, 
a voice who sifts through the garbage 
of University paranoid politics and can 
stamp the word "ridiculous" across 
the beast's forehead. 
Well, I'm not writing this to criticize 
his writing (I think it speaks for itself). 
I'm here to talk about what it is like to 
live with Mr. Robaugh. 
People ask me with amazement, 
"You live with Dennis Robaugh ... 
What's it like?" Some ask it as if I 
were living with a celebrity while others 
make it seem like living with a disease- 
ridden corpse. 
Quite the contrary — I live with 
neither a celebrity nor a corpse, but a 
person who observes the world around 
him in a very tight-minded way. His 
way does not seem to be the most pop- 
ular oa< with most readers, but I must 
admit he is good at ruffling feathers. 
Does he carry this type of style with 
Local events 
happening 
DFriday, January 26,12 p.m. "The 
Artist and the Native American Expe- 
rience." Michele Gauthier, a Michigan 
artist, will be giving a presentation on 
native American Indian culture at the 
United Christian Fellowship Center. 
She will be addressing her artworks in 
relation to Indian ritualistic customs. 
This event is sponsored by Project 
Share and the American Culture Stud- 
ies. It is free and open to the public. 
DFriday, January 26, 8 p.m. BGSU 
Symphonic Band, directed by Mark S. 
Kelly, will perform at Kobacker Hall. 
The program will feature guest conduc- 
tor Don Wilcox, director of Bands at 
West Virginia University, and the 
Bowling Green Brass Quintet. The 
program will include "Oberon Over- 
ture" by Carl von Weber, "Symphony 
No.3" by Alfred Reed and "Polka and 
Fugue" from the Opera "Schwanda 
the Bagpiper." This event is free and 
open to the public. 
DFriday, January 26, 3 p.m. Read- 
ing by Dan O'Brien, distinguished 
visiting writer. Creative Writing de- 
partment, will be performing a reading 
from his latest book, "The Center of 
■ •«* F.rmts, page 12. 
him at home? The answer I would give 
you: No. 
The Dennis in the paper is a different 
person than the one at home. In the 
paper he is outspoken, or should I say, 
quite the talker. Outside the boundar- 
ies of his column space, around the 
apartment, Dennis is quiet and just 
does what Dennis wants to do — 
checking his soapbox at the door. 
I respect this, even though it is (most 
of the time) nerve-wracking. I am a 
person who is very open and willing to 
discuss whatever it is that bothers me. 
Dennis, on the other hand, keeps it to 
himself and really doesn't possess the 
desire to talk about it to other people. 
Most of the time he'll let it out in his 
column and I'm glad he has this as an 
outlet, otherwise I think he would ex- 
plode. I remember when I used to pry 
him about his brooding silence. 
"Hey Dennis, is there something 
wrong?" 
"Oh, no... Why?" 
It seems like a simple exchange, but 
through his tone, which is impossible 
to duplicate through written dialogue, 
he is basically saying "I don't want to 
talk about it." After awhile, we would 
both get on each others' nerves to the 
point where I think a punch could be 
thrown by either of us. Therefore, the 
cliche "Silence is golden" has become 
the order of the day. 
So by now you are asking, "Why do 
you live with him? What ever possessed 
you to go through with it?" Dennis 
probably asks himself the same ques- 
tion about me. I have a theory which 
goes like this: If I can live with Dennis 
Robaugh, I can live with anyone. This 
I will believe until the day I die. I mean 
nothing negative about it either. 
Dennis is a trustworthy person and I 
strongly believe if 1 ever needed help in 
any shape or form, Dennis would be 
there to lend a hand. You can always 
count on him and that is a rare trait in 
most human beings these days. 
I have learned a lot from Dennis. I 
have learned to appreciate friendship 
no matter what the situation or feelings 
are among the so-called "comrades." 
He has provided me with a lot of mate- 
rial to write about him in my future 
projects. 
I am also sure I have provided him, 
without a doubt, with tons of material 
for columns in the future (for example, 
his column on his birds being terror- 
ized was provided by me). 
Like Dave, our other roommate, 
says: "You two go out of your way to 
be civil to each other. A true test of 
your intestinal fortitude." 
How true. 
Now Offering 
FREE DELIVERY 
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
4:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
Try Us For Lunch 
11:30- 1:30 
LUNCH SPECIAL 
Jan. 29 thru Feb 1   25% off 
524 E. Wooster (across from campus) 354-7050 
DJ's 
TAVERN 
GEORGIA PEACH 
Performing Live Friday and Saturday 
$3.00 cover 18-20 
$1.00 cover 21 - over 
10 - 2 a.m. 
809 S. MAIN STREET 
10 ono Friday Magazinc/Jaaaary 16. 1W0 
New gym opens for "hardbodies" 
Scotl Lowry, Junior marketing major, spots for Troy Breitraana, 
sopkomorr sports management major, al Hardbodies g> m. 
Friday/Regma Ptaaty 
Campus 
PollyeyeS     "A Gathering Place" 
352-9638 440 E. Courtl 
It's a Superbowl Party 
only at 
Pollyeyes! 
Join us this Sunday. 
e Enjoy our smorg featuring pizza, salad & soup for 
only $3.50 (before and during the game) 
• Pitchers of Beer on special. 
SALADS Y\(  IIOS 
"The Best in Main-Stream Rock" 
Live Entertainment 7 Nights A Week 
Wednesday Thursday Friday and 
College ID Ladies' Night Saturday 
Night no cover for the reduced 
free admission ladies cover 
with valid I.D. before 
BUSCH BY 9:00 p.m. 
THE BUCKET 
This Week:  "Under Fire" 
Happy Hour Every Night from 8:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
Byrnegate Plaza 
135 S. Byrne (near Hill), Toledo 531-1311 
by Mind? Davles 
The fitness craze of the '90s seems to 
have begun through upbeat music, 
good-natured grunts, and the clatter of 
weights all contributing to the atmos- 
phere of the new Hardbodies gym. 
The glass doors of Hardbodies 
opened three months ago after com- 
plete renovations had been done to the 
old Dexter's restaurant on 510 E. 
Wooster St. 
The Dexter's sign is still up in front 
of the gym; however, by the end of the 
month it will come down and the gym's 
new sign will go up, the new owner 
said. 
All of the gym's equipment was 
made by the gym's owner. Rick Villar- 
real, also an accomplished bodybuilder 
and a world class lifter for the last nine 
years. 
According to the owner, the new 
gym is for everyone. 
"Bodybuilding is not just for body- 
builders, it's for everyone who wants 
to get into shape," he said. 
Villarreal said people want to stay in 
shape so they can stay young and with 
"hard work and determination, people 
will get results." 
Many prominent Bowling Green cit- 
izens have recently joined Villarreal's 
club. 
Chip Myles, owner of Myles Pizza 
Pub and several other businesses, re- 
cently joined Hardbodies because he 
said he felt he had gained a few pounds 
and wanted to try something other 
than a diet. 
In the past five weeks, Myles has lost 
eight inches from his waist and says he 
feels the best he's felt in years. 
Villarreal said he believes it's benefi- 
cial to look and feel good because soci- 
ety is filled with competition and mak- 
ing a good first impression can be im- 
portant. 
"It's hard to get a job if you aren't 
assertive and being in shape equals 
confidence," Villarreal said. 
According to Villarreal, University 
student response to the club has been 
"outrageous and supportive." 
Villarreal said he is looking forward 
to expanding his facility and member- 
ship in the future. 
Hardbodies is open Monday through 
Thursday 8 a.m. to midnight, Friday 8 
a.m. to 9 p.m., and Saturday and Sun- 
day noon to 6 p.m. 
Typeset Resumes 
This Is not a coupon. 
This Is not a special offer. 
This is the regular price 
tor a quality typeset resume 
at Uni Graphics. 
Conveniently located on 
campus, UniGraphics provides 
resumes in several clean 
business-like formats. 
Resumes are typeset in two 
to three days and are ready for 
printing. Charges can also be 
applied to your Bursar account. 
That* the special. 
UniGraphics 
211 West Hall 372-7418 
■Prk» dot not Indudt tax. Stcond pmgm MOO 
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Students get "kick"out of BG club 
by Julie Potter  
When the word "karate'Ms men- 
tioned, chances are most people think 
of Bruce Lee, Kung-Fu Theater or 
Hong Kong Fooey. But for the mem- 
bers of the United Karate System, kar- 
ate is a chance to get into shape, relax, 
and meet new people. 
The United Karate System was start- 
ed at the University in 1973 by Mary 
Anne and Bob Nicholson. The Nichol- 
sons taught the class at the University 
of Toledo, but moved to Pemberville. 
"It just seemed logical to start the 
club at BGSU," Bob Nicholson said. 
There are approximately 1 SO mem- 
bers of UKS at the University, includ- 
ing the Saturday class that is offered 
for children. 
The class used to be offered as 10 
week quarters when the University was 
on quarters, but when it changed over 
to semesters, the class went to seven 
week periods. Currently, the class costs 
$33 for a seven week class. 
"Karate serves so many functions 
for so many people," Nicholson said. 
"It is by far the best form of self- 
defense, plus the students Find that 
they get better grades because of the 
discipline learned in karate. They can 
apply it to all aspects of their life. " 
Karate is also a good way to relieve 
tension and lose weight and people 
have also been known to quit smoking 
because of the top physical condition 
required to be in karate, he added. 
One student who said she gets many 
benefits from karate is Amy Gildemeis- 
ter, sophomore chemistry major. She 
said she has been taking karate for 
three semesters and says that it is one 
of the best decisions she has ever made. 
"I began taking karate because I 
didn't feel secure about walking alone 
on campus," she said. "But then I real- 
ized that there was much more to it 
than just self-defense. I feel more re- 
laxed and sure of myself because of 
it." 
Gildemeister said the benefits of 
karate appeal to many students be- 
cause of its range. 
"The style that UKS uses emphasiz- 
ses the mental and emotional aspects of 
Wedding 
Apparel 
frem fffatyay 
GJforware? 
107 Louisiana Ave., 
Perrysburg 
Mon. thru Wed... 10:00-5:00 
Ttiuri 12:00-8:00 
Fri. and Sat 10:00-5:00 
874-0146 
Jance Alhart, sophomore RTVF major, practices her kicks on   Mike Jones, junior computer science major, 
at a Karate Club meet inc. 
Friday/Re»lna Plnaey 
karate as well as the physical," she 
said. 
J.J. Alhart, a sophomore RTVF 
major said she joined UKS one year 
ago because of its flexibility, defense, 
and it provides good exercise. 
"When you go to class, you actually 
learn something and you can apply it 
right away. It's not like a class where 
you sit there and take notes and won- 
der when you're ever going to use the 
information," Alhart said. "What you 
put into karate is exactly what you will 
get out of it. If you're willing to put 
some time into it, you will be greatly 
rewarded in the end." 
The UKS Karate Club meets on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays in 118 Eppler 
Center, with the beginners and inter- 
mediates meeting from 6 to 7:30 p.m. 
and the advanced class meeting from 
7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
******************************************* 
PSVCHIC FMR 
What is It?  Fascinating Fun! 
Readings on your past, present & future, 
guidance on career & romance using Tarot, 
Clairvoyance, Palmistry, Runes, etc. 
Great Merchandise & Free Lectures 
Where?  When?  How Much? 
Bowling Green Holiday Inn 
January 28th    1 lam - 6pm 
»1.00 Admission    '5.00 Readings 
Bring two friends - All 3 get in for H.00 
For info Call - 1-499-2310 
******************************************* 
r 
♦ ♦ 
♦ 
♦ 
Greenbriar Inc. 
We will be leasing the following locations 
for the Fall of 1990 
• East Merry Avenue Apartments -5164 522 E. Merry Avenue 
• Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Avenue, 542 & 560 Frazee Avenue 
• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 Thurstin, 624, 670, 656 Frazee Avenue 
• Ridge Manor Apartments - 519 Ridge St. 
Call or Stop in for a Complete Listing of 
Available Apartments & Houses 
224 E. Wooster St. 352-0717 Hours:£[ 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
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Escort Service aids in campus safety 
by Kimberry Ddbridge  
If you have been looking around 
campus at night for students equipped 
with florescent vests and walkie- 
talkies, with a female close by, chances 
are you won't find any. 
Instead, you will see a small identifi- 
cation card clipped to the outside of a 
jacket and a walkie-talkie, according to 
senior Sean McConnell, coordinator of 
the service. 
"The escortees didn't want to be 
seen with someone wearing a vest, it at- 
tracted too much attention. Some 
males would even go as far as to throw 
empty beer and pop cans," he said. 
This change is a step the escort ser- 
vice has taken in order to improve its 
image. The new image has proven to be 
successful thus far. During the 1989 
fall semester 2,513 callers Tilled the 
phone lines requesting escorts. This 
figure tops that of the entire 1988-1989 
figure of 2,033. 
According to McConnell, there is an 
expected increase in usage within the 
current academic year because of the 
increase in assults and attacks. Most of 
the occurences took place during 
Christmas break and the two weeks of 
the spring semester. 
The improved image has also caused 
The BG News 
...is looking For photo stringers 
wishing to gain valuable 
experience and add to a 
portfolio.   Meetings are 
Sundays at 8:30 p.m. in the 
basement oP West Hall. 
some difficulties. 
"I've received calls and messages 
from people complaining about our 
hours," he said. " The callers are re- 
questing the service on Friday and Sat- 
urday nights in addition to the current 
6 p.m. to 1 a.m. hours on Sunday 
through Thursday." 
The escort service is currently unable 
to provide escorts on Friday and Sat- 
urday nights because of many obstacles 
including man power. There are not 
enough students willing to volunteer 
their Friday and/or Saturday evenings, 
McConnel said. 
"The only way to get escorts here on 
weekends is to pay them and that 
money is not within our budget," he 
said. "The administration seems to feel 
this is one of the safest campuses in the 
nation and since the escort service 
started out using volunteers, it should 
remain that way." 
The $5,800 budget, which is alloted 
through the Advisory Committee and 
General Fee Allocations, is gobbled up 
by numerous other costs of operation, 
McConnel said. 
A majority of the budget is directed 
towards advertising and publicity, re- 
pairs to the "aging car," and replacing 
and repairing walkie-talkies. It would 
be impossible to pay the 20 male and 
female walkers and drivers within the 
boundaries of the current budget, he 
said. 
One helpful piece of equipment that 
*9*mrs 
Toledo's Newest Restaurant & Night Club is now open 
to offer you the best in foods and entertainment! 
KORVETTS features a wide variety of sandwiches, steaks, 
chicken & Italian Specialties, 
OPEN FOR LUNCH AND DINNER 
HAPPY HOUR MON - THUR 3 - 7 PM 
Drink Specials and FREE Hors d'oeuvres 
KORVETTS introduces BGSU & UTCollege Night. Dancing Nightly 
from 9:3U pm - 2:30 am with music from the 50's to the 90's! 
YOU MUST BE 21 TO ENTER 
Straight up 1-75 to 475 W, Talmadge Ave. exit - 
Then turn Right across from Franklin Park Mall 
did not have to be purchased by the es- 
cort service is a truck that is lent to 
them by Parking Services. This truck is 
used solely to make runs to and from 
the parking lots between 8:30 p.m. and 
12 a.m. Sunday through Thursday. In 
addition, other helpful resources have 
been obtained from the sororities in- 
cluding contributions that will be used 
for equipment. The use of the escort 
service by sororities as a whole has in- 
creased also. 
Since the use of the campus escort 
service is expected to increase, 
McConnell encourages any male or 
female interested in volunteering their 
time to call 372-8360. Applications are 
sent through the police department and 
followed up by an interview with the 
campus escort service. 
"There is about a 50:50 ratio of 
males to females volunteering their 
time to the escort service. The females 
walk in pairs and only escort on cam- 
pus, while the males escort both on 
campus and off campus," McConnell 
added. 
■From Events, page 9. 
the Nation", which will be appearing 
in the Atlantic Monthly in the summer 
or early fall. O'Brien was awarded the 
prestigious University of Iowa Short 
Fiction Award in 1986 for his story col- 
lection 'Eminent Domain.' O'Brien 
has published in a various number of 
magazines and two highly acclaimed 
novels, "Spirit of the Hills" and "The 
Rites of Autumn." This event is spon- 
sored by the Creative Writing Program 
and the Department of English and is 
taking place in the Ohio Suite of the 
Union. The event is free and open to 
the public. 
DMonday, January 29, 8 p.m. In- 
ternational Film Series, "A Love in 
Germany (Un amour en Allemagnc)." 
An adaption of the documentary novel 
by Rolf Hochhuth. In a small German 
village, a girl falls in love with a polish 
POW doing forced labor; stupidity and 
jealousy among the villagers lead to ca- 
tastrophe for the couple. Directed by 
Andrzej Wajda. English subtitles. 121 
West Hall. It is free and open to the 
public. 
DTuesday, January 30, 3:30 
p.m."From 'Lost Crusade' to 'Noble 
Cause': The Rewriting of the Vietnam 
War." Dr. Gary Hess will deliver his 
Distinguished Research Professor Lec- 
ture in the Alumni Room, University 
Union. He will address the way histor- 
ians and authors have interpreted the 
Vietnam War, as first a mistake, and 
how this interpretation has changed by 
contemporary authors and political 
leaders to a "noble cause.". It is free 
and open to the public. 
Compiled by David Lechner 
The BG News 
offers daily 
classifieds 
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TV Listings 
lor 
Jan. 26 ■ Feb. 1 
DAYTIMEMORNING JANUARY 26, 1990 - FEBRUARY 1, 1990 
5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 
o Maude Business News This Morning Sally Jessy Raphael Family Feud Jackpot! Price 
o Sign-Oil Cont'd FIT. Well Now' Mr. Dressup Sesame St 
CD Sign-Off Cont'd CBS News Toledo 11 This Morning Peo Court 3rd Degree Family Feud Wh Fortune Price 
© Sign-Off Ag-Day News NBC News Todayg Donahue Scrabble Concentr GoWen Girls 
W Sign-Off Cont'd ABC News Good Morning America:; Live - Regis & Kathie Lee Sally Jessy Raphael Home 
m Sign-Off Cont'd Business Homestretch Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
© Sign-Off Cont'd Homestretch Zoobilee Sesame Street Q Instructional Programming 
S3 Sign-Off Cont'd COPS Nm|a Turtles Academy Menace Muppets Success n Lite 700 Club Research 
© Trial by Jury News 700 Club Smurls Daffy Duck Chipmunks Maxie Little House on the Prairie Perry Masbn 3 s Co 
ESPN Basketball Getting Fit Bodies Nation s Bust ness Today SportsCtr College Basketball Getting Fit 
TMC Movie Movie Movie | Movie 
DAYTIMEAFTERNOON 
11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
o Price News Young and the Restless Bold Bea As the World Turns Guiding Light Geraldo Donahue 
o Sesame St Midday Country Practice Varied Richmond Hill Wok Talkabout Danger Bay Video Hits Newsday 
in Price NewsQ Young and the Restless Bold. Bea As the Work) Turns Guiding Light Oprah Wlntrey g Family Ties Cosby Show 
© 227 News Generations Days of Our Lives g Another World Santa Barbara Gro Pains Facts ol Lite News Cheers g 
03 Home Strangers Loving g All My Children One Lite to Live General Hospital Joan Rivers Geraldo 
ffl Instructional Varied Instructional Programming Varied Sq. 1 TV Sesame Street g Mr Rogers Varied 
© Instructional Programming ( Jont'd Sesame Street g Mr Rogers Sq. 1TV 
© Trial by Jury Divorce The Judge Love Con. Win. Lose Laverne Odd Couple Mario Bros Scooby Doo DuckTales g Chip-Dale Highway to Heaven 
© 50 Newsline 1 Love Lucy Andy Griffith B Hillbillies Gilligan Happy Days Laverne Porky Pig Chip-Dale DuckTales g Fun House Did  Slcokes Webster 
ESPN Training Bodies Bodyshape Varied Programs Tennis Varied Programs 
TMC Movie Movie Movie                                                1 Varied Movie 
Because of a new FCC ruling, listing* for out-of-town stations carried by your cable system are subject to blackout or last minute change-* In 
programming.  We regret any Inconvenience this may causa. 
The BG News presents ... 
Automobiles 
Today 
Monday 
January 29 
This special edition ol The BG rVews will (ocut on oil aspects of the automobile: from financing, leasing and 
ipecial manufacturer purchase programs for college students ond graduating seniors to upkeep and 
maintenance, ond a look at the 1990 models.  Look for It ot all regular distribution locations on and off campus. 
_V11 
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FRIDAY EVENING JANUARY 26,1990 
6:00        6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00  I   10:30 11:00 11:30   1  12:60 12:30 
O NMM CBS News PMMag. Man Monroe Movie: "Daughter ot Darkness N#ws Newhart      | Jeter sons ArsenoHall 
o NCWS Tommy Hunt»f Commomvaalth Games | Journal News Good Rockln' Tone* Fast Break 
a News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jtopardyl Max Monroe Movie: "Daughter of Darknen" News Magnum, P.I. 
IB News NBC News Bit. Tonight Night Court Baywatch True Blue MancusoFBI News TonlrjhtShow Letterman 
m Mews ABC News Affair Family Feud Fun House Ferrety Strangers Ten of Us 20/20 News Nlghtllne AraenioHal 
9 Streams** Business MacNea/lehrer Newshour Wash Week Wall St Doctor Win EastEnders Spirit of Place 
s MacNell/Lehrer Newshour Buslnes» McLaughen Wash Week Waist. Friday Ideas "The Private History ol a Campaign That Failed" Sign-On 
o Bon? Charles Boss? Mama Movie: "The Blue Lagoon" Barney M. McHale WKRP Alter Hours MoW "Devi Fish" 
o Charles Facts of Ufa Bon? Family Tin Movie: "Sixteen Candles" Nswt Sanlord Jefferson s Fa! Guy 
ESPN SuperBowl SportHook SportsCtr. Ski World World Cup Skiing Tennis: Australian Open SpeedWeek SportsCtr. College Basketball 
WC Movie: 'Rented Up*" Movie: "Off Baal "A Nightmare on Elm Street 4: The Dream Master" Movie: "Fresh Horses" 
SATURDAY AFTERNOON        JANUARY 27,1990 
11:00 11:30 12:00   I   12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O GarteW Dungeons StagepantV College Basketball: Arizona at Pittsburgh College Basketball: Syracuse at Georgetown CBS Sports Saturday 
o Sesame Street Sportsweekend Commonwealth Games 
o Garfleid Dungeons Ragg. Ann Storytxeak Showcase Kingdom      Cotege Basketball: Toledo at Miami-Ohio Branded Road to Super Bowl XXIV 
IB Chipmunks Saved-Bell ALF KinyFur College Basketball: Ohio State at Illinois College Basketball: Michigan State at Michigan Seniors PGA Golf 
s Bugs & Tweety FUntstones Weekend B% Packer Grades Beauty Snak Master PBA Bowling: ARC Pinole Open Wide Work) of Sports 
0 Franey J. Wilson Cooking Garden Gourmet Old House Workshop Art Lap Quilting Homeome Austin City Limits Creatures Great & Smal 
63 Vets Only Fred Trost rtnOXUrWw^F** Streamslde OM House Garden Workshop Hometme Gourmet Oeo natal Underfoot Alexander European Tony Brown 
ItM Better Home This-NFL Work) Wide Wrestling RoHerGames Movie: "On the Double" New Lassie Batman McHale H.'t Heroes 
m Fat Guy Movie:   Hardry Working Movie: "AJcatraz Express Star Trek New Lass* New Beaver 
ESM Star Shot Gameday Rodeo: Futuri Cheeneedng: Nat Champ. Cheeneedlng: Nat. Champ. PGA Golf: Long Drive PGA Golf: Phoenix Open 
TMC Movie: "For Keeps" Cont'd                    | Movie: "Fresh Horsn"                                              |Short Film Movie: "Play Misty for Me" Movie:   Bat 21' 
SATURDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00   |   11:30 12:00  |   12:30 
e News CBS News Maddens Super Bowl Sp. Paradise Super Bowl Saturday NMe NeJWS Movie: "Sleeper" 
o Saturday Report RealFiehing Boater NHL Hockey: Montreal Canadians at Toronto Maple Leafs News Video Hits Night Music 
o News CBS News Wh. Fortune Cash Com. Paradise Super Bowl Saturday Nee News Movie: "Rehearsal for Murder- 
0 Newt NBC News Entertainment This Week 227 Amen Golden Gins Empty Nest Hunter News Saturday Night's Main Event 
0 Insport ABC News Star Search Mission: impossible Movie: "Christine Cromwell: m Vino Verttas" Insport NWA Wrestling Awards 
0 Degrassi Video Lawrence We* Show Movie: "Broken Blossoms" Sister Adrian Jazz Piano Competition Lasmtjlit America With Dennis Whotey 
0 Wonderworks Lawrence Walk Show Wonderful World of Disney Volunteer Connection Telethon Latemght America With Dennis Wholey 
o Boss1 Charm Bou? Mama Cops           |vioeo Reporters Star Trek Comic Strip Live Fri. the 13th Serin 
0 Charles Mad House Red Wing NHL Hockey: Detroit Red Wings at Quebec Norrjques Star Trek: Next Gener. Comic Strip Live Copt Video 
ESPN HummngbW Ban N GoK SportsCtr SuperBowl SuperBowl Super Match NFL Oream Bowl Tennis: Australian Open SportsCtr 
TMC Movie:   Bat 21 "Cont'd Movie: "A Tiger's Tele" Movie: "Fresh Horses'' Movie: "Underground Terror" 
f&S 
LOCATED 
IN THE 
WOODLAND Hours: 
MALL        '"*•■•»"■ 
1234 N. Main St.    "" * *•»■ 
phone: 353-0119 
10% Discount 
with university I.D. on Thursdays 
(NON-SALE ITEMS ONLY) 
We have over 250 different Items 
and we take special orders: 
• Candy * Nuts * Fruits • Snacks • Sugarfrc* Candy 
• NIMI • Jelly B#l»i>a (40 flavon) ■ BakJa* Supplies 
• Ipkn • Soap Mix*. • Grata* • Paula* • Go«r«u*t Coll*. • Bean. 
-    C-e.li I-e    •    Kllcaae    Geelfal.    ■    Glaee    Jan   •    SlullaJ    A.I..I. 
• (.III      Bafla      •      Ha«a     •      Bull**!      •      P.-.II.      •      r...      •      Fratara 
• SUIIaairt       *      O      m • •       •       T**l       •        Hallaav       «*...»■■ al I a. 
• WlCuai    •    G-anli.il    Ma.fcl.a.    •    Gift    Pacha*!**   a**e)a    la   ..... 
BY THE PINCH OR THE POUND 
FROM THE WORLD AROUND! 
THE ARRANGEMENT 
Hair, Skin, and Nail Designers 
Bring in this coupon and receive $5 off a perm, highlighting, fiberglass 
nails, or make-up demonstration with these designers. 
352-4101 
Denis* 
181 S. Main 
Tammy Natalia 
Expires Jan. 29th 352-4143 
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON     JANUARY 28,1990 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30        4:00        4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Skier OrympK Wintertest NBA Basketball phoenix Suns at Boston Celtics NFL Today Super Bowl XXIV 
o Gardener Best Yeirs Meeting Place Canada Hymn Sing Commonwealth Games Grizzly Adams 
o Randy Ayers Jay Eck Face Nation NBA Basketbal: Phoenix Suns at Boaton Celtics NR Today Super Bowl XXIV 
IB Shin-ins Maaa SportsWorld Coiege MaUiiM.: 2SSr$S Tsci; A 0£s Seniors PGA QsK Si~ GSIK Flehlng 
B) Work) Tom. Week-David BrMday Close-Up Butinaaa Sybervision College Basketbal: Indiana at Minnesota LaLuch* Rich* Famous 
S Tony Brown Heritage Adam Smrrh WalSt Great Partormancea SbMf Adrian Travel Mag One on One McLaughlin Firing Una Market 
GD Degrassi Newtons Friday Adam Smith Movie: "Broken Btoaaoma"                 | Sister Adrian Nova SanMhaoraan Work) SMOfFeM 
69 Paid Program Movie: "Sounder Part II" Movie: "Scared Soil" Charles in Charge 
B American Gladiators Star Trek; Next Gener. Movie:  "The Return ol Ben Casey" Movie:  Godzilla 1985 Rich * Famous 
csw Reporter NFLGamaflay SuperBowl SuparBowl Super Match PGA God: Phoenix Open Skate America: Champions Skiing: U.S. Pro Tour 
TMC Movie: "Can't Buy Me Love" Movie:   Deadly Illusion' Movie: "Switching Channels"                                      JMovie Show Movie: "Heartbreak Hotel 
SUNDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o Super Bowl XXIV: Broncos vs. 49ere Super Bowl XXIV Continues Grand Slam News Siskel Insporl Arsenk) Has 
o Bonanza Family Hour Royal Variety Performance 1989 Venture News Sports Zone The Voyage ol the Yes 
o Super Bowl XXIV: Broncos vs. 49ers Super Bowl XXIV Continues Grand Slam News "Wait Tin Your Mother Oats Home" 
IB N©w$ NDO PtflWS Movie: "Annie" Movie: "Spies Like Us" NOWS Byron Allen Trapper 
m Siskel ABC News Lite Goes On Love With a Twist Movie:   Star Trek III: The Search lor Spock" Editors Eaaier The Doctor Is In 
m Lawrence We* Show Wonderworks Nsture Masterpiece Theatre Dawn's UgM/RsJph McQI Ideas Editors Delense 
o In Charge Workshop Austin City Limits Nature rneetre Great Railway Journeys The "90s Sign-Oil 
o Star Trek: Next Ganar. Booker Wanted Simpsons Married... Open House Ullman G. Sriandkng Inside Video Pax) Prog Sign-Off 
m Star Search Booker Wanted Simpsons Mimed.. Open House UHman G. Shandkng 2ndChnc. Kenneth Copeland Children 
am SuperBouts Adventure: Shark Toum. Karate: Welterweight Ch. Boxing: Roger Mayweatner vs. Victono Belcher NFL Prtmeome NFL's Greatest Moments 
TMC 'Heartbreak Hotel"" Cont'd Movie: "Fresh Horses" Movie: "Can't Buy Ma Love" Movie: "House ol Games 
MONDAY EVENING         JANUARY 29,1990 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O N6WS CBS News PMMag Major Dad CMy Murphy B. Design. W. Newhart Doctor News Newhart Jeffereona    |Arsenio Hal 
e Mows Monitor Danger Bay th Games Journal News SCTV Proleasionals 
0 News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardyl MaxxDad City Murphy B.    I Design. W. Newhart Doctor NOWS Magnum, P.I. 
• News NBC News Ent. Tonight Night Court ALF Hogans Movie: "Where Pigeons Go to Die" News Beat ol Carson Letterman 
© News ABC News Affair Family Feud MacGyver Movie: "Rich Men, Single Women" News MgMlli ArserwHa* 
o AH Purposes Business MacNaa/Lahrar Newsnour Miracle Planet Eyes on the Prize II Singing Stream EastEnders Business Try Times 
© MacNel/lehrsT Newsnour Business Animals Mirade Planet Footsteps Red Dwarf Video Served Mystaryl 
o Boss? Charles Boas? Mama 21 Jump Street Alien Nation Star Trek: Next Ganar. WKRP Alter Hours Judge Dee 4 Monastery 
m ChsjlM Facts ol Lie Boas? Family Ties 21 Jump Street ASen Nstwn News Sanford Jeffarsons FalGuy 
am Speedway SportsCtr Coiege Basketbal: Syracuse at St. John's College Basketbal: Hnoia at Iowa SportsCtr College Basketball 
TMC Movie: "The Untrjuchables"                                   |Movle: Three lor the Road" Movie: "Shakedown"' Movla: "The Seventh Sign" 
Falcon House 
Sporting Goods 
JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE 
SAVE • Athletic Shoes: Basketball. Dunning, Fitness • SAVE 
SAVE • Sports Apporel:  Pro T-Shirts and Sweat! S SAVE 
Running Tights 20% off 
Swim wear 50 % off 
Sweats ■ Crews and Pants Save $2.00 
School Jackets $39.95 (lettering additional) 
123 S. Main St. Downtown B.G. 
Across From Huntington Bank 
Hours Daily 10-9 
Sat 10-5 352-3610 
3E flW^lfl 
MAKE 1990 YOUR YEAR 
TO LOSE WEIGHT! 
AvaauvB* coat otsur 
$6.90 LOSE 1 DRESS SIZE 
WaXflht lost, StabWzorkNi 
*~J**™£^**        745 ru-eJn. Read 
wuKMKm Off wrw T •or       Horns; 
354*500 £»* 
CALL S" 
T0DAY!
      <P -if WfflJ-Q\ 
WEIGHT LOSS CENTERS   \ 
aaM wm ON Osajsa aM 
9ase-7pa 
*pea-7pni 
9am-l-prii 
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TUESDAY EVENING       JANUARY 30,1990 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00      12:30 
O News CBS News PMMag. Rescue 911 Movie: "The Plot to K» Hitler" News Newhart Jeffersons ArsenloHall 
o DM Babar Mr. Wizard Commonwealth Games Journal News SCTV Professionals 
o News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardy! Rescue 911 Movie: "The Plot to K* Hitler" News Magnum. P.I. 
B News NBC News Ent. Tonight Night Court Mstkxk In the Heal ol the Night Mkn wJ il '.••*R^,~ News Tonight Show                   iLetterman 
Otf NMW ABC News Affair Fanny Feud Boas? Wonder Y. Roeeanne Coach trurtysomething News NigMine ArsenloHall 
s Oceania Business MacrM/Lahrar Nawshour Nova Frontline Talking to the Enemy EastEnders Univ. Forum European 
• MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Business Ananato Nova Frontline Eyes on the Prize II Served Masterpiece Theatre 
a Boas? Charles Boas? NBA Basketbel: Detroit Pistons at Atlanta Hawks Barney Miller WKRP After Hours "Kingdom of the Spiders" 
0D Charles Facts ol Ufa Boas? NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons at Atlanta Hawks News Santord Jeffersons Fat Guy 
ESPN Speedway SportsLook SportsCtr College Basketball: Houston at Texas College Basketball: Florida at Alabama SportsCtr. Auto Racing: Off-Road 
TMC Movie: "Remo vWtama: The Advantura Began"           JMovta: "Daapslar Six" Movie: "White Mischief" Movie: "Shaft" 
WEDNESDAY EVENING      JANUARY 31,1990 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News PMMag Grand Slam State of Union Jake and the Fatman News Newhart Jeffersons ArsenloHall 
o N#W8 Raccoons B'comoers. Commonwealth Games Journal News SCTV Professionals 
CD News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardy! Grand Slam Slate ol Union Jake and the Fatman News Magnum, P.I. 
CD Nows NBC News Ent. Tonight Night Court Unsolved Mysteries State of Union Quantum Leap News Tonight Show Letterman 
® News ABC News Affair Family Feud Gro. Pains DoogieH Stale ol Unon China Beach News Nightkne Arsenio Hal 
m Al Purposes Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour College Basketball: Bowling Green vs. Akron EastEnders Art Beat 
a MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Business Animals AIDS Quarterly American Playhouse Monet Served Miracle Planet 
o Boss? Charles Boas? Mama Movie: "Absence of Malice" Barney M. McHale WKRP After Houra "SST - Death FlgM" 
CB Charles Facts of Ufa Boss? NHL Hockey: Edmonton Oilers at Detroit Red Wings News Sanford Jeffersons Fall Guy 
ESPN Speedway SportsLook College Basketball: Virginia at North Carolina State College Basketball: Boston College at Pittsburgh Motorweek SportsCtr. Gymnastics: U.S. Chan. 
TUC Movie Show Movie: "Deadry lausion"                         |Movie. "License to Drive"                       |MOV« "Mississippi Burning" Movie: "Birdy" 
THURSDAY EVENING        FEBRUARY 1.1990 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00   1   12:30 
O News CBS News PMMag 48 Hours Island Son Knots Landing Newt Newhart Jeffersons    [Arsenio HaH 
o Newt On Road Emergency Commonwealth Games Journal News SCTV Professionals 
CD News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardy) 48 Hours Island Son Knots Landing News Magnum, P.I. 
CD News NBC Nsws Ent. Tonight Night Court Cosby Show Grand Cheers        | Late Night With David Letterman N6WS TonghtShow Letterman 
CD News ABC News Affair Family Feud Father Dowling Mysteries Young Riders Primetlme Live News Nlgmane Arsenio HaH 
CD Oceenus Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour WHd Am. Try Times Mystery! Voices 4 Visions EastEnders Time Out FredTrost 
0D MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Business Animals Old House Wild Am Mystery! SmUey's People Served Frontline 
CD Boss? Charles Boss? Mama Movie Barney M. McHale WKRP Afler Hours Movie 
CD Charles Facts of Life Boas? Family Ties Movie: "The Road Warrior News Sanford Jeffersons Fa) Guy 
ESM Speedway SportsLook College Basketball: Minnesota at Michigan State College Basketball: North Carolina at Georgia Tech SportsCtr. College BaskMbal: UCLA at USC 
TMC Short Film Movie: "WHd Thing" Movie:   The Fury Movie: "Haunted Summer" | Movie: "Jagged Edge" 
A   «HT Annette     Hair Studio 
C? A IDYL""' 
Diane   Johnston  &  Paula   Ryder 
Perms 
$5.00 OFF  ESga 
Nails 
$2.00 OFF Haircut 
Hours: Mon-Thur 
Friday 
Saturday 
141 W. Wooster 
8:00 - 8:00 
8:00 - 6:00 
8:00 - 3:00 
354-8533 
UniGraphics 
Your « 
On-Campus 
Desktop 
Publishing 
Service 
Bureau 
211 West Hall 372-7418 
SUN WORKS TANNING 
STUDIO 
352-2530 
• TAN BEFORE NOON 
FOR ONLY $3.00 • 
NEW EQUIPMENT 
EXCLUSIVE TO B.G 
